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Boyd's 1918-19 West Chester Borough Directory 
compiled by Jim Jones, spring 2009 
 
This page contains the names of people who were listed 
in 1918-1919 Directory of the Borough of West Chester. 
A copy of the book is available in the Chester County 
Historical Society library, 225 N. High Street, West 
Chester PA 19380. 
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Selected Introductory Material 
 
[cover] 
BOYD'S WEST CHESTER, PA DIRECTORY 
For the Years 1918-19 
 
Compiled and published by  
Boyd's Directory Company 
W. Andrew Boyd, Manager 
911 G St. NW 




[inside front cover] 
 
ORGANIZED 1814 
THE NATIONAL BANK OF CHESTER COUNTY 
WEST CHESTER, PA. 
Capital,       -       $225,000.00 




THOMAS W. MARSHALL, President. 
THOMAS HOOPES, Vice-President. 
GEORGE HEED, Cashier.  




ROBERT T. CORNWELL   
GEORGE M. PHILLIPS  
JOHN J. GHEEN 
SAMUEL MARSHALL  
JOSHUA E. HIBBERD 
WM. P. SHARPLESS  
THOMAS HOOPES 
WM. T. SHARFLESS 
THOMAS W. MARSHALL 
GEORGE THOMAS, 3d 
G. GLANCY WILSON 
 
Drafts furnished on all of the principal 
cities of the world, 
payable in currencies of the respective 
countries. 
 
Travelers' Letters of Credit and American 
Express Companies' 
Checks furnished, available in all parts of 
the world. 
 
Three Per Cent. Interest Paid on Special 
Deposits 
Interest Credited Three Times Per Year  
2 Per Cent. Interest Paid on Checking Accounts 
 
Dur Safe Deposit Department, fitted up for 
convenience and 
comfort of our patrons, and our vaults are of 
the best modern 
construction throughout and electrically 
equipped against 
burglary, and the Boxes are supplied with the 
latest and most 
approved locks. 
 




THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF WEST CHESTER, PA.  
United States Depository 
OEGANIZED 1863 
 
Capital Stock,      -     $200,000.00 
Surplus and Profits     -  190,000.00 
 
OFFICERS. 
MARSHALL S. WAY ....................... 
President 
SEPTIMUS E. NIVIN ................ Vice-
President 
SAMUEL P. CLOUD ......................... 
Cashier 




WILLIAM CHALFANT, JR. 
GEO. K. McFARLAND 
ELISHA G. CLOUD 
WILMER T. NIELDS 
HARRY G. FAIRLAMB 
S. E. NIVIN 
A. M. HOLDING 
ARTHUR P. REID 
J. HOWARD LUMIS 
MARSHALL S. WAY 
PLUMMER E. JEFFERIS 
 
Safes to Rent in Safe Deposit Vaults 
$3.00 PER YEAR AND UPWARD. 
FOREIGN EXCHANGE, TRAVELERS' CHEQUES, LETTERS 
OF CREDIT 
 
3 Per Cent. Interest Paid on Special Time 
Deposits 
2 Per Cent. Interest Paid on Checking Accounts 
With Average 







PUBLISHERS OF DIRECTORIES 









Abrams Charles, waiter, 408 E Gay 
Academy of the Immaculate Heart, Villa Maria, Patton av nr Maple av Station 
Achelis George, president Morris Nursery Co, 16 w Chestnut 
Achelis Jane T, 16 W Chestnut 
Achenbach Elizabeth, h 10 N Nields 
Achor S T, 622 S Walnut 
Achuff George S, laborer, 743 S Franklin 
Acme Tea Co, 34 W Gay and 124 E Market 
Ackerman V J, clerk, Y M C A 
ADAMS EXPRESS CO, Charles W Fyle Agent, Penna R R depot, E Market 
Adams Edgar E, barber, 647 S Matlack 
Adams John, electrician, 201 S High 
Adams John T, tinner, h 123 N Darlington 
Adams M E (wid George), 136 Barnard 
Ahren Ellwood Mrs, 306 N Darlington 
Ahren Emma M (wid Edward), 232 N Darlington 
Ahren John, fish, 148 W Gay, h 232 N Darlington 
Ahren Margaret A, clerk, 232 N Darlington 
Aitkin T Benton, 129 W Market 
Aitkins Harry, physician, 129 W Market 
Aldred Bertha L, 113 W Chestnut 
Aldred Henry, machinist, 126 N Darlington 
Aldsworth Peter, car cleaner, 31 E Market 
Aldsworth Peter A, police, 31 E Market 
Alexander Annie A, dressmaker, 223 E Chestnut 
Alexander Charles J, electrician, h 210 N Penn 





Alexander John, laborer, 142 Nield 
Alexander Oswald B, lineman, 129 Nields 
Alexander William D, U S Army, 233 W Union 
Algier Frank, machinist, 105 N Wayne 
Allan Elizabeth J, dressmaker, 29 W Gay 
Allan A R, manager, 29 S Church 
Alien Carleton W, teacher, State Normal School 
Alien James P, foreman, 214 N Penn 
Allgood Richard D, laborer, 413 N New 
Allison Edwin T, spokemaker, 138 W Union 
Allison Emily (wid Joseph F), 204 Sharpless 
Allison Frederick, plumber, 204 Sharpless 
American Stores Co, grocers, 115 W Market and 39 W Gay 
Anderson Elizabeth H, 304 W Miner 
Anderson Granville A jr, barber, 13 Wayne 
Anderson Granville W, 41 W Market 
Anderson James, barger, 41 E Gay, h 321 W Gay 
Anderson James J, helper, W Goshen 
Anderson Mary E, grocer, Maple av, W Goshen 
Anderson Perry, farmer, 313 W'Chestnut 
Anderson Robert F, professor, 10 Rosedale av 
Anderson William J, helper, 221 S Darlington 
Andreas William S, teacher, h Y M C A 
Andress Casper P, clerk, 226   WChestnut 
Andress Frederick J, 226 W Chestnut 
Andress Herbert, clerk p o, 223 N Darlington 
Andress John G, laborer, Garfield av 
Andress Leonard, lunch hand, 221 N Darlington 
Andress Mary, clerk, 226 W Chestnut 
Andress Sharpless, laborer, 122 W Washington 
Andrews J W, superintendent, 536 S Matlack 
Apple Mary (wid Lewis), 17 S Church 
APPLE PLUMBING AND HEATING CO INC, Michael J Murphy pres, Mary Purtell sec, 
114 and 116 E Gay 
Apple Rodman H, 3 S High 
Arabia Antonia, mason, 239 W Gay 
Arabia Emelia, dry goods, 239 W Gay 
Arcancelo James A, machinist, 404 N Darlington 
Archer H Taylor, bar clerk, Mansion House, 425 N New 
Archer Maurice J, plumber, 425 N New 
Areson Charles H, tinner, 138 Lacey 
Areson Eliza P (wid Charles), 218 W Chestnut 
Arment Anna D, teacher, 218 W Miner 
Arment Charles C, foreman, 218 W Miner 
Arment Newall, clerk, 218 W Miner 
Arment Newlin D, U S Army, 218 W Miner 
Arment Madeline C, teacher, 218 W Miner 





Arsenien Arthur R, 343 E Biddle 
Ashbridge Edward, 444 N Walnut 
Ashbridge Elva A, music teacher, 317 Dean 
Ashbridge George jr, 611 S Walnut 
Ashbridge W Howard, clerk, 317 Dean 
ASSEMBLY HALL, 16 N High 
Atkins Abigale M, 112 S Church 
Atkins Mary E, h 18 W Miner 
Atlantic & Pacifisc Tea Co, 7 N Church 
Atlantic Refining Co, Lacey cor Franklin 
Aulthouse Delter, painter, 117 E Barnard 
Aulston James, laborer, 28 N New 
Ayres Eugene E, 29 S Church 




Bachelors' Club, 10 N Church 
Bacon David H, laborer, 227 Patten 
Bailey Edgar L, stenogr, 425 S Walnut 
Bailey Ella J, dressmaker, h 108 E Washington 
Bailey Frederick, janitor, 331 E Miner 
Bailey George jr, superintendent, 429 N Church 
Bailey Isabella (wid W H), 237 Dean 
Bailey James W, 216 S Walnut 
Bailey Mary B (wid Wm L), 429 N Church 
Bailey Mary H, secretary, 429 N Church 
Bailey Sarah H, 429 N Church 
Bailey, P S, 444 N Walnut 
Baily Isaac H, h 327 S Walnut 
Bair Joseph, U S Army, 121 E Market 
Baird William S, major U S Army, 223 W Barnard 
Baker Anthony, clerk, 528 S Matlack 
Baker Earle M, mail clerk, 423 W Miner 
Baker Jacob, florist, 218 Magnolia 
Baker Jane R, physician, 103 Dean 
Baker Levis G, 25 Price 
Baker Margaret C (wid A Walter), 130 Magnolia 
Baker Oliver C, carpenter, 125 E Union 
Baker P Henry, bookkeeper, 139 Magnolia 
Baker Rebecca E (wid Thomas J). 26 S Walnut 
Baker Sarah P (wid Levis J), 501 S Walnut 
Baker Serrill, florist, 26 S Walnut 
Baker Thomas B, stonewkr, 218 Magnolia 
Baker William J, clerk, 204 N Penn 
Baldwin Cappie E (wid William R), 315 S High 
Baldwin Charles L, cutter, 315 Dean 





Baldwin  Ella M, housekeeper, 344 N Walnut 
Baldwin  Eugene W, bookkeeper, 406 Dean 
Baldwin   Fred J, machinist, 435 S Walnut 
BALDWIN GEORGE D (Hoffman & Baldwin), h 527 S High 
Baldwin Ida C, 30 S Church 
Baldwin John, machinist, 31 E Miner 
BALDWIN JOHN S, lawyer, U S Army, 24 W Market, h 207 W Gay 
Baldwin Julia T (wid Wm H), 9 W Biddle 
Baldwin J Willard, electrician, 115 W Barnard 
Baldwin Kinser J, electrician, 36 E Market 
Baldwin Marion E, operator, 233 E Chestnut 
Baldwin Morris D, h 417 W Union 
BALDWIN THOMAS W, lawyer, 24 W Market, h 207 W Gay 
Baldwin Walter P, inspector, 613 S Matlack 
BALDWIN WARREN C, electrician and electrical accessories, 36 E Market h 36 E 
Market 
Baldwin William E, president, 245 W Union 
Baldwin William Hubert Mrs. 9 W Biddle 
Ball Edith F (wid Montgomery), 16 S Church 
Balliette Martha M (wid Charles), 119 E Washington 
Banks James, barber, 112 Bolmar av 
Bannan Charles, machinist, 401W Gay 
Banan Joseph, 108 E Miner 
Bannan Thomas A, brakeman, 119 E Miner 
Bannan William S, helper, 108 E Miner 
Banan William S jr, clerk, 303 N Darlington 
Barber C Harry, superintendent, h 500 S Walnut 
Barber Charles H, knit goods, 112 W Gay, h 114 do 
Barber Linda (wid William), 132 W Market 
Barber Minnie E, 526 S Walnut 
Barber S Leroy, physician, 35 S High 
Barbour Marion S, plasterer, 315 W Biddle 
Barclay Home for the Aged, 11 W Chestnut 
Bard Frank, manager, 121 N Darlington 
Bare Jacob, car inspector, 7 N Walnut 
Barnard Charles D, farmer, 501 S Walnut 
Barnard C Norman, broker, 37 S High 
Barnard Emma Baker, 501 S Walnut 
Barnes Charles E, clerk, 30 E Miner 
Barnes Lillian, 123 E Miner 





Barnes Hary P, helper, 114 E Miner 
Barnes Robert, U S Army, 221 N Walnut 
Barnes Wiliam H, driver, 221 N Walnut 
Barnes Wm P, laborer, 221 N Walnut 
Barr Gertrude. H, folder, 200 E Gay 
Barr Julia, 200 E Gay st 
Barr Samuel, doctor, U S Navy, 200 E Gay 
Barrett David R, electrician, 5 N Walnut 
Barrett Henry, clerk, 233 E Market 
Barrett James T, gardener, N High c Ashbridge 
Barrett John, silkworker, 433 S High 
Barrett Mildred G, teacher, 320 W Gay 
Barrett William, printer, 10 N Church, h 433 S High 
Barren Jacob, shoes, 12 W Gay, 138 W Market, h 122 W Miner 
Barry David, h 341 S Matlack 
Barry Edward, grocer, 341 S Matlack, h do 
Barry Emma E (wid Thomas F), 118 W Union 
Barry James, laborer, 231 W Barnard 
Barry Fred J, U S Army 
Barry John, laborer, 203 W Union 
Barry John F, billiards, 10 N Church, h 231 W Barnard 
Barry Patrick J, laborer, 323 N New 
Barry Richard J, agent, h 607 S Walnut 
Barry W Francis, carrier p o, 607 S Walnut 
Barry William, laborer, 118 W Union 
Barry William H, bookkeeper, 344 E Biddle 
Bartholomew Lillian M, teacher, 249 Dean 
Bartholomew William, 249 Dean 
Bartholomew William jr, grocer, 101 S Walnut 
Bartley John W, driver, 312 W Chestnut 
Bartley Mary A, 312 W Chestnut 
Barton Lillian, teacher, 316 S Darlington 
Bassett Rene, news agent, 124 E Gay 
Bartram Deborah (wid Samuel), 444 W Walnut 
Bateman George, clerk, 503 N Walnut 
Bateman George A, chemist, 503 N Walnut 
Bates Ellis, 527 S Walnut 
Bates Jesse W, spoke works, 615 S Walnut 
Battin Archibald, laborer, 10 S Church 
Battin Archibald J, machinist, 124 E Market 
Battin Howard, carpenter, 210 E Gay 
Battin Maurice J, U S Army, 116 E Washington 
Battin Victor D, clerk, 116 E Washington 
Batting Charles J, U S Army, 135 E Barnard 
Batting Edward W, laborer, 135 E Barnard 
Batting Milford B, helper, 112 E Barnard 





Baxter Sarah J (wid George W), 239 W Barnard 
Bearinger Norris W, printer, 121 W Chestnut 
Bergle John A, driver, 529 S Matlack 
Beale Frank, bartender, Assembly Building 
Beaumont Davis, clerk, 128 E Barnard 
Beaumont William C, laborer, 31 S Darlington 
Beaver Jacob E, millworker, 228 W Market 
Beckett William H, laborer, 323 N Darlington 
Beckett William H, nurse, 115 E Miner 
Bedford Sarah P, librarian, 34 S High 
Beebe Darlington, 411 S Walnut 
Beeber Dorothy, teacher, 416 W Miner 
Beeber John, U S Army, 416 W Miner 
Beeber Nellie (wid Kimball H), 416 W Miner 
Beekman Christopher, 112 E Gay 
Beidler S Leslie, brakeman, 315 Dean 
Baiswenger, Christian,, fireman, 329 W Gay 
Bell Agnes C, teacher, 208 N Penn 
Bell Alfred, laborer, E Virginia av 
Bell Amelia, teacher, 208 N Penn 
Bell Anna K, clerk, 208 N Penn 
Bell Frank A, barber, 142 E Market, h 111 S Worthington 
Bell Jane (wid John), 208 N Penn 
Bell Jonathan, foreman, 325 W Gay 
Bell Martha T, 102 E Biddle 
Bell Nathaniel, Maple av, W Goshen 
Bell Rebecca C (wid John T), 102 E Biddle 
Bell Robert A, laborer, Maple av, W Goshen 
BELL TELEPHONE CO, Market cor Walnut, W P Poole district manager, 
supervisor's office same 
Belt Joseph W, photographer, 18 N High 
Bender Levi, agent, 614 S Walnut 
Benevolent and Protective Order of Elks, 21 N High 
Benkendorf H, baker, 121 W Gay, h 123 do 
Benner Helen S, clerk, 225 S Darlington 
Benge Barden G, clerk, 315 N Darlington 
Bennett Lemuel H, laborer, 218 W Barnard 
Bennett Leslie, driver, 218 W Barnard 
Bennett Margaret E (wid Jesse), 150 E Gay 
Bennett Mary J, nurse, 24 S High 
Benson Samuel A, confectioner, 4 N Church, h 136 E Barnard 
BENSON'S SAML T QUALITY SHOP, WOMAN'S WEAR, 23 E Gay, h 225 E Washington 
Berardi Thos, manager, 225 E Washington 
Beogle J A, milkman, 529 S Matlock 
Bethel A M E Church, E Miner nr S Adams 





Bicking Frank S, manufacturer, 534 S High 
BETTS S EVERETT, Drugs, Cigars and Toilet Articles, 23 N Church, h 29 S 
Church 
Biehm Herman, baker, 352 W Chestnut 
BIEHN HARRY E (M A Biehn & Son) 333 W Barnard 
BIEHN M A & SON (Milton A and Harry E Biehn), shoes and rubbers, cor Gay and 
Church 
BIEHN MILTON A (M A Biehn & Son), h 308 S Church 
Biles Albert, photographer, 9 N Walnut 
Biles Elsie, clerk, 320 N Darlington 
Biller Frieda, stenographer, 216 E Gay 
Bingaman John R, 133 Lacey 
Bishop Elizabeth (wid Horace), 227 N Walnut 
Bishop Oscar L, clerk, 227 N Walnut 
Bittle Charles A, machinist, 136 E Barnard 
Bittle Edgar D, laborer, 130 E Miner 
Black Gertrude (wid Carlton C), 22 S High 
Black Fred M, helper, 133 W Market 
Black J Jackson, cutter, 217 N New 
Black S Alfred, wood finisher, 112 W Chestnut 
Blackford Jean H (wid W Arthur), 21 E Marshall 
Blanker Thomas H, 130 W Market 
Bleam Edgar, clerk 305 S New 
Bleam John A, salesman, 307 S New 
Bleam Lewis E, salesman, 305 S New 
Bleam May, teacher, 305 S New 
Blundy Martha, clerk, 224 Magnolia 
Boardley Lititia (wid Edward), 31W Market 
Bobb John E, freight agent P R R, h 230 Price 
Bock Thomas A, superintendent, 620 S Walnut 
Bogle Elizabeth T, 132 E Chestnut 
Bogle Jean H, 132 E Chestnut 
Bogle Mary A, 132 E Chestnut 
Bogle Mary A, 132 E Chestnut 
Bogle Sarah M, 132 E Chestnut 
Booz Edward T, agent, 219 S Darlington 
Bostic William, janitor, 423 S Matlack 
Burough Stables, Matlack & Lacey 
Burough Treasurer's Office, Assembly Building 
Bowen E H, gardener, Y M C A 
Bowen John F, clerk, h 512 S Matlack 
BOWERS JOHN R, proprietor Mansion House 
Bowers William T, Mansion House 
Bowker James B, manager, 39 E Gay 
Bawman Cassius, laborer, 416 N Darlington 
Bowman David B, drug clerk, The Washington 
Bowman James, laborer, 22 N New 





Boyce Henry, chauffeur, 12 S Matlack 
Boyd Edith J, milliner, 210 W Chestnut 
Boyd George, munition works, 431 W Miner 
Boyd L C, conductor, Turk's Head Inn 
BOYD W ANDREW, publisher, Philadelphia, Pa, West Chester, Pa, and 911 G st, N 
W Washington, D C 
Boyer Eli, 317 E Barnard 
Boyer Paul, cook, 318 W Gay 
Boyer, Thomas R, laborer, 212 W Washington 
Boylen Amanda T (wid William P), 607 S Walnut 
Boyles Elsie, clerk, 320 N Darlington 
Boyles Eugene M, bartender, 320 N Darlington 
Boyles Jesse M, bailiff, 323 S Darlington 
Bracker Herbert, driver, 112 S Matlack 
Bradley Benjamin F, baker, 137 W Gay 
Bradley Blanche (wid Edward), 421 Dean 
Bradley John, lineman, 108 N Wayne 
Brady J Albert, bookkeeper, 112 E Gay 
Brady Thomas, clerk, 225 E Washington 
Branson Annie M, 315% Dean 
Branson Horace G, clerk, 10 E Barnard 
Bray William S, fireman, 526 S Franklin 
Brennan Frances P, machinist, 204 W Chestnut 
Brennan Mary E (wid Michael) 204 W Chestnut 
Brennan William P, police, 125 N Chestnut 
Breuil, James F Mrs, 228 E Biddle 
Brice Alva L, 324 S Darlington 
Brice Samuel, laborer, h 301 S Adams 
Brice, William H, engineer, 324 S Darlington 
Brice William B, engineer, 607 S Matlack 
Brightbill Margaret, 126 E Chestnut 
Bringman Earl, munition works, 125 Nield 
Brinton Cass, 122 E Biddle 
BRINTON EDWARD (Edward Brinton & Son), h 403 N Church 
BRINTON EDWARD & SONS (Edward and Edward G), agricultural supplies, 226 N 
Church 
Brinton Edward G  (Edward Brinton &  Sons), 403 N Church 
Brinton George J, 329 N High 
Brinton Howard H, professor, 329 N High 
Brinton Irwin C, bookkeeper, 116 Dean 
Britnon (sic) John, 602 S Walnut 
Brinton J Ward, engineer, 602 S Walnut 





[Handwritten: "Brinton, Mrs. Francis D. desceased?"] 
Brinton Robert F, The Linden [Handwritten: "Miss Ellen"] 
Brinton Sidney F, 309 S New Y 
Brinton Samuel L, The Linden 
Brinton Taylor Mrs, 119 N High 
Brittingham Arthur, clerk, 227 N Adams 
Brittingham Robert E, blacksmith, 342 E Biddle 
Brittingham Robert M, clerk, 203 N Adams 
Brittingham Walter, brakeman, 342 E Biddle 
Brittingham William, nursey, 203 N Adams 
Brock Anna (wid William), 315 W Washington 
Brock Gerald (Solar & Brock), 214 E Gay 
Brody A, tailor, 35 E Gay 
Brook Thomas A, 620 S Walnut 
Brooke P Ella; music teacher, 201 W Miner 
Brooke Jane E, h 131 W Market 
Brooke Linda M, teacher, 131 W Market 
Brooke Margaret S, teacher, 131 W Market 
Brooke M Frances, h 203 W Miner 
Brooke Robert E, superintendent, 201 W Miner 
Brooke Sarah J (wid Jesse), 203 W Miner 
Brooke William A, carriagemaker, 201 W Miner 
Brooks Charles E, 202 E Gay 
Brooks M M, nurse, 204 W Gay 
Brooks William R, harnessmaker, 150 E Gay 
Broomall Allan D, machinist, 703 S Matlack 
Broomall Anne S, h 220 E Gay 
Broomall Beatrice D, 34 E Market 
Broomall Harry, blacksmith, 144 E Miner 
Broomall Elizabeth B, h 220 E Gay 
Broomall Emroe M, mechanic, 116 E Barnard 
Broomall Henry, paperhanger, 34 E Market 
Broomall ImroM, 128 E Miner 
Broomall, James A, wheelwright, 228 Magnolia 
Broomall Jason D, paperhanger, 34 E Market 
Broomall Jason D jr, paperhanger, 302 W Fayette 
Broomall Norman C, 407 W Barnard [Handwritten: "moved"] 
Broomall Sarah C, grocer, 15 S Franklin 
Broomall Warren M, paperhanger, 34 E Market 
Broomell Earl C, spoke works, 213 Nieulds 
Brosius George D, nurseryman, 119 W Market 
Brown Amis, machinist, 133 E Gay 
Brown Auto Supply Co, 24 E Gay 
Brown Caroline, 244 W Marshall 
Brown Edmund H, councilman, 627 S Walnut 
Brown Edwin L, driver, 117 Linden 
Brown Ellwood, munition works, 127 W Market 
Brown Erintha (wid Lewis), 152 E Gay 
Brown Estella, 244 W Marshall 





Brown Frances A. (wid James), 110 S Matlack 
Brown George W, 131 E Market 
Brown Hampton H, druggist, 31 E Gay 
Brown James, blacksmith, 3 S High 
Brown James A jr, manager, 24 E Gay 
Brown Jesse, laborer, 218 W Fayette 
Brown John W, 247 S Matlack 
Brown Joseph, mechanic, 113 E Miner 
Brown Levis J, grocer, 601 S Matlack 
Brown Mahlon J, laborer, 234 S Matlack 
Brown Martha E, wid Moses), 131 E Market 
Brown Mary, cook, 410 E Market 
Brown Norman, conductor, 234 S Matlack 
Brown Paul J, clerk, 3 S High 
Brown Prince A, paperhanger, 114 W Chestnut 
Brown R Alice (wid Jesse), 444 N Walnut 
Brown Sarah (wid James A), 24 E Gay 
Brown Thomas B Mrs, 117 W Gay 
Brown William H, plumber, 608 S Church 
Brown William R, agent, 340 W Miner 
Buckalew John L, 121 W Barnard 
Buckley Mary A, housekeeper, 251 E Chestnut 
Buchwald Leona, teacher, 301 S Church 
Buffington Joseph H, carpenter, h 319 Dean 
Bull Anna J, 132 W Market 
Bull Elsie 0, teacher, State Normal School 
Bullock Charles C, physician, 336 W Union 
Bullock John H, blacksmith, 319 W Gay 
Bullock Horace D, Brandywine Inn 
Bunting Sarah K (wid Joseph), 444 N Walnut 
Burdette Crownin M, manager, 501N Walnut 
Burke James J, tinner, 320 N New 
Burke Patrick, carpenter, 353 E Biddle 
Burke Robert, laborer, 235 E Chestnut 
Burkenstock Francis X., engraver, 309 W Washington 
Burnett Frank R, carpenter, 611 S Matlack 
Burnett May S, chief operator, 136 Lacey 
Burnett Sarah (wid Josiah), 136 Lacey 
Burnette Mary H C, maid, 309 Dean 
Burnham Smith, professor, State Normal School 
Burns Emma A, restaurant, 34 W Gay 
Burns Harry M, carpenter, 17 S Walnut 
Burns John, janitor, h 204 W Barnard 
Burns John, laborer, 201 W Washington 
Burns Joseph M, builder, 508 S High, h do 
Burns S Helen, librarianfi 508 S High 
Burns William H, engineer, 311 N Darlington 





Burton Clifford, laborer, 215 W Fayette 
Burton Frederick, laborer, 402 S Bradford 
Burton James, laborer, 245 S Matlack 
Burton Lydia M, 109 N Wayne 
Burton Thomas H, furniture, New and Gay, h 224 Magnolia 
Burton Walter B, laborer, 415 E Barnard 
Burton William E, laborer, 216 N New 
Burton William E jr, brickmaker, 516 E Miner 
BUSINESS MEN'S ASSOCIATION, Memorial Hall 
Butler Charles R, manager, 201 S High 
Butler Gladys L, secretary, 213 W Miner 
Butler Horace, U S Navy, 228 W Miner 
Butler Samuel, operator, 117 S Church 
Butler Smedley D, Col U S Army 
Butler Sylvester, junk, 403 W Market 
Butler Thomas S, lawyer, 2 W Market, h 228 W Miner 
Butler Viola, housekeeper, 214 S Darlington 
Butler William jr, judge, County Court House, 424 N High 
Buxton Eva, 313 N High 
Buxton George, janitor, 313 N High 
Buxton Henry G, 128 W Miner 
Buxton Howard, crayon factory, 128 W Miner 
Buxton Jesse, electrician, 141 E Gay 
Buxton William, engineer, 115 Magnolia Byers John, 303 N Walnut 
Byers Ross, spoke maker, 126 W Gay Byerly John S, 409 W Union 




Caccamo Luigi, barber, 136 W Gay, h 130 N Wayne 
Cain Elizabeth D, 444 N Walnut 
Cain Marshall J, barber, 208 S Darlington 
Cain Vivian, 416 E Gay 
Caine John W, helper, 142 W Barnard 
Caldwallader Janet, nurse, 444 N Walnut 
Caldwell Joseph S, 11 W Biddle 
Coldwell Mary I, nurse U S Army, 11 W Biddle 
Caley Ella J, boarding, 347 E Biddle 
Caley J Clarence, teacher, 347 E Biddle 
Caley M Adele, teacher, 347 E Biddle 
Callahan James, laborer, 115 Poplar 
Callahan 0, laborer, 10 Bolmar av 
Calloway Brodie, laborer, 613 S New 
Campbell Chester C, lawyer, 111 N High 





Campbell Florence B, teacher, 122 Lacey 
Campbell Nellie A, teacher, h 122 Lacey 
Cann William, real estate, 20 W Market, h 412 W Miner 
Cann William L Rev, 118 Linden 
Canning Robert J, gardener, 218 Price 
Cannon Catharine M, stenographer, 227 S High 
Cannon Hannah L, stenographer, 227 S High 
Cannon John, engineer, h 227 S High 
Cannon William A, carrier p o, 227 S High 
Cappoda Vince, laborer, 349 W Chestnut 
Cardwell Caroline C (wid George), 322 N Church 
Cardwell George G, lineman, 322 N Church 
Cardwefl Robert H, photographer, 322 N Church 
Carey Clarence, teacher, 35 Price 
Carey Florence E, nurse, 500 Nields 
Carey Henry D, tinner, 500 Nields 
Carey May, nurse, 215 S Walnut 
Carey Robert, carpenter, 123 Nields 
Carey Robert J, machinist, 204 W Chestnut 
Carey William E, wood turner, 500 Nields 
Carey William E jr, laborer, 500 Nields 
Carey William J, clerk, h 132 W Chestnut 
Carlisle H Burton, superintendent, h 301 S New 
Carman Luanna M, teacher, 134 N Church. 
Carnath an Walter, lineman, h 128 W Union 
Carpenter George A, machinist, 212 S Darlington. 
Carpenter Jennie, teacher, 317 W Union 
Carpenter,. Leslie H, U S Army, 212 S Darlington 
Carson Archie, munition works, 220 Nields 
Carter J Herbert, bookkeeper, The National Bank of Chester Co, h 124 E 
Chestnut 
Carver Albina C, 504 S High 
Carver Anna M (wid I Carey), 5 w Biddle 
Carver Mary E, 504 S High 
Casama James, laborer, 424 S Matlack 
Casey Mary A, laundress, h 415 W Gay 
Casey William, laborer, 415 W Gay 
Cashman Dorothy G, dressmaker, 128 E Union 
Cashman Elizabeth M, tel opr, 128 E Union 
Cashmam William A, clerk, Golf Club, 322 N Darlington 
Cassidy Francis, clerk U S Army, 122 E Gay 
Cassidy Joseph, chauffeur, 122 E Gay 
Cassidy Mark B, helper, 122 E Gay 





[Handwritten: "Mrs. William G? Chambers Jr."] 
[Handwritten: "Miss Agnes Chamberlain"] 
Cassidy Patrick, foreman, U S Army, 122 E Gay 
Cassidy Thomas J, 122 E Gay 
Catanach Notman, physician, 209 W Gay 
Cattell Charles F, engineer, 7 S High 
Cavanaugh Mary, housekeeper, 388 Nields 
Chalfant Florence, Homeopathic Hospital 
Chalfant Harry 346 W Union 
Chalfant William jr (T W Marshall & Co), 506 N Church 
Chambers Norman D,, U S Army, 313 N Walnut 
Chamberlain Anna M, 303 N High 
Chamberlain Clarence J, clerk, 130 E Barnard 
Chamberlain Martha J, 303 N High 
ChamberUn Cheyney, cabinet maker, 13 E Miner 
Chambers Evelyn H, clerk, 127 W Miner 
Chambers Howell E, tool dresser, 202 W Barnard 
Chambers Nelson, laborer, 331 W Market 
Chambers Norman D, 313 N Walnut 
Chandler Eli H, lawyer, 406 N Church 
Chandler Elmer E, chauffeur, 212 Sharpless 
Chandler Jesse, dairyman, 122 S Church 
Chandler Pearl E, nurse, 117 E Chestnut 
Channell Oliver B, tobacconist, 327 N High 
Chassha Oliver, engineer, 345 W Gay 
Chassha Robert, clerk, 345 W Gay 
Chaxelle Alfred, tinsmith, 127 W Fayette 
Cheney William, farmer, 402 W Miner 
CHESTER COUNTY COURT HOUSE, N High cor Market 
Chester County Fair Grounds, W Chester Pike, 1 mile east of city 
Chester County Garage, 17 W Miner 
CHESTER COUNTY GAS CO, William 0 Lamson jr manager, 33 W Gay 
Chester County Hospital, E Marshall 
Chester County Jail, New and Market 
CHESTER COUNTY TRUST CO, West Chester, Pa, E Gay nr High, J Everton Ramsey 
president, William M Potts 
vice-president, L K Stubbs vice president secty and treas, William P 
Sharpless trust officer, Elbert N Pusey 
assistant trust officer and assist secty and treasure. (See adv outside back 
cover) 
Chew Alphofonz, barber, 241 W Gay, h do 
Chew John, cook, 6 N Wayne 
Chew Norman, laborer, 6 N Wayne 
Chew Robert H, foreman, 237 W Chestnut 
Chew Robert H jr, chauffeur, h 237 W Chestnut 
Chew Walter L, chauffieur, 237 W Chestnut 





Cheyney Robert W, 31 W Gay 
Cheyney Rufus T, clerk, 206 E Gay 
Cheyney Thomas, safe deposit clerk The National Bank of Chester Co, h 206 E 
Gay 
Cheney Wilmer, 402 W Miner 
Chrisman Charles S, mechanical engineer, 435 W Miner 
Chrisman J L Mrs, h 105 W Gay 
Chrisman M Elizabeth, teacher, 435 W Miner 
Christ Alexander, bootblack, 2 N Church, h 407 W Miner 
Chittick Martha A, housekeeper, 628 S High 
Christman Samuel N, laborer, 385 Nields 
Chubbs James, carpenter, 401 S Matlack 
Church of the Holy Trinity, S High c Union 
Church Street Public School, N Church c Biddle 
Civial James J, fireman, 314 W Washington 
Clancey William, driver, Maple av, W Goshen 
Clark Clarence C, milkman, 223 N New 
Clark David, laborer, h 149 E Miner 
Clark Ella, nurse, 315 W Union 
Clark Francis L, clerk, 216 N Penn 
Clark J T, butcher, 145 Nields 
Clark John Mrs, 142 E Union 
Clark Mabel, clerk, 321 S Walnut 
Clark Michael F, foreman, 216 N Penn 
Clark Norman W, U S Army, 321 S Walnut 
Clark Walter A, foreman, 129 E Market 
Clay Catherine A, 522 Maple 
Clay Henry, clerk, 25 E Miner 
Clay Lucretia S (wid William), 25 E Miner 
Clayton John L, 703 S Walnut 
Clayton Joseph B, carpenter, 707 S Walnut 
Cleaver C Barrett, trucking, 118 Linden 
Cline Thomas, machinist, 128 E Market 
Clime Henry W, manager, 348 E Biddle 
Closson David L, 209 Sharpless 
CLOSSON FRANK S, furniture, 22 E Chestnut, h 208 S Darlington 
CLOMPUS I M & CO (Isadore M Clompus & Jacob E 
Kodish) Scrap Iron, Junk, Etc. Wayne cor Market. 
Clompus Isadore M (I M Clompus & Co), 116 N Darlington 
CLOUD SAMUEL P, cashier The First National Bank of West Chester, h R F D 
Clouser Henry L, music teacher, 116 S Walnut 
Clouser Henry J, messenger, 116 S Walnut 
Clouser Helen (wid Joseph A), h 25 S Walnut 
Cloud Elma, nurse, 128 W Miner 
Cloer John, warden, 228 W Market 





Cobb Edward, 222 S Walnut 
Coborne Millinery, 36 S High 
Cobourn Frank P, dentist, 114 S High 
Cobourn Jonh W, cigars, 21 E Market 
CobournMargaretta (wid Joseph), 117 E Miner 
Coburn William, engineer, 325 N New 
Coburn William T, engineer, 325 N New 
Cochran Alice, librarian, State Normal School 
Cochran Carlos B, State chemist, 28 W Market, h 514 S High 
Cochran Grace, teacher, 514 S High 
Cochran William C, machinist, 408 S Walnut 
Coffman Mary E, 135 E Union 
Coffman R Jennie, superintendent, 135 E Union 
Cohen Morris, shoemaker, 107 W Market, h 126 E Market 
Coldwell Anna, (wid Robert), 243 S Matlack 
Coldwell Loyd, laborer, 243 S Matlack 
Cole Elijah, laborer, 426 Hannum 
Cole Harriett (wid Josiah), 214 W Fayette 
Cole Lewis, helper, 116 Bolmar av 
Cole Lucy, maid, 615 S New 
Colehower Dilworth B, ticket agent, 306 Dean 
Colehower Horace T, U S Army, 306 Dean 
Coleman Henry B, salesman, 509 S High 
Colesworthy Thomas G, 501 Price 
Collins Jeremiah T, engineer, 315 N New 
Collins John F, 122 E Market 
Collins Margaret, 122 E Market 
Collins Samuel, mechanic, 137 W Chestnut 
Collins, William R, munition works, 539 S Franklin 
Colston Arthur, assistant sec Y M C A 
Columbus Mary, Mother Superior St Aloysius College for Boys, E Marshall nr 
Franklin 
Colonial Restaurant, 35 W Market 
Comfort I Roberts, treasurer, 300 N Penn 
Comfort Walton F, clerk, 139 E Marshall 
Conard Bayard A, 117 W Miner 
Conard Margaret E (wid James F), 135 W Biddle 
Conard Samuel, railroad, 305 S Matlack 
Congdon William E, mechanic, 121 W Fayette 
Conley John, U S Army, 328 S Darlington 
Conner Clifford, laborer, 217 S Walnut 
Conner Edward J, motorman, 120 N Darlington 
Conner Ethel, dressmaker, 120 N Darlington 
Conner James A, carrier p o, h 320 W Union 
Conner Waren, 314 W Biddle 
Conners William R, principal, 117 W Biddle 





Conway Bridget, maid, Mansion House 
Cook Charles S, 40 E Market 
Cook Lannie G, trainman, 143 Nield 
Cook Michael F, printer, 126 Magnolia 
Cooper Ann (wid James), 226 Nields 
Cooper Charles M, clerk, h 304 S Darlington 
Cooper Erma, clerk, 304 S Darlington 
Cooper Harry M, rambler, 325 N Darlington 
Cooper John C, U S Army, 304 S. Darlington 
Cooper Marriatt, clerk, 304 S Darlington 
Cooper Mary L, 120 Lacey 
Cooper Mary (wid William), 325 N Darlington 
Cooper Mildred G, clerk, 304 S Darlington 
Cope Alien, 221 W Barnard 
Cope Caroline, 13 W Biddle 
Cope Debbie B, 13 W Biddle 
Cope Ellen, teacher, 532 N Church 
Cope George, 145 W Gay 
Cope Gilbert, geologist, 523 N Church 
Cope Jesse K, 337 W Bardard 
COPE JESSE K JR, bookkeeper, The First National Bank of West Chester and 
secty West Chester Building and 
Loan Association, 319 W Barnard 
Cope Mary B, 13 W Biddle 
Cope Mary E, boarding, 29 W Gay 
Cope Eobert H, clerk, 29 W Gay 
Cope Samuel W, clerk, 119 W Chestnut 
Coppodona Biagto, stone mason, 343 Hannum av 
Corbin Doc, waiter, 141 E Miner 
CORCORAN CONSTRUCTION CO, contractors, Wayne cor W Market 
Corcoran Erta F, 200 W Market 
Corcoran Hannah A (wid William J), h 200 W Market [Handwritten: "Esther"] 
Corcoran Henry, 135 E Gay 
Corcoran John P, painter, 226 W Market 
Corcoran Julia M (wid John P), 135 E Gay 
Corcoran Mary (wid John), 135 E Gay 
Corcoran Patrick H, president Corcoran Construction Co, 142 W Market 
Corcoran William J pr, secretary and treasurer Corcoran 
Construction Co, 115 W Miner 
Cornell William J, 500 Price 
Cornish W T Rev, 313 E Barnard 





Cornwell Robert T, lawyer, 8 S High, h Virginia av c N Darlington 
Cornwell Martha J, sculptor, n w c Virginia av, N Darlington 
Corson Caroline, milliner, 38 S High 
Corson Louise C, milliner, 38 S High 
Cosden William, nurseryman, 350 E Biddle 
Cosgriff Margaret D (wid Joseph B), h 431 N New 
Cosgriff Louis P, plumber, 329 N New 
Corgriff Mary, clerk, 329 N New 
Cosgrove Eugene, grocer, 147 W Gay, h do 
Cotter Edward, clerk, E Gay 
Cotter Francis V, 352 E Biddle 
Cotter James H, sawyer, 327 N New 
Cotter Pauline, clerk, h 327 N New 
Cotter Thomas, laborer, 344 Hannum av 
Coursey Emma L (wid Charles), 531 N Darlington 
Countee Henry, fireman, 114 S Matlack 
COUNTY COURT HOUSE, High cor Market 
County Comptroller's Office, Court House 
County Treasurer's Office, Court House 
Court Frank R, gas maker, 110 N Wayne 
Court Fred, laborer, 122 N New 
Court William, machinist, 407 W Gay 
Coverdale James R, dairy, 122 W Washington 
Covington William, 407 N Wayne K 
Covington Lewis, salesman, 311 S New 
Covourn William J, plumber, 117 7 Miner 
Cox Alfred, trucker, 238 W Barnard 
Cox George, 119 E Union 
Cox Lewis, mechanic, 210 W Washington 
Cor Lewis J, machinist, 39 S High 
Cox Lydia A, 304 W Biddle 
Cox R Walter, machinist, 124 W Union 
Cox Warren B, millhand, 228 W Barnard 
Coxe Charlotte K, stenographer, 354 E Biddle 
Coxe Clarence, clerk, 354 E Biddle 
Craf Rose, 9 N Walnut 
Craig Prank, laborer, 315 S Matlack 
Craig James, laborer, 302 E Gay 
Craig Louis 0, carpenter, 616 S Matlack 
Craig Walter, clerk, 616 S Matlack 
Cramer Oliver H, osteopath, 37 S High 
Crane A Ross, dentist, 305 S Walnut, h do 
Crater David L, clerk, 103 E Barnard 
Cravath Ruth J (wid Erastus M), 519 N High 
Craven John V, 139 E Biddle 





Criley Elizabeth F, teacher, State Normal School 
Crisman M B, dentist, 2 W Market, h 201 S Walnut 
Crispell Edward, salesman, 121 S Walnut 
Criswell E R, 208 W Miner 
Criswell George H, slater, 205 W Union 
Criswell George H jr, U S Army, 205 W Union 
Cromwell A D, teacher, Rosedale and Matlack 
Cropsey Isadore E, teacher, State Normal School 
Crosby Edwin, government works, 125 Nields 
Crosby Lena J, 125 Nields 
Crosby Luke, U S Army, 3 N Matlack 
Crosby William, chauffeur, 125 Nields 
Crosby William jr, plumber, 125 Nields 
Crosley Alice (wid Peter), 224 S Walnut 
CROSLEY GEORGE H, meats, 142 W Gay and 32 E Market, h Milltown 
Crosley Katie (wid William), 126 W Barnard 
Crossman Fred H, U S Army, 6 W Gay 
Crosson Edward J, machine works, 6 W Gay 
Crosson Warren, laborer, 217 S Darlington 
Crouse Harry S, inspector, 604 S High 
Crowe Florence L, stenographer, h 408 W Miner 
Cummings Jeremiah, laborer, h 414 N Darlington 
Cummings Orlando J, music teacher, h 119 E Market 
Cummings Wayne B, porter, 137 E Miner 
Cunard W Hayes, machinist, 326 S Darlington 
Cunningham Clarence F, stone cutter, h 320 W Washington 
Cunningham Howard T, bricklayer, 22 S High 
Cunningham Mary E, Maple av 
Cunningham Oscar G, foreman, 614 S High 
Curry Chocolate, laborer, 341 W Market 
Curry Frederick A, chauffeur, h 336 W Gay 
Curry George W, clerk, 20 S Walnut 
Curry Hayes, plumber, 40 E Gay 
Curry Smith T, clerk, h 326 W Washington 
CURRY WILFRED C, meats, 33 N Walnut, h 112 E Biddle 




Dahr Walter, electrician, 319 S Church 
Dailey Charles J, electrician, 222 N Penn 
Dailey George T, clerk, 222 N Penn 
Dailey Hannah A, bookkeerep, 222 N Penn 
Dailey James J, 222 N Penn 




Dailey Patrick J, carpenter, 224 Nields 
Dailey William A, foreman, 222 N Penn 
DAILY LOCAL NEWS COMPANY, 12 S High 
Daisey Etta N, stenographer, 119 E Barnard 
Daisey Gertrude, 119 E Barnard 
Daisey Sarah (wid Vincent), 119 Barnard 
Daisey Wayne, machinist, 224 S Matlack 
Dale Ann M, teacher, 402 W Barnard 
DALE GEORGE, up-to-date commercial printing, Assembly Building, h 
402 K Barnard 
Daley Peter, yard boss, 233 E Chestnut 
Dalton Bridget, dressmaker, 124 W Barnard 
Dalton Mary, dressmaker, 124 W Barnard 
Dalton Jane, 124 W Barnard 
Damon Carrie, bookkeeper, 503 S Walnut 
Daniel Elizabeth, 135 W Barnard 
Daniel S Emma, 135 W Barnard 
D'Annunzio Luigi, shoemaker, 6 S Church 
Dare Rachel (wid Richard), 444 N Walnut 
Darling Florence B, 311 W Miner 
Darlington Abram B, clerk, 309 W Union 
Darlington Anna R, 26 E Washington 
Darlington C Archer, receiving teller, The National Bank of 
Chester Co, 423 Dean 
Darlington Casper, machinist, 245 Dean 
Darlington Charles R, 229 S High 
Darlington Co The, investmeits, 2 W Market 
Darlington Deborah T, h 224 N Darlington 
Darlington Dorothy, teacher, 425 Dean 
Darlington Edith S, Christian Scientist, 2 W Market 
Darlington Edward, traffic officer, 404 Dean 
Darlington Edward S, treasurer Hoopes Bros & Darlington Inc, 404 W Union 
Darlington Edwin P, police, 404 Dean 
Darlington Elisha jr, U S Army, 239 Dean 
Darlington Ellis, insurance, h 122 E Biddle 
Darlington Ellwood H, farmer, 425 Dean 
Darlington Ellsworth, conductor, 14 E Market 
Darlington Emma B, 333 W Barnard 
Darlington E Paul, carrier p o, 224 N Darlington 
Darlington E Pierce, clerk p o, 3 N Church 
Darlington Eva R (wid Jesse), 127 S Walnut 
Darlington Evalina A, teacher, 425 Dean 
Darlington Frank, 24 S Walnut 
Darlington Frank P, 400 S Church 
Darlington Franklin, 8 E Market 
Darlington Hannah M, h 225 W Miner 





Darlington Helen, cashier, 122 B Diddle 
Darlington Hibbert D, florist, 339 W Union 
Darlington Howard, insurance agent, 121 E Washington 
Darlington Howard G, builder, 28 N New, h 325 W Barnard 
Darlington Isabel, lawyer, 2 W Market, h East Bradford, Penna 
Darlington J Howard, 121 E Market 
Darlington John W, machinist, 439 W Gay 
Darlington J Boss, barber, 128 W Gay 
Darlington La Martine, 507 N High 
Darlington Leon, clerk, 337 N New 
Darlington Lydir (wid Jasper), 224 N Darlington 
Darlington Mark H, treasurer, 318 S Walnut 
Darlington Mary, h 26 E Washington 
Darlington Mary E, secty, 608 S Walnut 
Darlington Norman L, physician, 318 S Walnut 
Darlington Percy, clerk, 33 S High 
Darlington Percy S, broker, 418 N High 
Darlington R Anna, h 26 E Washington 
Darlington S Bernard (S B Darlington & Co), 511 N New 
Darlington S B & Co (S Barnard Darlington), grocers, 37 W Market 
Darlington Sarah W (wid Wm S) r239 Dean 
Darlington Thaddeus, carpenter, Mansion House 
Darlington Viola P, clerk, 511 N New 
Darlington Walter, cigars, 10 E Market, h 8 do 
Darone David, munition works, 398 Nields 
David Alexander P, fireman, 123 W Chestnut 
Davies Mary C, superintendent Homeopathic Hospital, 326 N Walnut 
Davis Anna, 127 E Chestnut 
Davis Anna R, dressmaker, h 132 W Market 
Davis Bulah L, 216 W Chestnut 
Davis Charles M, painter, 128 W Gay 
Davis Emily M, dressmaker, 132 W Market 
Davis Bell (wid Grover), 106 E Biddle 
Davis George F, mechanic, 12 N New 
Davis Helen, teacher, 413 N Walnut 
Davis Howard H, clerk, 23 S Walnut 
Davis Jacob, laborer, 324 S Matlack 
Davis J Prank, woodworker, 113 E Barnard 
Davis John H, clerk, 318 Dean 





Davis Joseph, principal, 121 Nields 
Davis Leon W, plumber, 225 W Barnard 
Davis Louis N, plumber, 38 E Gay 
Davis Louis R, clerk, 307 Dean 
Davis Lydia A, h 444 N Walnut 
Davis Mary 0 (wid G N), 125 E Chestnut 
Davis Mary H, notary public, 23 S Walnut 
Davis Moulton H, lumber, 110 E Chestnut, h 125 E Chestnut 
Davis Palmer Mrs, 502 Nields 
Davis Samuel C, helper, 117 S Darlington 
Davis Samuel M, helper, 216 W Chestnut 
Davis Sarah P (wid Samuel H), 218 S Walnut 
Davis Thomas W, 223 S Darlington 
Davis Walter W, clerk, 327 S High 
Davis William P, clerk, 394 Nields 
Davis W Palmer, contractor, 117 W Gay 
Davis W W Mrs, 327 S High 
Dawson Charles, printer, 643 S Matlack 
Dawson Edward J, cigars, 11 E Gay, h 216 E Chestnut 
Dawson J C, salesman, Y M C A 
Dawson Margaret, press feeder, 125 Magnolia 
Dawson Thomas, printer, 125 Magnolia 
Dawson William, printer, 737 S Walnut 
Day Alien B, printer, h 116 W Union 
Day Harry, plumber, 143 E Gay 
Dean Harry G, engineer, 115 Magnolia 
Dean Mary E, Maple av and W Crashen 
Deblasi Rosario, mason, 235 W Chestnut 
Deery Al, laborer, 229 Patten al 
De Haven Clara B, 320 N Church 
DE HAVEN HENRY V, druggist, candies, cigars and soda water, 106 W Gay 
De Haven Sarah C, 320 N Church 
De Hoff Edwin, 401 N New 
De Houas Benigo, manager, 222 S Walnut 
Deitz William D, steamfitter, 121 E Gay 
Delaney Augustine, laborer, 411 S Matlack 
Delk Kenny, laborer, 349 W Market 
Delpino Julia (wid Benjamin), 142 E Gay 
Delpino Lewrence, fruits, Gay c High, h 142 E Gay 
Denney Tag Co The, 30 W Barnard 
Denny Wiley, laborer, 321 W Market 
Department of Health of Pa, 122 W Market 
Derr Maryle, nurse, 117 E Chestnut 
Devonshire Elwood, baggage agent, 8 N Matlack 
Devonshire Lula M (wid Elmer), 8 N Matlack 





Dever Francis, laborer, 529 S Walnut 
De Voe Ellen V, nurse, 108 S High 
Dewees George S, lawyer, 16 E Market, h 400 W Miner 
Di Baradino Valentine, laborer, 243 W Gay 
Dick Wallace P, teacher, 703 S High 
Dickerson John Rev, 336 W Miner 
Dickey John R, 236 E Biddle 
Dickey Maria D, 236 E Biddle 
Dickey William C Mrs, 620 S High 
Dicks Catharine W, 128 E Chestnut IMA»Q 
Dicks J Oscar, physician, 28 S High 
Dicks Jessie (wid Joseph), 128 E Chestnut 
Dicks Samuel L, truant officer, 202 W Gay 
Diehn Carl B, deputy register of wills, h 339 W Barnard 
Diggs Paul, U S Army, 119 W Barnard 
Dilks Andrey S, stenographer, 335 W Barnard 
Dilks Bartram H, U S Army, 335 W Barnard 
Dilks Beatrice H, teacher, 335 W Barnard 
Dilks Edgar H, grocer, 158 W Gay, h 335 W Barnard 
Dillingham Mary (wod John), 11 S Church 
Dilworth Jesse W, machinist, 10 N New 
Dilworth Maud 0, stenographer, 315 Dean 
DIME SAVINGS BANK OF CHESTER COUNTY, 14 N High, George M Philips 
president, Samuel Marshall secretary and cashier 
DiNicola Sandy, laborer, 220 N Franklin 
Disabatino Dominick, molder, 218 N Franklin 
Divine Wilmer J, woodworker, 33 Price 
Dinaghy Howard C, trucker, 118 W Barnard 
Dinaghy Miller, carpenter, 118 W Barnard 
DiTullio Luis, mason, 413 W Gay 
Dixon Walter G, machinist, 343 E Biddle 
Doering John, printer, 217 S High 





Dougherty William, trainman, 140 E Union 
Donaghy Henry B, spokemaker, 118 W Barnard 
Donnell Jomes, laborer, 19 W Barnard 
Donnelly Ellen E (wid Joseph A), 131 W Miner 
Donovan Anna, 112 E Gay 
Donovan Charlotte, 112 E Gay 
Donovan Ellen A (wid John), boarding, 112 E Gay 
Donovan Helen, 112 E Gay 
Donovan Lillie M, stenographer, 112 E Gay 
Dooley James F, h 235 W Gay 
Doran Lawrence B, engineer, 537 S Matlack 
Doran Mary T, stenographer, 537 S Matlack 
Dorsey Charles, police, 321 E Barnard 
Dorsey Jacob, watchman, 212 N Franklin 
Douglass John N, mechanic, 122 W Union 
Douglass William, laborer, 121 S Matlack 
Dove William E, machinist, 530 S Matlack 
Dowdall Peter, contractor, 334 N Darlington 
Dowlin Albert S, clerk, 127 E Chestnut 
Dowlin George, helper, 210 S High 
Dowlin Henderson T, bookkeeper, 126 Dean 
Dowlin Howard, clerk, 210 S High 
Dawlin Jane E (wid George S), 610 S Walnut 
Dowlin Jennie C (wid William H), 210 S High 
Dowlin Jesse J, helper, 210 S High 
Dowlin Thomas, helper, h 135 Nields 
Dowlin William, treas School Board, 405 S Walnut 
Dowlin William A, clerk, 131 W Chestnut 
Dowling E B, Union c Bradford 
Downer Ralph, clerk, 516 S Matlack 
Downing Lena A, 511 N Walnut 
Downing Laura M (wid H), 402 Dean 
Downs Frank, U S Army, 222 W Union 
Downs G Walter, tinsmith, 222 W Union 
Downs Joseph, clerk, 222 W Union 
Doyle Frank Manger, 31 W Barnard 
Draper Richard B, barber, 26 W Market, h 429 N Walnut 
Drumbreile Marion, nurse, 123 E Miner 
Ducker Louisa (wid Elijah), 438 E Gay 
Dulin Agnes, 112 E Miner 
Dulin James E, plumber, 447 W Gay 
DUN E G & CO, mercantile agency, 13th floor, Beta Building, Philadelphia. 
Dunlap C C Rev, 236 E Miner 
Dunleavy John F, tinsmith, 227 W Washington 
Dunleavy Patrick, laborer, 224 N New 
Dunleavy Sebina (wid Charles), h 304 Dean 





Dunn Anna (wid John S), printer, 210 S High 
Dunn Harry, laborer, 210 S High 
Dunn Samuel J, motorman, 321 N New 
Durborow Gheen M, millhand, 114 E Barnard 
Durborow Gheen M jr, clerk, 114 E Barnard 
Durborow Howard, U S Army, 114 E Barnard 
Durlor Linda, operator, 114 E Barnard 
Durnell Anna E, 227 N Walnut 
Durr Mary, nurse, 117 E Chestnut 
Durrick Charles J, operator, 316 W Biddle 
Dutt Louis W, manager, 220 W Union 
Dutton Albert V, carpenter, 549 S Matlack 
Dutton Alice, clerk, 202 N Adams 
Dutton Bertha M, telephone operator, 309 W Union 
Dutton Ella (wid John), 321 S High 
Dutton Cliford, carpenter, 202 N Adams 
Dutton George H, machinist, 514 S Church 
Dutton Harry S, 208 W Miner 
Dutton I Lowell, clerk, 309 W Union 
Dutton Isaac L, milk, 309 W Union 
Dutton Joseph P, machinist, 27 S Walnut 




Eachus Davis R, in charge of real estate, Chester County Trust Co, house 
Price 
Estate 
Eachus Edith B, teacher, 21 S Church 
Eaehus Edgar J, milk, 302 S Darlington, h do 
EACHUS FRANCIS H (Mayer & Eachus), h 120 S High 
Eachus Francis H jr, driver, 120 S High 
Eastburn Garfield, munition works, 136 Nields 
Eastwick Margaret, 106 E Biddle 
Eavenson Thomas J jr, woodwarker, 220 Nields 
Eavenson Warren B, mechanic, 419 N Walnut 
Eckhoff Charles V, carpenter, 215 W Barnard 
Eckhoff Charles F, laborer, 215 W Barnard 
Ecoff Morion, foreman, 200 N Church 
Edgar Carroll, teacher, 121 S Walnut 
Edge Edith A, sewing, 428 Dean 
Edmiston Thomas S, painter, 144 E Market, 15 S Church 
Edwards George, laborer, 220 S Matlack 
Edwards Seth, helper, 138 W Biddle 
Eagan Patrick W, superintendent, 204 N Penn 





Ehni Clara M, bookkeeper, 138 E Gay 
Eisenbeis Luella, stenographer, 20 W Miner 
Eldridge Barrington S, 25 N Church 
Eisenhuth Benjamin, watchman, 122 S Walnut 
Eldridge Runs D, operator, 604 S Walnut 
Eldridge Jane, 202 N Church 
Eldridge Mary E, h 11 S Church 
Eldridge Thomas C, 425 S Walnut 
Eldridge William P, drug clerk, 41 W Gay 
ELK'S HOME, 21 N High 
Elliott A Wayne, printer, 427 Dean 
Ellis Florence M, C C Hospital 
Elston E Wilber, salesman, 429 S Church 
Embree Lillie D (wid George E), h 506 S High 
Embree Purson, U S Navy, 506 S High 
Emery I Lester, U S Army, 303 W Miner 
Emery Ivan D, grocer, 303 W Miner 
Empson Asbury, laborer, 412 W Market 
Empson Benjamin T, watchman, 419 S Matlack 
England Martha A, 108 S High 
England Walter, clerk, 108 S High 
ENGLUND AUGUST 0, confectioner and ice cream manufacturer, 26 S High, h do 
Enos William, pool, 17 S Franklin, h 405 E Barnard 
Entriken Elmer J, electrician, 118 S Walnut 
ENTRIKEN JOHN E, chief of police, h 135 Lacey 
Entriken Phoebe J (wid E), 444 N Walnut 
Entriken Sara, cashier, 118 S Walnut 
Epright Harry, laborer, 110 Price 
Esbin Cora M, bookkeeper, 741 S Matlack 
Esbin William W, laborer, 741 S Matlack 
Evans Everett, h 125 E Washington 
Evans Everett, plumber, 232 E Miner 
Evans Isaac, h 125 E Washington 
Evans James, farmer, 119 S Matlack 
Evans Lucy (wid William D), 215 S High 
Evans Lydia T (wid William), 229 N High 
Evans Robert C, men's furnishings, 22 W Market, h 112 Price 
Evans Roland I, U S Army, h 125 E Washington 
Evans Sarah C, secretary, 27 S Church [Handwritten: "Miss"] 
Evans William E, 125 E Washington 
Evenson Harry C, helper, 220 Nields 
Evenson Mary, 220 Nields 
Evenson Thomas J, wheelwright, 8 W Barnard, h 123 B Union 
Everetts George, molder, 346 Hannum av 





Everts Charles J, tinner, 23 S Darlington, h Chatwood 
Ewing Elmer, bookkeeper, 305 N Walnut 
Ewing Ernest C, agent, 305 N Walnut 
Ewing Joseph G, laborer, 211 Nields 
Eyre Eleanor B (wid Joseph P), h 249 Dean 
Eyre T Lawrence, N High ab Virginia av 




Facciolli Michael, laborer, 421 S Matlack 
Facciolli James, shoemaker, 112 E Market, h 421 S Matlack 
Faddis Joseph, conductor, 100 Price 
Faddis Lawton, trimmer, 123 W Barnard 
Faddis Sophia, clerk, 100 Price 
Faddis Wellington A, foreman, 123 W Barnard 
Fahey Daniel L, blacksmith, 230 N Franklin 
Fahnestock Henry, 507 S Matlack 
Falcone James, Ibaorer, 243 W Gay 
Fame Engine Co, 23 E Market 
Famous Elsie F (wid Harry R), 123 E Miner 
Famous John H, U S Army, Everhart Apts 
Famous Lydia (wid John E), Everhart Apts 
Fanning Edward, driver, 222 W Washington 
Fanning Francis F, driver, 222 W Washington 
FARMERS AND MECHANICS' BLDG, W Market c High 
FARMERS AND MECHANICS' TRUST CO, W Market c High, Herbert P Worth president 
and 
trust officer, J Comly Hall vice-president and treasurer, S D Ram-sey 
secretary, 
N S Ingram assistant treasurer, J Harry Thomas assistant secretary, Marion H 
Reid 
assistant trust officer 
Farr Howard, machinist, 128 E Market 
Farra Alfred W, spokemaker, 16 S New 
Farra Harry W, contractor, 117 Dean 
Farra Jacob C, police, h 239 W Union 
Farra JesseE, machinist, 131 E Market 
Farra J Ellsworth, spoke finisher, 131 E Market 
Farra Rebecca, nurse, 16 S New 
Farra Roy, laborer, 435 W Gay 
Farrell Edward B, contractor, 312 N Darlington 
Farrell Edward J, contractor, 210 N Chestnut 
Farrell Eleanor M, stenographer, 211 W Chestnut 
Farrell Frank, 732 N New 
Farrell Jacob C, police, 239 W Union 
Farrell James, 209 W Chestnut 
Farrell James A, foreman, 203 W Chestnut 
Farrell John A, U S Army, 209 W Chestnut, h do 




Farrell Lillian C, stenographer, 211 W Chestnut 
Farrell Mary V, music teacher, 209 W Chestnut 
Farrell M & T E (Timothy E Farrell), contractors, 209 W Chestnut 
Farrell Thomas E, florist, 402 W Gay 
Farrell Timothy E (M & T E Farrell), 211 W Chestnut 
Fath Peter F, stationer, 22 N High 
Faucett Henry N (wid Alexis S), 113 E Market 
Faucett Casper P, farmer, Rosedale av nr Church 
Faucett Sarah (wid Joseph D), 13 S Church 
Faucett & Hipple, mushroom plant, end S Matlack 
Feim Charles, munition works, 307 N Chestnut 
Fell Albert C, clerk, 314 Darlington 
Fell Chandler L, conductor, 119 E Union 
Fell Courtland, watchman, 223 S Walnut 
Fell Eliza T (wid Richard H), 405 N Walnut 
Fell Knovel, U S Army, 314 S Darlington 
Fell Marianna, teacher, 400 N Walnut 
Fell Mary D, 405 N Walnut 
Fell Robert M, salesman, 218 S Walnut 
Fell William J, harnessmaker, 146 W Gay, h 314 S Darlington 
Fentem Alice E, 215 Nields 
Fentem Beth, teacher, 215 Nields 
Fergus Edward D, helper, 225 Sharpless 
Fergus Helena G, h 426 Hannum av 
Fergus Maria S, 430 Hannum av 
Ferguson Thomas F, brassworker, 210 N Penn 
Ferrell Harry T, clerk, 308 Dean 
Fessenbacker George H, baker, 241 E Chestnut 
Fetters Chester Mrs, clerk, 244 W Union 
Fetters Harry M, helper, h 224 W Union 
Fetters Isaac L, munition works, 13 S Church 
Fetters Lewis C, clerk, 224 W Union 
Few Abner W, Turks Head Stables, h 3 S High 
Few Anna L, teacher, 413 W Union 
Few Anna S (wid Simeon), 414 Hannum av 
Few Benjamin L, livestock, 413 W Union 
Few Bertha A, dressmaker, 321 N High, h 139 E Gay 
Few James L, 413 W Union 
Few Lewis B, butcher, 139 E Gay 
Few Walter J, livestock, 413 W Union 
Findlay Francis, 401 W Fayette 
Finegan Alice C, operator, 225 E Chestnut 
Finegan Annie G, 208 W Gay 
Finegan Bernard A, U S Army, 225 E Chestnut 
Finegan Charles A, US Army, 247 Dean 





[Handwritten: "Mrs. Joseph Finnegan, 328 W. Washington"] 
Finegan Frances, 127 S Darlington 
Finegan Herbert, 127 S Darlington 
Finegan Francis S, clerk, 208 W Gay 
Finegan James E, helper, 417 N New 
Finegan James J, machinist, 225 E Chestnut 
Finegan John, laborer, 9 S New 
Finegan John J, plumber, 229 W Washington 
Finegan Joseph J, clerk, 208 W Gay 
Finegan Joseph P, machinist, 255 E Chestnut 
Finegan Lidie (wid John), 247 Dean 
Finegan Lucy A, clerk, 517 N New 
Finegan Margaret M, dressmaker, 127 S Darlington 
Finegan Mary M (wid Barnard), 225 E Chestnut 
Finegan Matthew L, U S Army, 225 E Chestnut 
Finegan Michael, machinist, 318 N Darlington 
Finegan Miles F, mechanic, 214 N Franklin 
Finegan Norbert, machinist, 9 S New 
Finegan Stephen E, machinist, 138 Magnolia 
Finegan Sylvester B, clerk, 517 N New 
Finegan Thomas jr, laborer, 111 E Miner 
Finegan William, molder, 357 E Biddle 
Finegan William P, U S Army, 9 S New 
Fincher Mary (wid John), 27 W Union 
Finn Mary (wid James), 114 W Union 
Finn Mary E, dressmaker, 114 W Union 
Finn Philip S, helper, 114 W Union 
Finnegan Frances, clerk, 515 N New 
Finnegan Joseph Mf machinist, 328 W Washington 
Finnegan Mary B (wid Barney), 517 N New 
Firman Mary Mrs, 334 W Miner 
First Baptist Church, S High c Union 
First Church of Christ Scientist, N High nr Washington 
FIRST NATIONAL BANK (THE), of West Chester, Pa, organized 1863, Marshall 8 
Way 
pres, Septimus N Nivin vice-pres, Samuel P Cloud cashier, George Newlin jr 
asst 
cashier (See advt inside front cover and in back) 
First Presbyterian Church, Miner and Darlington 
Fisher Charles H, teacher, 509 W Miner 
Fisher Fred W, tool maker, 120 Linden 
Fisher Frank L, driver, 319 W Biddle 
Fisher Ruth K (wid Abraham), 127 W Miner 
Fisher E A B (wid William A), 304 W Miner 





Fitch Edna V, nurse, 245 W Barnard 
Fitch Ruth M, clerk, 245 W Barnard 
Fitch Sarah (wid Robert), 245 W Barnard 
Fitzgerald Jeremiah J, 38 E Miner 
Fitzgerald Jeremiah J jr, 121 W Market 
Fitzgerald William, butcher, 38 E Miner 
Fitzpatrick Anna M, stenographer, 321 N Darlington 
Fitzpatrick Henry, opr, 316 W Biddle 
Fitzpatrick James B, grocer, 259 E Chestnut, h do 
Fitzpatrick Margaret (wid James), 321 N Darlington 
Fitzpatrick Michael, machinist, 316 W Biddle 
Fitzpatrick Teresa M, 259 E Chestnut 
Fitzsimmons Caleb, tinsmith, 242 W Barnard 
Fitzsimmons Elizabeth, nurse, 242 W Barnard 
Fitzsimmons Harold C, U S Army, 605 W Walnut 
Fitzsimmons Harvey, jeweler, 14 S Church 
Fitzsimmons Howard, jeweler, 11 N Church 
Flagg George A jr, helper, 301 S Matlack 
Flaherity, Thomas, foreman, 134 Magnolia 
Flaherity William K, U S Army, 134 Magnolia 
Fleischmann Co The, yeast, 200 E Gay 
Fleming Robert, woodworker, 221 W Barnard 
Flowers Oscar, helper, 335 Hannum av 
Flowers William, laborer, 13 Wayne 
Fluck John S, clerk, 126 S High 
Foley Patrick J, electrician, 22 S High 
Ford Catherine V, 233 W Gay 
Ford Daniel I, court crier, 503 S Matlack 
Ford Ella T, housekeeper, 503 S Matlack 
Ford George I, U S Army, 217 W Chestnut 
Ford George W, machinist, 135 W Market 
Ford James, tinner, 117 N Darlington 
Ford Jerry, laborer, 317 S Matlack 
Ford J Miller Mrs, 133 E Union 
Ford John F, engineer, 520 S Walnut 
Ford M Frank, painter, 208 S High 
Ford Mary E, pantsmaker, 503 S Matlack 
Ford Paul, mechanic, 217 W Chestnut 
Ford Paul W, stenographer, 218 E Gay 
Ford Peter, helper, h 217 W Chestnut 
Ford Thomas, laborer, 328 S Darlington 
Ford Thomas F, insurance, 121 E Gay 
Ford William A, carpenter, 238 W Gay 
Ford William W, conductor, 218 E Gay 
Foreman Frank J, painter, 115 W Dean 
Foreman Frank J jr, machinist, 115 W Dean 
Foreman George B, painter, 119 S Darlington 





Foreman Mary C, 115 Dean 
FORREST ROBERT H, superintendent Metropolitan Life Ins Co, 2 W Market, h 
Spring 
City, Pa 
Forsyth N J, h 525 N High 
Forsythe Davis H, 400 N Church 
Forsythe Elizabeth, 102 S Church 
Forsythe Mary A (wid Truman), 10 OE Biddle 
Forsythe William T, civil engineer, 129 W Miner 
Foss John W, major U S Army, 311 Dean 
Foster Emma F, dressmaker, 105 S Walnut 
Foster Frederick, laborer, 425 S Matlack 
Foster Hannah A (wid Edward), 105 S Walnut 
Foster Jennie, 219 N Darlington 
Fox George R, carpenter, 3 N Matlack 
Fox Harry D, barber, 161 N High, h 712 S Matlack 
Fox Hill Eked, 33 E Miner 
Frame Charles W, U S Army, 118 E Gay 
Frame Frank D, driver, 400 W Gay 
Frame Isaac H, clerk p o, 137 Magnolia 
FRAME J WARREN, grocer, 118 E Gay, h do 
Frame Nellie A, bookkeeper, 400 W Gay 
Frame Thomas B, express, 400 W Gay 
Frame Thomas D, clerk, 330 S Darlington 
Frame T William, pressman, 327 W Washington 
Francis George K, agent, 519 S Matlack 
Francis John A, laborer, 129 E Market 
Franklin Corzid D, clerk, 229 N Darlington 
Franz August E, machinist, h 229 W Barnard 
Freas Henry C, dry goods, 13 N Church 
Freas Henry C jr, 13 N Church 
Free Alfred, helper, 123 E Market 
Freeman H Frank, jeweler, Gay c Church, 31 E Barnard 





French Arthur, professor, 308 Price 
French Margaret, dressmaker, 135 W Market 
Friedman Bernard, pianist, 11 S New 
Freshcolon. Sarah (wid Charles), 202 W Barnard 
Friends' Boarding Home, 444 N Walnut 
Friends' Library, N Church below Chestnut Friends' Meeting House (Hicksite), 
High 
c Fayette 
Friends' Meeting House, N Church c Chestnut 
Friends' School, N Church below Chestnut, and N High 
Frize George, clerk, 304 N Darlington 
Frorer Sue L, 322 W Barnard 
Fry Sarah A (wid George L), 116 W Chestnut 
Fullerton Fred M, machinist, 319 W Chestnut 
Fullerton Henry M, laborer, 303 W Chestnut 
Fulmer Wilfield F, gasmaker, 136 E Miner 
Fulton Elmira, 124 S New 
Fulton Priscilla (wid John), 123 E Union 
Furlong John J, grocer, 200 W Barnard, h 316 S Darlington 




Gale George M, machinist, 217 Sharpless 
Gale Lilian B, operator, 217 Sharpless 
Gale Mary E, stenographer, 217 Sharpless 
Gait Sarah (wid James T), 105 S High 
Gallagher Joseph, 400 Nields 
Gallagher Patrick, laborer, 315 W Chestnut 
Gamble George H, 115 E Fayette 
Ganges Alexander, E Gay 
Ganges George H, confectioner, 32 E Market 
Ganges Herman J, ice-cream maker, 32 E Market 
Ganges Roland, U S Army, 32 E Market 
Gardiner Frances, music teacher, 115 E Barnard 
Gardiner James, carpenter, 115 E Barnard 
Garrett Anna E, nurse, 200 N Church 
Garrett Anna M (wid Amos), 433 S Walnut 
Garrett Caroline H (wid Joshua), 515 S Walnut 
Garrett Carrie E, h 126 E Barnard 
Garrett Ella, dressmaker, 200 N Church 
Garrett Emma (wid John), 228 W Fayette 
Garrett George M, veterinarian, 701 S Walnut 
Garrett J Harvey, laborer, 339 Dean 
Garrett John S jr, harness, 22 E Gay, h Green Tree Inn 
Garrett Josephine D, nurse, 16 W Miner 
Garrett Katie A (wid Charles P), 126 E Barnard 





Garrett Mary L (wid Abram M), 701 S Walnut 
Garrett Mary W (wid Harry), 36 E Miner 
Garrett Nathan M, agent, 331 Dean 
Garrett Robert, 120 E Biddle 
Garrett Warren T, grocer, 301 S Darlington 
Garrison William S, machinist, 312 N Biddle 
Gatchel Enoch M, veterinarian, 122 E Chestnut 
Gault Sallie R Mrs, 105 S High 
Gaues Harvey, munition works, 19 S Walnut 
Gatwhrop Alien, 42 W Barnard 
Gawthrop Emma (wid Thomas E), 325 W Miner 
Gawthrop J Oscar, 38 S High 
Gawthrop Rebecca (wid Newlin), 444 N Walnut 
Gawthrop Robert S, lawyer, 119 N High, h 325 W Miner 
Gay Street Public School, E Gay c N Adams 
Geary Margaret (wid Patrick), 520 S Franklin 
George Clementine C (wid William), 315 S. Walnut 
George Mary, 627 S. Walnut 
Gheen Francis H, 330 N High 
Gheen John J, lawyer, 19 N High, h 234 E Biddle 
Gibbons John, conductor, 222 W Biddle 
Gibbons David, machinist, 123 W Fayette 
Gibbons Michael F, helper, 123 W Fayette 
Gibbs Joseph H, janitor, Chester County Trust Co, h 522 E Miner 
Gibbs Martin P, laborer, 417 S Matlack 
Gibbs Spencer, clerk, 332 W Market 
Gibbs Thomas P, laborer, 30 N New 
Gibson Auto Works, auto supplies, 202 S High 
Gibson Bayard T, laborer, 322 W Washington 
Gibson Charles F, printer, 645 S Matlack 
Gibson Charles W, printer, 525 S Walnut 
Gibson E Earl, Gibson Auto Works, 202 S High, h 105 N Church 
Gibson   WHarvey, mechanic, 125 E Miner 
Gibson John T, h 114 S New 
Gibson J Percy, clerk, 114 S New 
Gibson Nellie, clerk, 322 W Washington 
Gibson Lyda (wid Thomas J), 411 N Church 
Gibson Myrtle I, stenographer, 322 W Washington 
Giel Mary (wid Jackson), 425 N New 
Gilbert Frank R, printer, 20-22 S Church, h 313 W Union 
Gilberth Harry, brakeman, 128 E Market 





Gilford Thomas Mrs, 221 N Matlaek 
Gill Annie (wid James), 510 S Matlack 
Gill Mary C, clerk, h 510 S Matlack 
Gill Mary H, 425 N New 
Gill Michael J, turner, 510 S Matlack 
Gill Wm C, machinist, 510 S Matlack 
Gillespie Nathaniel, electrician, 112 E Gay 
Gilliland Edgar, munition works, 130 Nields 
Gilmore M Phoebe (wid W C), 225 N New 
Gilmore Preston, munition works, 225 N New 
Gilpin Emma E (wid John R), 526 N Church 
Gilpin Vincent, 526 N Church 
GIMBLE BROTHERS, dry goods and pure foods, Market, Chestnut, Eighth and 
Ninth, 
Philadelphia, Pa 
Ginsburg Harry, junk, 121 E Miner 
Ginsley Charles F, laborer, 335 N New 
Ginsley Charles C, machinist, 335 N New 
Ginsley Levi, machinist, 390 Nield 
Gladman J Archie Mrs, 110 E Miner 
Gladman John G, barber, 26 E Market, h 18 S Walnut 
Glasco Eliza, 235 E Market 
Glick Fannie, clerk, 136 E Gay 
Glick John, dry goods, 146 E Miner 
Glick Samuel, notions, 136 E Gay 
Glisson Ellwood, 333 Dean 
Glisson Harry, millhand, 5 N Walnut 
Glisson William, clerk, 229 S Darlington 
Godfrey William, barber, 152 E Gay 
Goines George W, driver, 211 Sharpless 
Goldberg Harry, milliner, 28 E Gay 
Golder Carrie L (wid Wm), 415 N New 
Golder David M, county commissioner, h Turks' Head Inn 
Golder Theodore S, feed, 103 W Market, h 135 W Market 
Goldsborough Rena, 311 W Miner 
Good B Frank, icemaker, 120 W Barnard 
Good J Britten, manager, 140 Lacey 
Good Leroy, U S Army, 120 W Barnard 
Good Noble H, millhand, 120 W Barnard 
Good Winfield L, police, 120 Nields 
Goodheart Victoria (wid  --  -- ), 705 S Walnut 
Goodley Annie E (wid Jonas), 210 N Adams 
Goodwill Fire Company, 36 E Gay 
Goodwin Charles W, blacksmith, r 120 N Church, h 631 S Walnut 
Ooodwin Ezra C, carpenter, 513 S Matlack 
Goodwin Lillie A, grocer, 601 S Walnut, h do 
Goodwin William R, engineer, 207 N Adams 





Gordon Ethel, nurse, 401 Dean 
Gospen Louis, mason, 303 Hannum ave 
Goshen Ann M, teacher, 514 S Church 
Gottier Fred L, motorman, 143 E Union 
Grahlowitz Max, shoemaker, 37 E Gay, h 129 S Matlack 
Grace Mary R, nurse, 444 N "Walnut 
Grand Opera House, 16 N High 
Grant Daniel, laborer, 114 N Darlington 
Grant Francis P, touch typist, 119 W Union 
Grant George H, driver, 314 E Gay 
Grant Harry, laborer, 136 W Market 
Grant James H, helper, 119 W Union 
Grant Mary (wid Harry), 136 W Market 
Grant Mary D, domestic, 217 E Washington 
Grant Mary E, 119 W Union 
Grant Sidney B, clerk, 113 S High 
Grant Simon, clothing, 40 W Gay, h 113 S High 
Grason Fred S, lineman, 27 E Miner 
Graul William H, carpenter, 432 S Matlack 
Graul William H jr, 230 W Fayette 
Grauten Peter J, tailor, 18 W Market, h 202 do 
Grauten Vincent J, U S Army, 18 N High 
Gravelle Nellie, housekeeper, 319 S High [Handwritten: }Mrs."] 
Gray Catherine D (wid Jerome D), 410 N Church 
Gray Charles P, artist, 410 N Church 
Gray Ellwood E, solicitor, 300 W Fayette 
Gray Harry E, manager, 230 W Barnard 
Gray Norman D, assistant State Librarian, h 410 N Church 
Gray Rebecca M, clerk, 206 W Chestnut 
Gray T S Griffith, 37 W Market 
Great Atlantic and Pacific Tea Co, 7 N Church 
Green Ella, clerk, 536 S Adams 
Green Eoline G, bookkeeper, 300 S Church 
Green Francis H, professor, 636 S Walnut 
Green Jesse C, 109 W Gay 
Green J Howard, 316 W Fayette 
Green John, excavator, 319 S Matlack 
Green John, police, 536 S Adams 
Green Lillian, teacher, 119 E Washington 
Green Ray F, foreman, 208 N Adams 
Green Rufus, carpenter, 132 Linden 
GREEN TREE INN, Gay cor High, Charles Weingartner proprietor 
Green Walter, laborer, 239 S Matlack 
Green William F, helper, 203 Sharpless 
Green William H, music teacher, 109 W Gay 
Greenfield Charles S, carpenter, 214 E Gay 





Gregory Rupert, clerk, 137 Lacey 
Greig James, molder, 122 E Market 
Gress Charles J, linotyper, 122 S Walnut 
Griesback Edward, baker, 103 N Wayne 
Griffin Hanorah (wid Patrick), 106 S High 
Griffith Anna T, 202 N Church 
Griffith Bessie (wid Emerson), 303 W Miner 
Griffith Carrie A, nurse, 140 Magnolia 
Griffith D Clark, plumber, 400 W Barnard 
GRIFFITH E R & W H (Ezekiel R and William H Griffith) planing 
mill and sash, doors and blinds, alley "bet 
Barnard and Union and Walnut and Matlack 
Griffith Ezekiel R (E R & W H Griffith), h 119 W Dean 
Griffith George W, carpenter, 11 Barnard 
Griffith Harry J, foreman, 200 Linden 
Griffith Harry T, 228 N Darlington 
Griffith I, sharpless wheelman, 9 N Matlack 
Griffith J Ralph, clerk p o, 124 Magnolia 
Griffith Joseph S, blacksmith, 345 E Biddle 
Griffith Margaret, 510 S High 
Griffith Minnie, clerk, 119 Dean 
Griffith W S, rear 525 S Matlack 
Griffith William H (E R & W H Griffith), h 510 S High 
Grimm Clara D, 217 W Miner 
Grimm Clara D, 217 W Miner 
Grimm Nathan P, stenographer, 217 W Miner 
Grinder George, molder, 127 W Market 
Groff Ephraim B, farmer, 221 W Barnard 
Groff Eugene L, carpenter, 120 S New 
Groff Francis L, 320 N Matlack 
Groff I Newton, engraver, 108 W Gay 
Groff John, laborer, 221 W Barnard 
Groff John S (Whitcraft & Groff), 21 S High 
Groff John C, U S Army, 123 N High, h W Goshen 
Groff Margaret B, teacher 320 N Matlack 
Groff Margaret M (wid George G), 320 N Matlaek 
Groff Minnie M (wid Orintheus), 113 S High 
Groff William, 217 S Church 
Groff William M, 320 N Matlack 
Groome Esther M, teacher, State Normal School 
Grooms David C, polisher, 131 E Miner 
Grosner Gerald D, engineer, Y M C A 
Grubb Francis W, hacks, 116 E Market, h 128 W Chestnut 
Grubb Herbert, dentist, 117 W Miner 
Grubb Norman T, manager, 701 S High 
Grubb Paul, 311 S Darlington 





Gruber Albert C, brakeman, 403 S Matlack 
Guert Sadie, 24 S Walnut 
Guiney Blanche (wid A), 540 S Adams 
Gunkel Margaret C, h 405 E "Washington 
Gunkle Louis K, 405 E Washington 
Gurrell Edgar J, mechanic, 204 W Barnard 
Gurtler Gertrude, Mansion House 
Guss Elizabeth J (wid George), 211 S Walnut 
GUSS HENRY B, councilman, cigars and billiards, 10-12-14 E Gay, h 518 S 
Walnut 
GUSS JOHN N, lawyer, 406 Farmers and Mechanics Bldg, Green Tree Inn and h 111 
Dean 
Guss Norman B, 202 N Plenn 




Haekett Martin C, laborer, 235 E Chestnut 
Hafele Leo, machinist, 229 N Church 
Hagnor Caroline D (wid Charles), 117 W Chestnut 
Hagner Emma M, dressmaker, 117 W Chestnut 
Haines Alwilder, 444 N Walnut 
Haines Harry G, grocer, 100 W Market, h 305 F Winer 
Haines Herman, machinist, 129 Lacey 
Haines Isaac N, 511 N High 
Haines Mary H (wid Franklin), 326 N Church 
Haines Mary L, artist, 511 N High 
Haley Bros, ice, Bradford av and Market 
Haley Elizabeth B, clerk, 112 E Washington 
Haley Hannah J (wid Brinckley H), Everhart Apts 
Haley Johanna (wid William), 112 E Washington 
Haley Lawrence B, engineer, 126 Lacey 
Haley Lawrence E, manager, 114 N Darlington 
Haley Mary (wid John L), 316 N Darlington 
Haley Richard T, electrician, 125 W Fayette 
Haley William J, grocer, 6 E Gay, 224 S Walnut 
Haley William L, laborer, 316 N Darlington 
Halgrim Anna 0, teacher, State Normal School 
Hall Albert G, barber, 8 N Church, h 326 Dean 
HALL ALBERT P JR, stationer, 117 W Gay, h 132 W Gay 
Hall Atrhur, munition works, 737 S Matlack 
Hall Clarkson, 501 S Church Hall Clarence, 242 W Gay 




Hall Edith W (wid Edward W), 241 W Union 
Hall Ezra H, printer, 325 Dean 
Hall Glenn W, stereotyper, 325 Dean 
Hall Grace, 243 Dean 
Hall Hannah, teacher, 501 S Church 
Hall Harlan J, keeper, h 230 W Market 
Hall Harry D, painter, 242 W Gay 
Hall Ida (wid Charles H), 242 W Gay 
HALL J OOMLY, vice-president and treasurer Farmers and Mechanics' Trust 
Company, h E Bradford 
Hall Lydia E, operator, 243 Dean 
Hall Lydla T, 501 Price 
Hall Ruth, 501 Price 
Hall Sarah Dickinson, artist, 301 S Matlack 
Hall Sarah E (wid Edward H), 301 N Matlack 
HALL WALTER E, reporter, 501 Price 
Hall William, laborer, 316 W Chestnut 
Hally Richard, laborer, 21 S New 
Halteman Ammon L, insurance, 2 W Market, h 407 S High 
Hamilton Alfred, cleaner, 392 Nields 
Hamilton Bessie, 133 E Miner 
Hamilton John A, police, 604 S Matlack 
Hamilton Lawrence J, brakeman, 520 S Franklin 
Hamilton Mary (wid), 735 S Walnut 
Hamilton Norbert B, 30 E Washington 
Hamilton Sara E, teacher State Normal School 
Hamilton Sue B, 133 E Miner 
Hammond Agnes (wid Charles), 317 W Union 
Hammond Emma D (wid Samuel K), 315 S Walnut 
HAMMONO H NELSON, pharmacist, 6 W Market, 427 S High 
Hammond Marion A, clerk, 507 S Walnut 
Hampton Adele J, tailoress, 130 W Barnard 
Hampton Frank, laborer, 10 S Charles 
Hampton Joseph M, meter reader, 130 W Barnard 
Hampton Mary E, dressmaker, h 130 W Barnard 
Hannam Edward, telegraph opr, 608 S Walnut 
Hannam William H, operator, 41 W Gay 
Hannams Abbie J (wid John), 405 S Walnut 
Hannum Anna H, stenographer, 29 S Darlington 
Hannum Catherine, 23 W Gay 
Hannum Catherine M, 29 S Darlington 
Hannum Charles W, engineer, 131 E Barnard 
Hannum Curtis H, 322 N Matlack 
Hannum Earl P, munition works, 233 N Darlington 
Hannum Harriett, clerk, 226 Sharpless 





Hannum John, printer, 217 S High 
Hannum John A, U S Army, 29 S Darlington 
Hannum Lawrence W, clerk, 131 E Barnard 
Hannum Mary A, clerk, 29 S Darlintgon 
Hannum Wilmer T, clerk, 126 S New 
Hardcastle George W, laborer, 226 W Fayette 
Hardee Charlotte N, teacher, State Normal School 
Haran Luke, plumber, 705 S Matlack 
Hare Jonathan C, real estate, 15 S Church 
HARKNESS JOSEPH T, clothing and men's furnishings, 24 W Gay, h 441 S High 
Harlan Ida, 232 W Fayette 
Harlan Justin E, dentist, 126 W Miner 
Harlan Hannah A, 135 W Barnard 
Harlan Mary (wid Charles E), h 141 E Gay 
Harlan Sara J, vocalist, 141 E Gay 
Harley "William A, helper, 112 Linden 
Harman Daniel E, machinist, 449 W Gay 
Harman Philip J, manager, 341 N New 
Harp Frank C, molder, 209 W Union 
Harp William, woodworker, 136 W Barnard 
Harrar I Margaret, nurse, 327 S High 
Harris Alice M, teacher, 120 W Chestnut 
Harris Lillian, stenographer, 213 W Miner 
Harris W Clyde, U S Army, 600 S Walnut 
HARRIS WILLIAM 8, lawyer, 39 S High, h 600 8 Walnut 
Harrold Joseph B, painter, 315 N New 
Harry Eugene B, bookkeeper, 118 Lacey 
Harry J Pierce, butcher, 118 Lacey 
Harry Sarah A, 604 S Walnut 
Harry Ziba G, clerk, 118 Lacey 
Harting Ann E, 308 W Miner 
Hartshorn Mary R, 333 W Market 
Hartzell Howard J, grocer, 205 E Market 
Harvey Alonzo, harnessmaker, h 222 Nields 
Harvey Cornelia W, 325 W Union 
Harvey Ernest, lawyer, 125 N High, h 304 S Walnut 
Harvey Ethel, music teacher, 304 S Walnut 
Harvey Frances S (wid Oscar), h 304 S Walnut 
Harvey Harry, clerk, 709 S Matlack 
Harvey J Willard, clerk, h Embreeville 
Hartings Ann Eliza, 308 W Miner 
Hause Harry H, stenographer, 107 S Walnut 
HAUSE J FRANK E, additional judge, h 529 S High 
Hauselt John M, U S Army, 226 W Market 
Hauselt Leonard G, laundryman, h 618 S Church 





[Handwritten: "Mrs. Raymond Heald, W. Miner St."] 
Hawking Sylvester, waiter, 216 S Matlack 
Hawley F Virginia (wid Howard), 222 S Walnut 
Hawley Herbert, clerk, 222 S Walnut 
Hawley Virginia C, music teacher, 222 S Walnut 
Haworth Elizabeth D, cashier, 41 W Gay 
Haws Emily, housekeeper, 602 S High 
Hay Arthur M, electrician, 143 E Marshall 
Hayden Anna (wid Louis), 21 Ptriee 
Hayes Charles R J, wall papers, 16 N Church, h 323 S Church 
Hayes Edward J, fireman, 531 S Matlack 
Hayes Henry J, clerk, 202 W Market 
Hayes Mary E, boarding, 202 W Market 
Hayes J Carroll, lawyer, 121 N High, h 436 N Church 
Hayes John J, 130 Linden 
Hayes Margaretta J, h 721 S High 
Hayes Morris W, horse dealer, 721 S High 
Hayes Nathan B, 721 S High 
Hayes Olivia E (wid Robert L), 127 W Miner 
Hayes Robert, oiler, 130 Linden 
Hayes T Parke (W S Hayes & Son), 123 W Market 
Hayes William C, foreman, 130 Linden 
Hayes W S & Son (T Parke Hayes), paperhangers, 108 W Market 
Haynesler D, teacher, 17 W Barnard 
Hazzard Minerva H (wid Charles M), 106 Priee 
HEALD A D (A D Heald & Son), h 451 W Gay 
HEALO A D & SON (A D and Raymond M), real estate and insurance, 
farms and suBurBan lands, 16 E Market 
Heald Ethel, 451 W Gay 
Heald Evlyn, 451 W Gay 
Heald Franklin jr, machinist, 326 W Union 





Healey Mary J, stenographer, First National Bank of West Chester, h 29 S 
Walnut 
Heatley Francis B, machinist, 10 W Gay 
Heaps Samuel J, fireman, 307 S Watlack 
Heck Holland B, carpenter, 134 W Union 
Heck W Lewis, machinist, 306 W Fayette 
Heckroth Marie Taylor, milliner, 138 W Gay, h do 
Heed Anna M, milliner, 410 W Miner 
Heed Edith, clerk, 24 N Darlington 
Heed Fred, councilman, 24 N Darlington 
Heed Frederick jr, secretary, 24 N Darlington 
HEED GEORGE, cashier, The National Bank of Chester County, h 324 W Miner 
Heed Howard G, machinist, 215 W Chestnut 
Heed John B R, clerk, 24 N Darlington 
Heed John C, 410 W Miner 
Heed Mary, teacher, 25 N Darlington 
Heed Warren, 24 N Darlington 
Heed William W, 322 W Union 
Heeps Samuel T, presshand, 14 N Matlack 
Heir James E Rev, 233 W Gay 
Helms Clarence R, clerk, 11 W Bernard 
Hemmeisbach Adam J, 118 Price 
Hemphill Clifford, 307 S Matlack 
Hemphill E Dallett, feed, 311 E Gay, h 220 W Gay 
Hemphill Elizabeth A (wid William), 109 N Church 
Hemphill John M, U S Army, h 220 W Gay 
HEMPHILL JOSEPH JH, physician, office hours until 9 A M, 2 to 3 P M and 7 to 
8 P M, 205 W Gay 
Hemphill Lillie, Green Tree Inn 
Hemphill Margaret C, 109 N Church 
Hemphill Mary S (wid William), 318 N Matlack 
Hemphill Rebecca, h 220 W Gay 
Hemphill Robert C, tag factory, 430 Price 
Hemphill Robert C, oils, 430 Price 
Hemphill Ross, laborer, 320 W Washington 
Hemphill William L, patternmaker, Green Tree Inn 
Henderson R Redd, teacher, 331 W Union 
Henderson Charles R, 331 W Union 
Henderson E F Mrs, 622 S Walnut    .? 
Henderson George W, helper, 208 W Barnard 
Henderson I Newton, 40 W Bernard 
Hendrickson Elizabeth B, 129 E Washington 





[Handwritten: "Mrs. Fred Hetzel, 103 Price St."] 
Hennessey Catherine, 206 W Gay 
Hennessey John, cigars, 31 N Church, h 19 Price 
Hennessey Mary, dressmaker, 115 N Darlington 
Hennessey Paul, clerk p o, h 19 Price 
HENRY ANTHONY, novelties, guns, toys, stationery, etc, 18 N Church, h do 
Henry.Raymond A, clerk, h 131 Nields 
Heotes Gus, clerk, 27 N Market 
Herbert Elizabeth V, clerk, 303 S New 
Hergesheimer Joseph, High cor Goshen 
Hershey Enoch P, 131 Lacey 
Hershey John M, sign painter, 28 E Miner 
Hershey Richard W, carpenter, 131 Lacey 
Hershey Roy, munition works, 217 S Walnut 
Herton Howard, messenger, 309 N Matlack 
Hess Edward E, sawyer, 133 W Biddle 
Hess John W, driver, 227 N New 
Hess Joshua, 130 E Miner 
Heston Benjamin E, 223 E Washington 
Hetherington George A, laborer, 118 E Miner 
HETHERINGTON John J, painting and decorating, 113 E Barnard, h 20 W Barnard 
Hetherington Oliver I, mechanic, 543 S Matlack 
Hewett Charles W, printer, 210 N Penn 
Wewitson (sic Hewitson) Arthur C, butterine, 32 W Market, h do 
Hewitt Martha (wid Lawrence), 235 N Darlington 
Hibberd Alice, artist, 334 W Miner 
Hibberd Amy M, clerk, 334 W Miner 
Hibberd Anna J, 313 S High 
Hibberd John E, clerk, Brandywine Inn 
Hibberd Josiah, 537 S Walnut 
Hibberd Sue E (wid John H), 202 E Gay 
Hibberd Walter R, insurance, 123 N High and Suburban Gas and Electric Co, h 
338 W Miner 
Hibbs Clyde, breakman, 130 E Chestnut 
Hice Catherine (wid Levi), 121 E Barnard 
Hice Winfield S, millhand, 224 W Union 
Hickey James, dairy, h 22 W Miner 
Hickman Baynton, agent, h 337 W Miner 
Hickman Clarence D, carpenter, 131 S Darlington 
Hickman David E, veterinarian, 333 W Union 
Hickman Edith, 415 W Union 
Hickman Eugene E, driver, 216 W Biddle 
Hickman F Sharpless, h 302 S Walnut 
Hickman Harry S, 139 E Marshall 
Hickman Lewis M, express, 138 E Market, h 152 E Gay 





Hickman Nathaniel G, real estate, 30 W Market, h 207 Miner 
Hickman William B, 38 S High 
Hickman W E, 213 W Barnard 
Hicks Andrew W, barber, 18 S Walnut 
Hicks Edward M, clerk, 17 W Union [Handwritten: "Elizabeth"] 
Hicks E H Mrs, 425 W Miner 
Hicks Ploy, 425 W Miner 
Hicks Harry J, clerk, 17 W Union 
Hicks Margaret, 320 N High 
Hicks Thomas, U S Navy, 425 W Miner 
Higgins Agnes, 322 W Union 
Higgins Agnes (wid Patrick), 126 Nields 
Higgins C Heislen, electrician, 23 S Church 
Higgins E, dressmaker, h 14 W Gay 
Higgins Emma L, teacher, h 227 N "Walnut 
Higgins Virginia, teacher, 227 N Walnut 
High Street Public School, S High c Dean 
Highland Farms Dairy, 24 S New 
Highley Charles C, cashier, 229 N High 
Highley George M, blacksmith, Mansion House alley, h 317 S Darlington 
Highley William G, machinist, 138 Nield 
Hill Benjamin, insurance, 2 W Market, h 120 S Church 
Hill P Dorothy, children's librarian, 515 S High 
Hill John L, car cleaner, 141 Nields 
HILL JOSEPH F, assistant cashier, The National Bonk of Chester Co, h 515 S 
High 
Hill Leander, laborer, 11 N Wayne 
Hill Mary S (wid William S), 106 Price 
Hill William S jr, carrier p o, 227 N Darlington 
Himelright Emily E, dressmaker, 212 W Barnard 
Himelright Granville, plumber, 427 N New 
Himelright Leonard T, foreman, h 7 N Matlack 
Himelright Margaret E, teacher, 212 W Barnard 
Himelright Wayne, adjuster, 7 N Matlack 
Himerlight S Atwood, clerk, h 212 W Barnard 
H1MMELSBACH A J, general secretary Y M C A, 118 Price 
Hines James M, butcher, 11 N Walnut, h 8 N New 
Hipple Byron T, clerk, h 602 S High 





HIPPLE C C & SON (C G and Francis J Hipple), coal and feed, 215 E Barnard and 
209 S Matlack 
Hipple Francis J (C C Hipple & Son), 429 S Walnut 
Hipple George, U S Army, h 517 S High 
HIPPLE MORTAR COMPANY, under the management of C C Hipple & Son, 209 S 
Matlack 
Hirth Lillie, nurse, 21 W Gay 
Hoagland A Dorcas, teacher, 624 S High 
Hoagland Virginia, h 409 S Church 
Hoagland William A, 624 S High 
Hobbs William P, barber, Mansion House, 122 S Darlington 
Hodgkins Elizabeth, nurse, C C Hospital 
Hodgson Walter D, advertising, 106 S High 
HOFFMAN CHARLES 0, boots and Shoes, High cor Gay, h6 W Gay 
Hoffman Edward, jeweler, 25 E Gay 
Hoffman George A, 342 W Miner 
Hoffman Jennie P, 327 W Union 
Hoffman Mary B, 342 W Miner 
Hoffman Phillip, machinist, 129 W Market 
HOFFMAN & BALDWIN (Vernon L Hoffman jr and George D Baldwin), lumber, 





Hoffmann Abram F, accountant, 23 E Gay 
Hoffmiere Emeley, teacher, Mansion House 
Hogue Thomas C, real estate, 135 N High, h 503 do 
Holden John W, helper, 545 S Matlack 
Holden William W, watchman, 545 S Matlack 
Holding Archibald M, lawyer, 125 N High, h 308 S Walnut 
Holding Martha P, dry goods, 22 N Church, h 304 S Walnut 
Holland Emma, nurse, 122 W Barnard 
Hollinger John R, steward, 10 Rosedale av 
Hollingsworth I P P, physician, 402 N Church 
Hollingsworth William N, clerk, 317 W Biddle 
Hollis Calvin V, manager, 301 N Matlack 
Holmes Emily A, nurse, C C Hospital 
Holohan Cora, 23 Price 
Holohan E C, 23 Price 
Holston Benjamin, spokemaker, 400 Nields 
Holzier John, brakeman, 121 Lacey 
Hool Harris, peddler, 152 W Gay 
Hood Anna (wid David), 444 N Walnut 
Hoopes Abner, president, Mansion House 
Hoopes Anna R, h 401W Union 
HOOPES BRO & DARLINGTON, INC, wheelworks, 250 E Market, Thomas Hoopes 
president, Russell Hoopes 
vice-president and superintendent, Charles R Hoopes secretary, Edward S 
Darlington treasurer 
Hoopes Bros & Thomas Co, nurseries, Maple av W Goshen 
Hoopes Carrie M, h 401 W Union 
Hoopes Charles R, secretary Hoopes Bro & Darlington, Inc, 411 N Franklin 
Hoopes Clayton E, U S Army, 300 N Franklin 
Hoopes Edmund D, purchasing agent, 300 N Franklin 
Hoopes Edmund D jr, 300 N Franklin 
Hoopes Edward G, carpenter, 214 W Chestnut 
Hoopes Edward I, bootblack, 106 E Biddle 
Hoopes Ellen, 202 Price 
Hoopes Ellen A (wid Josiah), 403 E Washington 
Hoopes F Joseph (Smedley & Hoopes), h 222 Price 
Hoopes F W, 145 W Gay 
Hoopes Frank W, machinist, 145 W Gay 
Hoopes George R Mrs, 100 S High 
Hoopes Henry H, h 29 E Marshall 
Hoopes Henry R, insurance, 511 W Miner 





Hoopes Joseph J, milk, 321 Dean 
Hoopes Jane S, Imperial Apt 
Hoopes Lavinia C (wid William), 333 N Franklin 
Hoopes Lewis P, clerk, 101 W Gay 
Hoopes Misses, 29 Gay 
Hoopes Passmore W jr, 635 N High 
Hoopes Phoebe E, trained nurse, 323 W Barnard 
Hoopes Ralston R, h 233 S Walnut 
Hoopes Russell, vice-president and superintendent Hoopes Bros & Darlington, 
Inc, 416 W Union 
Hoopes Sallie W, 511 S Walnut 
Hoopes Samuel H, machinist, 106 Price 
Hoopes Sarah P, fancy goods, Gay and Church 
HOOPES THOMAS, president Hoopes Bro & Darlington Inc, and vice-president The 
National Bank of Chester Co, h 
405 N Franklin 
Hoopes Thomas jr, U S Army, 411 N Franklin 
Hoopes Walter T, foreman, 234 E Gay 
Hoopes Warwick C, 27 Dean 
Hoopes William, clerk p o, h Chatwood 
Hooton Anna Penrose (wid Francis E), 221 N Matlack 
Hopkins Rachael M (wid Ephraim), Everhart Apts 
Hopewell Harry, salesman, 516 S Church 
Horner David W, clerk, 122 N Darlington 
Horth Lillie, nurse, 21 W Gay 
Hoskins Darlington, machinist, 169 W Biddle 
Hoskins George, painter, 210 S Walnut 
HOSKINS PERCY C, physician, office hours until 9AM, 1 to 3 and 7 to 8 P M, 
120 W Miner 
Hoskins Thos L, lawyer, 119 N High, h 339 Dean 
Houck Evan, Helper, 138 E Miner 
Houck Lucy, 138 E Miner 
House Benjamin S Mrs, 509 S High 
House George S, barber, 125 S Darlington 
House Ida M Mrs, 136 S Market 
House Lydia W, 27 W Union 
House Sarah T, 511 S High 
House Susanna, 511 S High 
Howard Daniel Rev, 343 E Miner 
Howard Ellsworth M, clerk, 343 W Gay 
Howard Hannah H, 218 S Walnut 
Howard Mary B (wid Wm S), 343 W Gay 
Howe Harry, munition, 123 W Gay 
Hawe James B, helper, 542 S Adams 
Howe John E, machinist, 132 E Miner 
Howe John E jr, machinist, 229 Wollerton 
Howell Eliza B (wid Jacob), 117 E Washington 





Howell Samuel E, real estate, 22 E Market, h 117 E Washington 
Howell Verina,  asst librarian State Normal School 
HOWELL & CO, directory publishers, West Chester, Pa, home office 9116 NW, 
Washington, D C 
Hoxter W H Rev, 336 E Miner 
HUBBS HARRY D, grocer and meats, 141 and 143 E Market c Matlack, and 153 W 
Gay, Phoenixville, Malvern and 
Cootesville, Pa, h 208-210 W Filbert 
Huber Charles, baker, 201 S Darlington, h do 
Huber Frank, baker, 138 E Gay 
Huber William, driver, 210 S High 
Huddleston Anna (wid William), 11 S Church 
Huey Anna M, h 221 W Miner 
Huey George M, manager, h 104 S Church 
Huey John E, 106 S Church 
Hufty Louise, 315 S Walnut 
Hughes Albert J, gateman, 220 E Chestnut 
Hughes Benjamin S, printer, 123 S Darlington 
Hughes Charles, 317 S Walnut 
Hughes C Glenwood, clerk, 327 S Darlington 
Hughes Charles W, clerk, 327 S Darlington 
Hughes Mable (wid Joseph D), 122 E Chestnut 
Hughes Thomas, automobiles, 110 N Walnut, h Lansdown 
Hughes William H, 214 S Church 
Humphreys J Edwin, lineman, 303 N Darlington 
Humpton Agnes (wid R 0), 127 E Chestnut 
Humpton Albert, solicitor, 359 E Biddle 
Humpton Armand G, printer, Maple av 
Hunt Bessie, 207 Woolerton 
Hunt C Aurelia, 207 Woolerton 
Hunt James V, nurse, 606 S High 
Hunt William T, reporter, h 414 Dean 
Hunt Wilmer T, musician, 414 Dean 
Hurst Elizabeth, 515 S Walnut 
Hurt James, 316 W Washington 
Hunting Ann E, 308 W Miner 
Husted Elizabeth (wid William C), h 313 S High 
Hutchinson Anna B (wid S O), 25 S Church 
Hutchison Anna E, fancy goods, 19 N Church, h 110 E Biddle 
Hutchinson Howard H, U S Army, Miner c Bradford 
Hutchinson Raymond, woodworker, 229 S Darlington 
Hutchinson S Forrest, clerk, 25 S High 
Hutchinson William A, clerk, 25 S High 
Hutt Herman G, newsdealer, Market c Church, h 221 N Church 





Hutton William M, salesman, 419 N Walnut 
Hyde A, 25 N Church 
Hyde Percy T, iron works, 539 S Matlack 




Idle Hour Theatre, 33 E Gay 
Iford David, laborer, 232 W Gay 
Iford Edith D, 232 W Gay 
Imperial Apartment, 31 E Gay 
Independent Club, 10 N Church 
Ingram Albert M, jeweler, 404 W Miner 
Ingram Albin P, bricklayer, 401 Dean 
Ingram Francis T, carpenter, 225 N Church  [Handwritten: "Frank"] 
Ingram Hugh S, driver, 248 E Gay 
Ingram John M, h 122 W Barnard 
Ingram Marion C (wid Fred), 225 N Church 
INGRAM NORRIS B, asst treas Farmers and Mechanics Trust Ct, h 320 W Barnard 
Ingram William B, express, 140 E Market, h 255 E Market 
Ingram William, painter, 21 S Walnut 
Irey Helen, teacher, 608 S High 
Irey Horace B, salesman, 608 S High 
Irey Jessie, teacher, 608 S High 
Ironsides Harrison, machinist, 114 E Washington 




Jack George, driver, 113 E Barnard 
Jackson Clinton S, machinist, 130 E Chestnut 
Jackson Edgar T, sergeant police, 108 E Biddle 
Jackson George, spokemaker, 224 Sharpless 
Jackson George C, machinist, 110 E Washington 
Jackson Halliday, 310 W Fayette 
Jackson John, painter, 308 W Chestnut 
JACKSON JOHN A, blacksmith, rear 6 N Walnut, h 130 E Chestnut 
Jackson Ralph D,  --  Hannum av 
Jackson T Harold, clerk, 304 N Franklin 
Jaekson Thomas A, tinsmith, 231 N Darlington 
Jackson Thomas H, clerk, 304 S Franklin 
Jacobs C B, 25 Marshall 
Jacobs Edward, mushrooms, Maple av 
Jacobs Fannie M, 117 W Miner 
Jacobs Francis B, physician, 102 S High 
Jacobs Jane B (wid Edward J), 13 W Gay 





JAMES BROS (William H and Hickman James), house fumishing, plumbing, heating, 
etc, 20 N Church 
James Charles, painter, 105 W Market 
James Hickman (James Bros), 439 N Walnut 
James Howard H, salesman, 25 W Barnard 
James Mabel H, matron, 308 Price 
James William H (James Bros), h 323 W Union 
Jamison Fred, barkeeper, 502 S Franklin 
Jamison Harry, mechanic, 225 N Adams 
Jamison Leslie, 629 S Walnut 
Jamison Mabel E, dressmaker, 210 N Adams 
Jarrett Frank L, driver, h 112 E Barnard 
Jay Anna R, maid, 323 W Union 
Jefferis Anna (wid Ellis M), 218 N New 
Jefferis Calvin P, 203 W Union 
Jefferis C Rodney, manager, 300 Price 
Jefferis Ella M (wid Robert 0), 110 S High 
Jefferis Jay H, manager, 116 S High 
Jefferis J Clifford, clerk, h 110 S High 
Jefferis John, clerk, 203 N Adams 
Jefferis Jonathan H, clerk, 201 N Adams 
Jefferis Leonard, carpenter, 524 S Franklin 
Jefferis Paul G, civil engineer, 110 S High 
Jefferis Plummer E, 116 S High 
Jenkins Charles E, 445 W Gay 
Jenkins John, machinist, 445 W Gay 
Jenkins John B, blacksmith, 614 S Matlack 
Jephson Ruth A, 203 Wollerton 
Jiunta Frank, grocer, 418 W Darlington 
Jiunta Harry, laborer, 301 W Chestnut 
Jiunta Joseph, molder, 321 W Gay 
Jiunta Pete, laborer, 301 W Chestnut 
John Catherine (wid George), fruits, Gay c Walnut 
John Phoebe (wid Jacob), 211 S Walnut 
John William, 113 N New 
Johnson Alfred L, engineer, 22 Price 
Johnson B Frank, blacksmith, h 131 E Market 
Johnson Benjamin, munition works, 551 S Matlack 
Johnson Caroline L (wid Win H), 127 W Biddle 
Johnson Charles C, car cleaner, 136 E Miner 
Johnson Clarence, helper, 226 N Franklin 
Johnson David, munition works, 319 N Darlington 
Johnson Daniel W, switchman, 226 N Franklin 





Johnson Ella Augusta, teacher, 128 S High 
Johnson Ellsworth, inspector, 345 E Biddle 
Johnson Emma J, cook, h 127 W Biddle 
JOHNSON GEORGE B, lawyer, 22 E Market, h 447 N Church 
Johnson Harry A, 226 N Franklin 
Johnson Levi A, laborer, 217 Patten al 
Johnson Marther, stenographer, 120 W Market 
Johnson Martha J, 128 S High  -- 
Johnson Reba H, stenographer, 135 Magnolia 
Johnson Sidney, upholsterer, 323 W Gay 
Johnson Walter W, helper, 328 W Gay 
Johnson William A, motorman, 249 E Chestnut 
Johnson Wm C, bootblack, 125 W Union 
Johnson William P jr, timekeeper, 38 S High 
Johnson William N, machinist, 24 W Miner 
Johnson William S, 323 W Gay 
JONES ADDISON L, superintendent Public Schools of West Chester, h 32 S Church 
Jones Alexander, driver, 216 Magnolia 
Jones Anna M R (wid Charles F), 445 N Walnut 
JONES DAVID, monuments and marble worker, 130 E Market, h 112 E Gay 
Jones Deberah W (wid C H), 620 S High 
Jones Elliot P, lawyer, 445 N Walnut 
Jones Erta M, stenographer, 241 Dean 
Jones George L, Wright Realty Co, -h Birmingham [Handwritten: "Dean St."] 
JONES H A, druggist, candies, cigars and soda water, 32 W Gay, h do 
Jones H W, 24 S High 
JONES JESSE L (successor to Jones & Tanguy), dry goods, 23 W Gay 
Jones J Ralston, lawyer, 2 W Market, 445 N Walnut 
Jones Maurice, laborer, 20 S Walnut 
Jones London, laborer, 118 S Matlack 
Jones Roy G, clerk, 735 S Walnut 
Jones William, U S Army, 314 W Chestnut 
JONES WILLIAM H, carpenter, contractor and builder, 144 E Market, h 103 S 
High 
JONES & TANGUY (Jesse L Jones, successor), dry goods, 25 W Gay 
Joyce Charles M, plumber, 617 S Walnut 
Joyce Helen M, 617 S Walnut 
Joyce John W, bricklayer, 212 W Biddle 
Joyce John K, engineer, 128 W Biddle 
Joyce John Sr, woodworker, 200 N Penn 
Joyce Michael C, helper, 617 S Walnut 







Kagena Mike, laborer, 311 W Chestnut 
Kamenetz Harry W, tailor, 12 N Church, h 334 W Gay 
Kandem May, 121 Magnolia 
Kane George E, pressman, h 331W Barnard 
Kane Marshall J, barber, 208 S Darlington 
Kane Napoleon C, printer, h 331 W Barnard 
Kane Ralph E, stenographer, h 331 W Barnard 
Kane W L, pianos, 215 S Darlington 
Karmatz Nathan, jeweler, 139 E Market 
Karmerze Daniel J, cigars, 16 W Market, h 128 E do 
Karr David E, pressman, 227 S Darlington 
Kaufman Alice M, baker, 135 "W Gay 
Kauffman J Harry, clerk, 153 W Gay 
KAUFFMAN WILLIAM J, furniture, carpets and stoves, 153 W Gay 
Kautz Jacob R, clerk, 401 S Matlack 
Kautz Lillian H (wid Christian), 257 E Market 
Kautz Samuel, engineer, 131 E Market 
Kautz William, clerk, r 539 S Franklin 
Kay Robert G, lumber, Philadelphia, Pa, h 522 N Church 
Keech Barton, janitor, 124 E Biddle 
Keech Crosby P, clerk p o, 437 S High 
Keech Curtis W, butcher, 123 W Chestnut 
Keech Howard T, teacher, 307 W Biddle 
Keech Hugh, clerk, 123 W Chestnut 
Keech John W, surveyor, Lafayette Apt 
Keech J Morton, cigars, 154 W Gay, h 123 W Chestnut 
Keech J Newman, janitor, 624 S Church 
Keech J Parker, police, 333 Sharpless 
Keech J Samuel, 29 W Gay 
Keech J Walter, St James Apts 
Keech Milton, chauffeur, 15 S Church 
Keech Ross, machinist, 27 S Walnut 
Keef er Herbert, fireman, Maple av, W Goshen 
Keefer Maud A, housekeeper, 400 N Penn 
Keener Freeland E, painter, 300 W Market 
Keeler Elsie G, teacher, 128 W Barnard 
Keller Millard F, foreman, 128 Barnard 
Keeley Christopher, painter, 146 W Gay 
Keenan Elizabeth, clerk, 210 W Chestnut 
Keener Charles H, barber, 234 W Market 
Keever Paul, teacher, 429 W Miner 
Kelley Edwin, 221 S Walnut 
Kelley John M, marber, 114 Nields 
Kelso Sarah L, boarding, 122 W Market 





Kenney Harriet T, stenographer, 124 E Barnard 
Kenney Lemuel H, blacksmith, 124 E Barnard 
Kerney George W, lineman, 322 W Biddle 
Kerr Bernard, tailor, 7 N Church, h 313 W Washington 
Kerr Howard C, millworker, 16 S New 
Kershaw Elizabeth (wid George W), 128 W Gay 
Kershaw George R, clerk, 133 Nields 
Kershaw Marion, clerk, 128 W Gay 
Kerwin John F, conductor, Rosedale av c Matlack 
Kerwin Walter T, U S Army, 124 Linden 
Kesch J Palmer, 333 Sharpless 
Kettleman Mary E, 301 Dean 
Kies Thomas, driver, h 331 S Matlack 
Keystone Tag Co, r Nields bet Walnut and Matlack 
KIFT JOSEPH, florist, S High bet Union and Dean, h 300 S High 
Kilpatrick Frank, carpenter, 142 E Union 
Kilpatrick Frank J, barber, Farmers and Mechanics Bldg, h 142 E Union 
Kimes Elwood, laborer, 386 Nields 
King Clyde G, tailor, h 34 S High 
King Elizabeth W (wid G D), h 133 Dean 
King Isaac S, watchman, 126 S Darlington 
King John Charles Rev, h 343 E Miner 
King James L, feed, 2 W Market, h 429 W Union 
King Lewis B, tailor, 18 E Gay, h 310 S Darlington 
King Lewis B jr, lineman, 310 S Darlington 
King Marin H, junk, 240 W Gay 
King Temple, fireman, h 514 S Matlack 
Kinley John P, sales agent, h 200 E Gay 
Kinnard Eliza M (wid Asher M), 444 N Walnut 
Kipe Louis, carpenter, 734 S Matlack 
Kirk Edith M, 505 S Walnut 
Kirk George M, U S Army, 505 S Walnut 
Kirk John W, driver, 505 S Walnut 





Kirk Samuel, 316 W Miner 
Kitts Dora, manicuring, 2 W Market 
Knauer Guy W, lawyer, 119 N High, h 14 S Church 
Knight Arthur L, clerk, 138 E Washington 
Knights of Columbus Hall, 110 W Market 
Knox George M, student, 104 E Market 
Knox James, dairy, 104 E Market 
Kodish Jacob (I M Clompus & Co), 200 W Chestnut 
Koffroth Edward, clerk, 118 W Chestnut 
Kofke Charles, laborer, 24 W Union 
Kofke Frederick, clerk, 143 Nields 
Kofke Howard, U S Army, 143 Nields 
Kogan John, laborer, 222 S Matlack 
Kreemer Samuel I, professor, 13 Normal av 
Kreile Anna M, nurse, 132 W Market 
Kreile Hanna B, clerk, 308 W Barnard 
Kreile Howard, spokemaker, 308 W Barnard 
Kreile Walter, spoke works, 308 W Barnard 
Kreisher John, express, 201 N Adams 
Kritzing Clara E, nurse, C C Hospital 
Kuge Harry, carrier p o, 112 E Gay 
Kugel Harry, carrier p o, 122 E Gay 
Kugler Kimble H, machinist, 20 S New 
Kugler William, carpenter, 120 E Miner 
Kunkle Edward C Rev, 514 S Walnut 




Lacey Julia H, stenographer, 500 S Franklin 
Lacey Margaret, stenographer, 500 S Franklin 
Lacey Mary, 500 S Franklin 
Lacey Michael M, laborer, 500 S Franklin 
Lack S Elizabeth (wid Charlton D), 204 W Gay 
LACK THOMAS, lawyer, Farmers and Mechanics' Bldg, h 500 W Gay LADIES' REST 
ROOM, 31 W Market 
LAFFERTY OLIVER E, agent for the Singer Sewing Machine, 136 W Market, h do 
Lagges John, candymaker, Mansion House 
Laird Roberta, teacher, 330 W Miner 
Laird Washington R, Rev, 330 W Miner 
Lambert S F, mushrooms, Assembly bldg 
Lamborn C B, teller, 103 Dean 
Lamborn Hazel, teacher, 500 S High 





Lamborn Wendell P, dentist, 500 S High 
Lampkin Willis, 331 W Gay Lampkin Richard, laborer, 131 W Gay 
LAMSON WILLIAM 0 JR, manager Chester County Gas Co, h 235 N 
Church Larkin Lewis M, 502 S High 
Laurence Elizabeth W (wid Isaac), 127 E Union 
Law Sarah A, nurse, 313 Dean 
Lawrence Charles L, bricklayer, 204 W Fayette 
Lawrence Elizabeth, dressmaker 127 E Union 
Lawrence Ella, dressmaker, 127 E Union 
Lawrence Henry W, U S Army, 129 W Market 
Lawrence Nathan, tag factory, 129 W Merkat 
Lawrence Susan (wid Charles), 204 W Fayette 
Leaf Nathaniel, painter, 26 W Union 
Lear Caleb C, manager, 117 E Chestnut 
Lear C Byron, U S Army, 117 E Chestnut 
Lear Charles B, civil engineer, 107 E Chestnut 
Lear Clarence F, clerk, 105 E Chestnut 
Lear Edith, 117 E Chestnut 
Lear Emma D, clerk, 117 E Chestnut 
Lear Harry T, carrier p o, 115 E Chestnut 
Lear Isabelle (wid Barclay), 324 W Union 
Lear Luciana (wid E B), 105 E Chestnut 
Lear Warren D, U S Army, h 117 E Chestnut 
Leary Daniel J, h 124 Lacey 
Leary Daniel J jr, horse trainer, 124 Lacey 
Leary David C, wheelwright, 204 E Gay 
Leary David D jr, machinist, 204 E Gay 
Leary Eugene J, U S Army, 204 E Gay 
Lee Marguerretta, h 100 S Darlington 
Lee Mary F (wid Charles B), h 100 S Darlington 
Lee Tom, laundry, 124 W Gay 





Leedom Emma T (wid Joseph B), 300 Dean 
Leedom Emily P (wid Joseph), 300 Dean 
Leedom John K, baggagemaster, 123 Laeey 
Leedom Joseph jr, clerk, 300 Dean 
Leedom Joseph P, selesman, 309 Dean 
Leedom M Ethel, clerk, 300 Dean 
Leeds Deborah C, 20 W Church 
Lees R, 123 S Church 
Le Gates James H, clerk, 315 S Walnut 
Leslie William H, 39 E Gay 
Lesser Elizabeth, artist, 115 N High 
Lessig Walter M, motorman, 222 S Darlington 
Levin Astoef P, manager, 229 E Washington 
Lewellyn Edward M, machinist, 216 Sharpless 
Lewis Alfred S, 322 N Matlack 
Lewis Daniel N, bricklayer, 218 W Chestnut 
Lewis Eleanor J, 120 Linden 
Lewis Eli J, 318 W Union 
Lewis Elizabeth R, 204 Rosedale av ???? 
Lewis Frederick H, bricklayer, 16 E Market [Handwritten: "Fred"] 
Lewis Hallowell W, stenographer, 25 S High 
Lewis Harry P, laborer, 227 E Chestnut 
Lewis Hannah M (wid Alvin), 110 E Washington 
Lewis Levi P, 25 E Washington 
Lewis Margaret, clerk, 210 W Union 
LEWIS ROBERT B, coal and wood, 300 E Union, h 341 Price 
Lewis Samuel J, farmer, h 511 S Church 
Lewis Thomas L jr, builder, 210 W Union 
Lewis Walter H, court stenographer, 335 N Franklin 
Lewis Wilmer T, bricklayer, 308 S Darlington 
Lewis William F, driver, 540 S Adams 
Liggett Emily S (wid), 117 W Barnard 
Lightcap Jacob B, watchman, 127 W Market 
Lightcap Percy W, machinist, 233 W Barnard 
Light Milo, teacher, State Normal School 
Lilley Calvin, motorman, 141 Nields 
Limberger Lucy C (wid Harry S), 301 S Church 
Linau Theodore J, machinist, 115 S Darlington 
Linch Leon, musician, 129 N Chestnut 
Lindcamp Charles, munition works, 509 S Matlack 
Linder George, baker, 301 W Market 
Linstrand Carl J, upholsterer, 509 S Walnut 
LIT BROS, dry goods, Market, Filbert, Seventh., Eighth, 
Philadelphia, Pa 
Little Martha M, 444 N Walnut 
Littlefield Frank P, painter, 330 W Washington 




Lloyd Charles, 444 W Walnut 
Lloyd Israel, 444 W Walnut 
Lloyd Leona A, 525 N High 
Lloyd Margaret E (wid John L), 525 N High 
Lloyd William C, milk expert, Mansion House 
Lodge Lillian, clerk, 445 N New 
Logan Alice, 117 S Church 
Logan Catharine, cook, 233 W Gay 
Logan John B, plasterer, 443 W Gay 
Logan Mabel P (wid Eli), 301 N Biddle 
Logan William, laborer, 443 W Gay 
Logue Catharine, clerk, 429 N New 
Logue James A, clerk, 429 N New 
Logue Margaret, 429 N New 
Logue Mary, clerk, 429 N New 
Logue Sarah (wid John), 429 N New 
Logue William, helper, 429 N New 
Loller C Wilson, 32 S Church 
Lomax James, 628 S Walnut 
Longaker George B, 112 S New 
Loomis Edna, artist, 223 W Chestnut 
Loomis Eleanor, 233 Dean 
Loomis Frank 0, printer, 223 W Chestnut 
Loomis Harvard S, insurance, 123 N High, h 233 W Dean 
Loomis Ida B (wid Esau), 131 W Market 
Loomis Rebecca B, 131 W Market 
LORGUS COMPANY THE, Inc. Florists, 20 N High 
Lorgus Martin, president, h Matlack and Ashbridge 
Lorgus Rudolph G, treasurer, Green Tree Inn 
Love Alice C, nurse, 327 S High 
Lowe Custer S, rodman, 236 W Market 
Lucas Charles E, machinist, 430 S Matlack 
Lucker John L, 311 W Biddle 
Luckey Ella W, 311 W Biddle 
Luff David, barber, 410 W Market 





Luff WilliamP, driver, 313 S Matlack 
Lumis George S, machinist, 321 W Barnard 
Lumis J Howard (Moses & Lumis), h 320 S Walnut 
Lumis Isaiah, laborer, 620 S Walnut 
Lutz Mary B (wid Samuel B), 117 E Barnard 
Lutz William H, clerk, h 215 N Adams 
Lybrand Elisabeth A, 113 W Chestnut 
Lynch John P, dairy, 123 Magnolia 
Lynch Patrick, laborer, h 222 N New 
Lyons Harry, conductor, 136 Magnolia 
Lyons John P, butcher, 220 W Biddle 
Lyons Samuel C, brakeman, 725 S Walnut 
Lysle Ruth A, clerk, 202 N Church 
Lysle Mabell, typewriter, 202 N Church 
Lyttle Albert R, blacksmith, 129 N Chestnut 




McAllister Elizabeth N (wid James), 129 E Washington 
McAnulla Joseph F, chauffeur, 219 Biddle 
McBride Alice (wid Dorian), 311 S Church 
McBride James P, plumber, 34 S High 
McBride John P, cigars, 44 E Gay, h 600 S High 
McCain Prank M, 208 W Miner 
McCall George A, Post No 31, GAR, Memorial Hall 
McCamant James M, 411 N Church 
McCarter Lewis, helper, 402 N Darlington 
McCarter Stanton, laborer, 217 W Walnut 
McCarthy Charles, munition, 108 Price 
McCarthy Charles J, 126 Nields 
McCarthy Grace D, teacher, State Normal School 
McCarthy William J, assembler, 229 N Adams 
McCauley Levi G, h 22 W Chestnut 
McClain Ethel A, stenographer, 224 W Biddle 
McClain William A, nurseryman, 224 W Biddle 
McClain William A jr, clerk, 224 W Biddle 
McClain William, baker, 437 Nields 
McClellan Christina (wid James D), 215 E Gay 
McClenaghan William P, mechanic, 211 W Barnard 
McClurg Hannah E, 16 E Market 
McCloskey Charles, machinist, 231 W Chestnut 
McCloskey Daniel J, 231 W Chestnut 




McConnell Marian (wid William), 315 S Walnut 
McCool Prank, electrician, 409 N New 
McCool Johanna, grocer, 409 N New 
McCool Joseph R, lineman, 517 N New 
McCool William P, U S Army, 331 N New 
McCorkle Hannah G, 515 S Matlack 
McCorkle Mary S, teacher, 515 S Matlack 
McCormic John, mechanic, 309 N Franklin 
McConnic Leo G, clerk, 309 N Franklin 
McCormick John J, revenue collector, 27 S Darlington 
McCormick Joseph, clerk p o, 221 N Adams 
McCormick Nellie A, stenographer, First National Bank, 221 N Adams 
MeCormick Patrick J, furniture, 212 E Market, h 219 W Miner 
McCormick Robert P, proofreader, 25 Dean 
McCormick W A, clerk, 309 N Franklin 
McCormick William J, clerk, 25 Dean 
McCowan Abbie, dressmaker, 324 N Union 
McCowan Alexander T, printer, 227 W Union 
McCowan Anna boxmaker, 227 W Union 
MeCowan Harold R, lawyer, 127 N High, h 122 S High 
McCowan Jennie G (wid C H), 122 S High 
McCoy Hazel A, operator, 329 Dean 
McCoy Walter W, trucker, 329 Dean 
McCue Anna M (wid Almon), 124 Nields 
McCue Almon D, driver, 24 S New 
McCue John A, paper cutter, 116 S New 
McCullough Cecil E, clerk, 15 E Miner 
McCurdy Charles W, 318 W Payette 
McCusker John, railroad, 535 S Franklin 
McDermond Pierce H, clerk, 12 E Barnard 
McDonald John J, helper, 527 S Walnut 
McDonald Samuel G, helper, 123 E Washington 
McDonald Sadie, 126 W Gay 
McFadden Arthur, U S Army, 128 W Miner 
McFadden Clarence D, undertaker, 240 W Barnard 
McFadden Edward M, printer, 203 W Chestnut 
McPadden James, 106 E Gay 
MePadden Mary (wid James B), 106 E Gay 
McPadden John W, builder, 324 W Washington 
McFadden Mary A, stenographer, 106 E Gay 
McFadden Norman, woodkorker, 341 Dean 
McPadden Townsend H, cabinet maker, 212 S New and 
128 W Miner, h 128 W Miner 
McParlan Alfred G, bar clerk, Mansion House, h 7 S New 
McParlan Carrie L, clerk, 107 E Chestnut 





McFarlan Prances M, 507 Price 
MeParlan Prank, chauffeur, 255 W Dean 
McFarlan Helen, clerk, 334 W Miner 
McParlan James B, auctioneer, 3 S High, h 507 Price 
McFarland David, U S Army, 626 S High 
McFarland George G (McParland & Haines), Price, East Bradford 
McParland & Haines (George K McFarland and Benjamin W Haines), investments, 
13 N High 
McFarland Xexanna (wid Pierce), 405 W Dean 
McGinn Eber, stag factory, 226 S Walnut 
McGowisk John P, groceries, 300 N Darlington, h 302 Darlington 
McGrath James, clerk, 205 N Darlington 
McGrogan David, U S Army, 131 Magnolia 
McGrogan George, U S Army, 131 Magnolia 
McGrogan Hugh, engineer, 131 Magnolia 
McGrogan James A jr, clerk, 512 S Franklin 
McGrogan Jane S, trained nurse, h 212 E Gay 
MeGrogan Margaret C, bookkeeper, 212 E Gay 
McGrogan William J, flagman, h 212 E Gay 
Mclntyre William, laborer, 228 W Washington 
McKay Samuel P, clerk, 723 S Walnut 
McKenney Catharine, clerk, 207 S Walnut 
McKenney John A, munition works, 207 S Walnut 
McKeon Matthew V, superintendent, 231 N Church 
McKinley Richard A, helper, 127 W Union 
McKinstry Edwin L, reporter, 140 Dean 
McKinstry Hugh, U S Army, 140 Dean 
McKinstry Loraine S, reporter, 140 Dean 
McKiernan Thomas B, machinist, 312 W Miner 
McKnight William, laborer, 323 W Chestnut 
McLain James L, insurance, h 509 S Walnut 
McLaughlin Thomas P, livery, 127 and 129 E Miner, h 115 E Biddle 
McLear Anna M, principal, 439 S High 
McLear George, manager, 439 S High 
McLear George H, tinner, 415 S Matlack 
McLear John L, h 408 N Darlington 
McLear M Prank, tinner, 409 S Matlack 
McLodgen Bessie (wid Cyrus), 223 S Walnut 
McMahon John, 711 S Matlack 
McMaster Lottie, 122 E Market 
McMaster Lillie, 122 E Market 
McMiehael William A, 124 S Walnut 
McMonigale Aloysius, munition works, 317 N New 
McMullen George A, U S Army, 43 W Barnard 




McMullen & Shank, 43 W Barnard 
Mackelduff Joseph, lumber, 14 S Church 
Madeira James J, confestioner, 204 E Market 
McNagle Aloysius, clerk, 136 E Barnard 
McNamee Joseph, electrician, 221 W Washington 
McNeil Henry, machinist, 117 E Market 
McVey John, lineman, 112 E Gay 
MacDonald Willa W (wid Walter), 126 E Chestnut 
Mace Penrose C, conductor, 208 E Gay 
MacElree Ella E, 609 S High 
MacElree Helen, teacher, 609 S High 
MacElree James, h 609 S High 
MacElree J Paul, lawyer, 2 W Market, h 309 S Walnut 
MacElree Margaret, teacher, 609 S High 
MacElree Mary E, teacher, 609 S High 
MacElree Wilmer W, lawyer, 24 W Market, h 609 S High 
Machemer William E, grocer, 129 W Biddle 
Mackey Ida, candy, 143 E Gay 
MacNannee David, salesman, 225 W Washington 
Maguigen Thomas D, wagonmkr, 8 W Barnard, h 144 do 
Maguire James F, machinist, h 17 S New 
Mahan Paul C, spokemaker, 610 S Church 
Mahan William D, blacksmith, 233 W Chestnut 
Maher Emma, operator, 229 E Chestnut 
Maher Mary A, clerk, h 229 Chestnut 
Maher Michael, laborer, h 229 Chestnut 
Maholland William F, tinner, 130 N Church 
MaKiver Ira D, wheelmaker, 402 N Darlington 
Malin Elmer, laborer, 130 Magnolia 
Malin Horace, munition works, 737 S Walnut 
Malin Howard R, ironworker, 737 S Walnut 
Malin Jesse, mach appr, 737 S Walnut 
Malin John A, carpenter, 115 S Walnut 
Malin Mary E (wid H G), 737 S Walnut 
Malin William M, munition works, 737 S Walnut 
Maloney George R Mrs, 327 W Barnard 
Maloney John, tailor, 237 W Union 
Maloney Marie A, teacher, 237 W Union 
Mancill Edwin B, tag factory, 512 S Church 
Mancill Harold, clerk, 512 S Church 
Manley Charles Irvin, clerk, 127 Lacey 
Manley Earl Jack, clerk, Mansion House 
Manley John, stair builder, 127 Lacey 
Manley John W, wood worker, 228 W Gay 
Manley Wayne L, butcher, 21 W Barnard 
Mann Josiah, 118 E Biddle 
Mann John Wesley, watchman, 22 W Barnard 





Manning Catharene, teacher, 117 S Walnut 
Manning Mary, teacher, 117 S Walnut 
Manning Thomas F, machinist, 117 S Walnut 
Manning William, mason, h 117 S Walnut 
MANOS JAMES K, Washington Candies, Always Fresh, High and Court 
MANSION HOUSE, Market cor Church, John B Bowers proprietor 
MANSION HOUSE GARAGE, Howard K Moses, Proprietor, 5 and 7 S Church 
Marakos Gus, manager, Market cor Church 
MARAKOS THOMAS P, Confectionery and Ice Cream, Market cor Church, h do 
March Catharine, 251 Dean 
March Ella B, 251 Dean 
March Emma B, mustic teacher, 321 W Union 
March Prances A, stenographer, 222 W Barnard 
March George E, clerk, 217 N Adams 
March Horace W, painter, 222 W Barnard 
March Melvin, laborer, 124 W Washington 
March Samuel A, painter, 210 N Franklin 
March William, laborer, 123 W Biddle 
March William T, machinist, 321 W Union 
Margerum Charles W, police, 143 E Gay 
Margolis Ida, clothing, 39 E Market, h Market e Walnut 
Margolis Jacob, manager, 39 E Market 
Marion Olive I, manager, 39 E Market 
Market House, W Market near Church 





Marr Walter H, operator, 120 E Miner 
Marsh Ralph G, clerk, 39 E Gay 
Marshall Charles, farmer, 319 W Union 
Marshall Clara (wid Levi P), 138 E Washington 
Marshall Emma (wid James), 201 S High 
Marshall Ida U, 511 S Walnut 
Marshall Joseph N, 103 E Market 
Marshall Osborne S, clerk, 226 W Washington 
Marshall Ruth M, nurse, 120 S High 
MARSHALL SAMUEL, Secretary and Cashier Dime Savings Bank of Chester County, W 
Goshen 
MARSHALL THOMAS W, president The National Bank of Chester County, h Church 
cor Virginia av 
Marshall T W & Co (William Chalfant, jr), investments, IS N High 
Marshall William S, wagon builder, 12 W Barnard, h Mansion House 
Marshman Charles B, carpenter, 228 S Walnut 
Marshman Wayne, operator, 228 S Walnut 
Martin Abram, U S Army, 345 E Biddle 
Martin Amanda, 310 Dean Martin B Walter, 19 E Washington 
Martin Chayney W, carpenter, 609 S Matlack 





Martin Florence C, 310 Dean 
Martin Francis A, laborer, 318 S Matlack 
Martin Frank T, helper, 539 S Franklin 
Martin Jennie B, Business School, h 21 S Church 
Martin Joel, carpenter, 310 N Darlington 
Martin Lydia A, teacher, 15 Normal av 
Martin Margaret (wid Michael), 216 E Gay 
Martin Martha W, h 15 Normal av 
Martin Michael, police, 216 E Gay 
Martin Moris, punch press, 222 W Biddle 
Martin Rachael, housekeeper, 15 Normal av 
Martin Uriah, laborer, 124 N New 
Martin William, farmer, 310 Dean 
Martin William, police, h 316 W Union 
Martin William B, carpenter, 125 E Washington 
Martin Ziba C, manager, h The Washington 
Martindale Chester P (S L Martindale & Son), Rosedale av cor Church 
Martindale Samuel L (S L Martindale & Son), 533 S High 
Martindale S L & Son (S L and C P), insurance, 19 S High 
Marvel Mary, 29 S Church Marvel William T, h 430 S Walnut 
Marvel Mary R, 29 S Church 
Marzio David D, laborer, 220 W Chestnut 
Mason George, motorman, 315 W Washington 
Mason Tamzen J (wid Charles B), 120 W Union 
Mason William J, nurseryman, Maple av, W Goshen 
Massey Hannah G, 113 W Chestnut 
Massey John G, clerk, 113 W Chestnut 
Massey Sarah C (wid Isaac), 215 S High 
Masterson Herald, repairer, 315 W Market 
Masterson James, florist, 315 W Market 
Masterson Patrick F, machinist, 137 E Barnard 
Masterson Thomas, laborer, 122 Nields 
Mathews Martha, teacher, 123 S Church 
Mathews Samuel W, veterinarian, 123 S Church 
Mathiot & Co, electrical contractors, J E Rogers manager, 34 W Market 
Mathues William J, munition works, 701 S Matlack 
Matlack Lorena B, 17 W Biddle Matlack Mabel S, 403 S High 
Matlack Joquim B, merchant, 317 S High 
Matlack Sallie H (wid Marshall H), 403 S High 
Matlack Rebecca A, 111 S Walnut 
Matson Anna R, h 706 S Walnut 
Matson George, painter, 704 S Walnut 
Matson Wesley, 706 S Walnut 





[Handwritten: "Mrs. Thomas Mellon"] 
Matthews William C, machinist, 227 Wollerton 
Mauldin Marietta (wid David), 405 E Barnard 
Mayberry Samuel, plumber, 10 S High 
Mayer Ernest (Mayer & Eachus), 150 W Gay 
Mayer Frank J, gun and locksmith, 150 W Gay 
Mayer William F, gun and locksmith, 150 W Gay 
MAYER & EACHUS (Ernest Mayer and Francis H Eachus), sporting goods, hardware, 
gun and locksmiths and 
electrician, 109 W Market 
Maze William L, 15 W Biddle 
Maguigen Louis G, 144 W Barnard 
Meguigen Alfred D, electrician, 235 N Darlington 
Meguigen David J, laborer, 235 N Darlington 
Meguigen Thomas B, trucker, 144 W Barnard 
Meguigen William B B, painter, 144 W Barnard 
Melton Hayes, painter, 217 W Fayette 
MEMORIAL HALL, N High bet Washington and Chestnut 
Mendenhall Lettie (wid George W), 540 S Adams 
Mendenhall Hannah (wid William), 444 N Walnut 
Mendenhall Nettie (wid Edward), 22 S High 
Mendenhall Sallie G, 327 Dean 
Menkins Elizabeth D, boarding, 205 S High 
Menkins Joseph, driver, 112 W Barnard 
Menkins M Louise Todd (wid Joseph), 322 S Walnut 
Mercer Ada F, telephone operator, 229 N New 
Mercer Anna B (wid Jessie), 135 E Union 
Mercer Cora E, clerk, 229 N New 
Mercer Elizabeth R, h 135 E Union 
Mercer Fannie (wid John), 105 S Church 
Mercer Elma (wid George A), 18 S New 
Mercer Harriett (wid Howard), 128 E Chestnut 
Mercer Harry T, telegraph operator, 202 N Church 





Mercer John C, bookkeeper, 105 N Church 
Mercer Mary, 324 W Union 
Mercer Mary (wid Scott), 113 E Barnard 
Mercer Norman D, 18 S New 
Mercer Tevis H, clerk, 320 W Biddle 
Mercer John C, brakeman, 105 N Church 
Mercer Ziba, 429 N Walnut 
Meredith Benjamin F, 221 W Chestnut 
Meredith D W, 406 "W Miner 
Meredith Henry C, h 26 S Church 
Meredith J Llewellyn, meats, 215 West Chester Market, h 315 W Miner 
Meredith J Llewellyn jr, hardware, 19 W Gay, h 500 W Union 
Merriek Lydia M, 210 Gay 
Methodist Episcopal Church, W Market c Darlington 
METROPOLITAN LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, 2 W Market, Robert H Forrest, 
superintendent 
Metz Hannah B, hardware, 137 N High, h 139 N High 
Metz J Clifford, salesman, 139 N High 
Meyer Francis J, manager Grand Opera House, 18 W Gay 
Meyer Max, produce, Eosedale av c S High 
Miani Domnick, florist, 114 N Wayne 
Michiner Margarette, 444 W Walnut 
Michner Edwin jr, draftsman, 229 N Church 
Michner Elwood S, machinist, 229 N Church 
Michner Lillian, stenographer, 416 Dean [Handwritten: "Miss"] 
Michner Norman, clerk, 14 S Church 
Middleton Albert E, laborer, h 332 W Gay 
Middleton Wililam G, mechanic, 503 S Church 
Milby Jacob, laborer, 325 W Gay 
Miles Clarence E, helper, 128 Nields 
Miles James F, baggagemaster, 25 S High 
Miles Philena (wid Charles), 207 S High 
Miles William P, laborer, 129 E Union 
Miley Thomas F, superintendent, 334 W Union 
Miller Abia, Lafayette Apartments 
Miller Arthur, cleaner, 122 Linden 
Miller Charles M, conductor, 200 N Adams 
Miller Clara L, operator, 138 W Union 
Miller Edward A, barber, 20 E Gay, h 21 W do 
Miller Ellen (wid Edward), 320 W Union 
Miller Ethelene, operator, 138 W Union 





Miller George H, helper, h 213 N Adams 
Miller Henry F, credit manager, 610 S High 
Miller Lewis H, register of wills, h 227 N Church 
Miller Howard, mechanic, 5 S Church 
Miller Lindley W, carpenter, 13 S Church 
Miller Mary J Phipps, 132 W Chestnut 
Miller Robert M jr, paying teller, The National Bank of Chester County, 312 S 
Walnut 
Miller Warren, engineer, 230 W Barnard 
Miller William H, engineer, 222 Lacey 
Miller William H jr, U S Army, 222 Lacey 
Miller Wilmor W, salesman, Lafayette Apartments 
Millington A E Mrs, 132 W Union 
Mimm John H, fireman, h 226 S Matlack 
Mimm Phebe N, folder, 226 S Matlack 
Mimm Walter H, machinist, 205 N Adams 
Minster Arthur W, real estate, 318 W Miner 
Mitchell Harry, wood worker, 431 Nield 
Mitchell Sarah (wid Richard B), 115 Poplar 
Mitchell S Duffield, lawyer, 127 N High, h Green Tree Inn 
Mitchell Warren F, men's furnishings, etc, 22 W Gay, h 410 W Union 
MODEL PUBLIC SCHOOL, Normal av bet S High 
Moffi Pietro, grocer, Hannum av c Chestnut 
Mohlia Nick, plumber, 229 Pyles alley 
Monaghan Edward J, plumbing, 259 E Chestnut 
Monaghan Jerome J, munition works, 222 N Franklin 
Months Elizabeth C, 326 W Union 
Montgomery Lester E, machinist, 518 S Franklin 
Mood Edgar, laborer, 252 E Gay 
Mood Robert S, clerk, 618 S Matlack 
Mooney Francis J, sexton, 233 W Gay 
Mooney Helen T, stenographer, 515 N New 
Mooney Rebecca (wid Michael), 515 N New 
Moore Alice (wid William), 325 W Chestnut 
Moore Clarence A, manager, 337 Dean 
Moore Edward, laborer, 224 W Washington 
Moore Eleanor M, h 317 S Church 
Moore Elizabeth (wid Myers H), 133 E Gay 
Moore Elizabeth M, boarding, 133 E Gay 
Moore Forrest D, U S Army, 208 W Miner 
Moore Frank B, clerk, 607 S Church 
Moore Frank B, decorator, 507 S Church 
Moore Franklin J, conductor, 123 S Walnut 
Moore Harry, porter, 16 S Matlack 
Moore Harry D, dairyman, 319 S Darlington 
Moore Helen, U S Army, 123 S Walnut 
Moore Jeannette, sewing, 133 S Walnut 





Moore Jesse R, clerk, 319 S Darlington 
Moore Louisa S (wid William H), 502 S Walnut 
Moore Lucy B, teacher, 13 W Barnard 
Moore Mary B (wid Edward B), h 317 S Church 
Moore Maggie, housekeeper, 15 Normal av 
Moore Marion (wid J Robert), 13 W Barnard 
Moore Norman, 529 S Walnut 
Moore William H, 329 S High 
Moore William F, coachman, 320 W Gay 
Moore William H, butcher, 123 E Gay 
Moran Annie (wid Timothy), 206 W Gay 
Moran Ellen, 206 W Gay 
Moran Francis K, clerk, 206 W Gay 
Moran Marie, bookkeeper, h Malvern 
Moran Mary (wid James), 711 S Matlack 
Moran Mary A, stenographer, 206 W Gay 
Moran William C, clerk, 412 Dean 
Moree Mary E (wid Andrew R), 302 W Biddle 
Morgan Francis W, electrician, 222 S Church 
Morgan J Gheen, 406 W Miner 
Morgan John V, foreman, 320 N Penn 
Morgan Margaret M, dressmaker, 403 E Washington 
Morgan Thomas P, molder, 403 E Washington 
Morgan William D, clerk, 320 N Penn 
Morgan Wililam G, clerk, 223 W Union 
Moroney Morris, laborer, 525 S Matlack 
Morris Charles W, janitor, 316 W Gay 
Morris Charles W jr, waiter, 304 E Gay 
Morris Esther E, 117 Magnolia 
Morris Harry E, foreman, 526 S Matlack 
Morris James M, machinist, 142 E Miner 
Morris L, teacher, 120 W Chestnut 
Morris Nursery Co, Patton av nr Maple av 
Morrison Wililam Price, paying teller National Bank of Chester County, 34 S 
High 
Morton Maurise T, toolmaker, 520 S Darlington 
Moses Annie M (Moses & Lumis), 319 W Miner 
Moses George J, automobiles, 122 N Walnut, h 319 W Miner 
Moses Howard, carpenter, 112 Sharpless 
MoSES HOWARD K, proprietor Mansion House Garage, 5 and 7 S 
Church, h 125 W Miner 
Moses John G, h 303 W Miner 
Moses Wilmer W, carpenter, 130 E Union 
Moses & Lumis (Annie M Moses and J Howard Lumis), dry goods, 19 N Church 





Mosteller Clinton K, clerk The First National Bank of West Chester, 303 W 
Union 
Mosteller Iva M, clerk, 303 W Union 
Mosteller Mary E, 25 S Church 
Mother Camilla, superioress, Academy of the Immaculate Heart, Villa Maria 
Mowen James, grocer, 131 W Gay, h 118 N Church 
Mucheck Wililam T, printer, 228 W Barnard 
Mulison Louise L, maid, Mansion House 
Mullen Earle F, clerk, 228 W Barnard 
Mullen Earle ??? clerk, 228 W Barnard 
Mullen Madison, driver, 426 S Matlack 
Mullen William, express, 416 Dean 
Mullin John S, h 208 W Miner 
Mullin S A, physician, 29 S High, h do 
Mulqueeny James F, machinist, 219 N Adams 
Mummaw John W, bartender, 422 W Miner 
Mummaw Michael, conductor, 19 E Miner 
Mummaw Jerome, laborer, 420 W Miner 
Mummaw Richard, U S Army, 420 W Miner 
MUNICIPAL BUILDING, 15 S High 
Munshower Clarence B, paying teller, Washington. Apts 
Munshower Samuel, baggagemaster, 625 S Walnut 
Munshower William J, brakeman, 311 S Walnut 
Murphy Ernest, lineman, 141 E Gay 
Murphy Howard, carpenter, 118 E Barnard 
MURPHY MICHAEL J, presidentu (sic) Apple Plumbing and 
Heating Co, h 253 E Chestnut 
Murphy Ellen (wid Patrick J), 210 W Biddle 
Murray Leroy, pool room, 215 E Market 
Murray William, laborer, 30 N New 
Murtagh James C, lawyer, 310 N High 
Murtagh Sarah (wid Joseph), 310 N High 
Musante Anthony (Musante Bros), 116 S Darlington 
Musante Benjamin (Musante Bros), 118 S Darlington 
Musante Bros (Anthony and Benjamin Musante), fruits, 2 E Market and 8 S 
Church 
Musante George, grocer, Nield cor Matlack 
Musante Geronima (wid George), 116 S Darlington 
Muscher Wm T, U S Army, 228 W Barnard 
Musser Edwin, watchman, 302 W Market 
Musser Harry A, carpenter, 310 W Biddle 
Musser Melvin C, carpenter, 243 W Washington 
Musser Walter, carpenter, 114 Linden 
Myerle Lida (wid T B), 34 S High 
Myers Charles, U S Army, 118 W Miner 
Myers Elmer E, baggagemaster, 118 W Miner 





Myers Howard B, clerk, Green Tree Inn, h 208 W Chestnut 
Myers Howard J, laborer, 233 W Washington 




NATIONAL BANK OP CHESTER COUNTY (THE), West Chester, Pa, organized 1814, 
Thomas W Marshall president, Thomas 
Hoopes vice-president, Geo Heed cashier, Joseph F Hill, Herman F Wyers 
assistant cashiers (See advt opp 
title page) 
National Crayon Co, N Walnut c Washington 
Naylor George E, blacksmith, 219 N New 
Naylor Harry F, foreman, 17 S New 
Naylor Nellie E, vestmaker, 231 N New 
Neiler Clara, 20 Price 
Nergarian David, tailor, 6 E Market, h 18 W Miner 
Nesbitt Charles A, helper, 118 Nields 
Nesbitt Clarence B, molder, 140 E Miner 
Nesbitt Joseph E, driver, h 306 E Marshall 
Nesbitt Mary R (wid John M), 242 W Gay 
Nesbitt Sara G, clerk, 306 E Marshall 
Netherie Caleb W, carpenter, 23 E Miner 
Netherie Sarah B, dressmaker, 23 E Miner 
Neuwirth Edward, helper, 337 N New 
Nevyas Abraham, dry goods, 29 E Gay, h 202 E Gay 
NEW CENTURY CLUB, High c Lacey 
Newlin George jr, asst cashier First National Bank of West Chester, Pa, h 507 
NWalnut 
Newman J Prank, professor State Normal School, h 628 S Walnut 
Newman Paul, driver, 205 Wollerton 
Newton Annie (wid James), E Virginia av 
Newton W Robert, waiter, 147 E Miner 
Newton Thomas D, machinist, 309 W Biddle 
Nichols Elizabeth W (wid P J), 315 N Walnut 
Nichols Harry W, machinist, 117 W Fayette 
Niehols Joseph G, helper, 117 W Fayette 
Nichols Wilson, 232 E Gay 
Nider Erward S, junk, 126 E Gay 
Nields Bertie C, stenographer, Chester County Trust Co, 14 Rosedale av 
Nields Ella S, teacher, 14 Rosedale av 





Nields Rebecca P (wid Henry C), h 14 Rosedale av 
Nields Wilmer T, lumber, 331 W Miner 
Nixon Lula, laundress, 212 W Fayette 
Noble Herman F, clerk, 129 Lacey 
Noble Mary F, 113 E Market 
Nolan Hugh J, clerk, 325 W Washington 
Nolan John, driver, h 136 W Union 
Nolan John W, Mansion House 
Noonan Anna, laundress, 226 N Darlington 
Noonan Bernard, nurseryman, 226 N Darlington 
Noonan Joseph, clerk, 226 N Darlington 
Noonan William, U S Army, 226 Darlington 
Norcross Collen, machinist, 124 E Union 
Norman H Ralph, fish, 117 W Market, h 112 W Union 
Norris Henry P, lawyer, Virginia av c N New 
Norris William, laborer, h 421 S Adams 
Nugent Irine, clerk, 221 N Church 
Nutt Margaret, teacher, 32 E Miner 




Oakes George I, clerk, 340 E Biddle 
Oakford Caroline, 444 N Walnut 
Oat Charles F, veterinarian, h 304 Price 
Oat Elizabeth T (wid Charles C), 303 S Church 
Oat George R, novelties, 116 W Gay, h 118 do 
OAT JOSEPH H, manager People's Ice and Storage Co, 10 E Chestnut, h 305 Dean 
Oat Mary E (wid D B), 304 Price 
O'Brian Cassie (wid Thomas), 323 W Market 
O'Brien David, painter, 115 W Chestnut 
O'Brien Ella M, dressmaker, 123 E Barnard 
O'Brien Francis J, U S Army, 115 W Chestnut 
O'Brien James, florist, 250 E Gay 
O'Brien James, laborer, 123 W Barnard 
O'Brien John J, U S Army, 115 W Chestnut 
O'Brien Joseph H, painter, 128 E Chestnut 
O'Brien Joseph P, laborer, 6 N Walnut 
O'Brien Katherine T, notary, 125 N High, h 123 E Barnard 
O'Brien Mary A, dressmaker, 123 E Barnard 
O'Brien Michael J, helper, 123 E Barnard 
O'Brien William, plumber, 250 E Gay 
O'Brien William J, U S Army, 115 W Chestnut 
O'Connell David A, foreman, h 403 N Walnut 
O'Cornell Helen, clerk, 134 N Church 
O'Connell John A, nurseryman, 210 W Biddle 





O'Connell Maurice M, 403 N Walnut 
O'Council Thomas E, contractor, 134 N Church 
O'Connor Mary (wid Edward), nurse, 133 E Miner 
3dell Mary E, dressmaker, 29 W Gay 
Ogborn William, manager, 132 E Barnard 
Ogborn Clarence, clerk, 205 N Adams 
Ogier St Julien, draftsman, 220 S Church 
Olivet Baptist Church, S New c W Union 
Olmstead Earl, munition worker, 523 S Matlack 
O'Neill Annie, 518S New 
O'Neill Gertrude, dressmaker, 8 N Matlaek 
O'Neill James F, driver, 131 W Union 
O'Neill Mary (wid John), 131 W Union 
O'Neill Mary E, clerk, 131 W Union 
O'Neill Thomas, mason, 518 S New 
O'Neill William J, mason, h 135 E Miner 
Orr John E, foreman, 146 Nield 
Ortlip John, 39 E Gay 
Osborne John, teamster, 624 N Union 
Osborne Julia L, milliner, 38 S High, h 30 do 
Orr John E, foreman, 146 Nield 
Ostenrider Florence, clerk, 220 N Washington 
Ostenrider Lena (wid Charles), 220 W Washington 
Ostenrider Louis J, clerk, 136 E Union 
Ostenrider Madaline, clerk, 220 W Washington 
Ottey George E, laborer, 223 Sharpless 
Owen Harry«4r, clerk, h 216 S Church 




Page Fred L, conductor, 106 E Washington 
Page Leonard R, conductor, 114 W Barnard 
Pagnotto Joseph, contractor, 354 W Chestnut 
Painter Edward J, 363 E Biddle 
Painter E Lewis, helper, 722 S Matlack 
Painter Lenda A (wid Uriah H), Chestnut c High 
Painter Walter, bokkeeper, 214 Price 
Paist Charles H, helper, 116 WBarnard 
Paiste Rebecca L (wid David R), 304 N High 
Paiste Sarah R, 304 N High 
Palmateer Arthur, clerk, 709 S Walnut 
Palmer Caroline W, nurse, 11 S Church 
Palmer Eliza D, 32 S High 
PALMER GEORGE J, plumbing, heating, hardware and house furnishing, 12 W 
Market, h 419 S Walnut 
Palmer Mary S (wid Rees), 32 S High 
Palmeris John, laborer, 433 W Gay 





Peren Robert, 321 E Market 
PARKE ARTHUR T, lawyer, 19 N High, h 401 N Franklin 
Parker Carl, machinist, 351 E Biddle 
Parker Delia, 351 E Biddle 
Parker Edward S, clerk, 516 S New 
Parker Elizabeth, housekeeper, 207 W Miner [Handwritten: "Miss"] 
Parker Elizabeth B, Virginia av c Darlington 
Parker George, 133 E Market 
Parker Ethel, teacher, 315 S New 
Parker Jeannette M (wid Edgar J), 27 E Marshall 
Parker John, clerk, 227 W Miner 
Parker Joseph F, wodworker, 351 E Biddle 
Parker Lydia R, notary, 22 E Market, h W Goshen, Pa 
Parker Mary B (wid Samuel J), Virginia av c Darlington 
Parker William B, 227 W Miner 
Parry John D, clerk, 214 S Walnut 
Parvin William H, wodworker, h 120 E Barnard 
Paschall Mary (wid Alfred), 29 S Church 
Passmore Emline, 444 N Walnut 
Passmore Jones M, painter, 605 S Walnut 
Passmore Norris J, clerk Chester County Trust Co, h 317 W Union 
Passmore Pennock, cattle dealer, 132 Lacey 
Passmore R Haines, 444 N Walnut 
Patchel Edward W, confectioner, 501 S Matlack 
Patchel Ella R, telephone operator, 501 S Matlack 
Patchel James, farmer, 120 E Chestnut 
Patchel Walter H, clerk, 501 S Matlack 
Patrick A Park, clerk p o, 231 W Union 
Patrick Ellwood, physician, 212 W Gay 
Patrick Jessie K, physician, 407 S High 
Patrick R Jones, justice of the peace, 3 S High, h 512 S Walnutt 
Patterson Barclay B, machinist, 223 E Chestnut 
Patterson Elizabeth B, 324 W Barnard 
Patterson Harry T, manager, 119 W Barnard 
Patterson James H, h 312 E Gay 
Patterson William, contractor, 421 Dean 
Patterson William, laborer, 219 W Barnard 
Patton Sarah S (wid Frank R), 320 N Matlack 
Paulsgrove Harry E, 218 N Perm 
Paxson Charles S, clerk, h 302 S Walnut 
Paxson Edward S, architect, 119 S Church 
Paxson Sharpless M, justice of the peace, 20 S High, h 204 Price 
Paxton Margaret, dressmaker, 37 S Darlington 
Peacock Alfred, fireman, 316 E Gay 





PEARSON PAUL W, secrtary Penn Mutual Fire Ins Co of Chester County, 18 W 
Barnard 
Peck Charles J, huckster, 541 S Matlack 
Peck Edwin H, driver, 541 S Matlack 
Peck James A, farmer, 722 S Matlack 
Peck Walter A, huckster, 541 S Matlack 
Peck Walter L, driver, 541 S Matlack 
Peck William H, bricklayer, 541 S Matlack 
Peirce Henry P, 27 S Church 
Peirce Isaac T, carpenter, 209 N Adams 
Peirce Sidney T, 124 S High 
PENN MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE CO of Chester County, 5 N High 
Pennell Harry E, barber, 303 N Darlington 
Pennell James M, helper, 303 N Darlington 
Pennock Maurice, 605 S Walnut 
Pennsylvania Freight Station, Union and Franklin 
PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD DEPOT, E Market bel Matlack 
Pennypacker Wilmer E, 404 N High 
Penrose Alfred, U S Army, 413 N Miner 
Penrose Alfred N, muition works, 413 W Miner 
Penrose Michael, farmer, 437 W Gay 
Peoples Harry L, carpenter, 219 W Chestnut 
PEOPLES' ICE AND STORAGE COMPANY, 10 E Chestnut 
Peoples Mary E (wid Alexander), 219 W Chestnut 
Perking Edward, chef, 222 W Fayette 
Perkins Martha, Larchwood Apts 
Perlman Jacob, tailor, 5 S High, 126 E Miner 
Peterman Louis S, engineer, 427 S Church 
PHILADELPHIA SUBURBAN GAS AND ELECTRIC CO, G Whitner Rogers, manager, Walnut 
cor Chestnut 
PHILIPS GEORGE MORRIS, principal West Chester 
State Normal School, h 700 S High 
Phipps Lydia P (wid Elisha), h 219 W Miner 
Phipps Mary C, 202 N Church 
Phipps Jessie A, U S Army, 318 W Barnard 
Pierce Amos J, barber, 19 N Walnut, h 329 N Darlington 
Pierce Benjamin, 205 S Walnut 
Pierce Elizabeth 6, 222 N Darlington 
Pierce Ellmer E, 29 E Gay 
Pierce Emma J, 401 W Market 





Pierce Harry S, tinner, 308 N Darlington 
Pierce J Marshall, drug clerk, 412 W Union 
Pierce John 224 W Barnard 
Pierce Lillian W, teacher, 205 S Walnut 
Pierce Martha B, nurse, 34 E Miner 
Pierce T Robert, electrical engineer, 126 Linden 
Pierce Thomas W, lawyer, 111 N High, h 403 S Church 
Pierce Thomas W jr, U S Army, 403 S Church 
Pierce Webster, 24 E Miner 
Pierce William A, druggist, candies and cigars, 23 N High, h 412 W Union 
Pietch Richard J, foreman, 423 N New 
Piggott Sallie E, 307 N Walnut 
Pike Doremus W, clerk, 27 Price 
Pike Marion, teacher, 27 Price 
Pirn Emily H, 143 Dean 
Pirn George E, 143 Dean 
Pinkerton Frank A, U S Army, Chatwood 
Pinkerton Sallie D (wid John J), Virginia av c New 
Pinkerton William A, carpenter, h 420 W Miner 
Pitt Frank, lineman, 140 Nield 
PITTENGE EDITH, milliner, 107 W Gay, h 9 N Church 
Plank Howard H, clerk, 202 W Chestnut 
Plank Ruth A (wid Richard H), 202 W Chestnut 
Platt Louis, shoemaker, 137 E Market 
Pleasants Henry jr, U S Army 
POLICE HEADQUARTERS, Municipal Bldg 
Poliner Philip, clothing, 35 E Market 
Pollock John, printer, 121 E Gay 
Poole William P, 513 S High 
POOLE WILLIAM P JR, district manager Bell Telephone Company, h 513 S High 
Portz Lena, 240 W Gay 
POST OFFICE, cor E Gay and Walnut 
Postal Telegraph and Cable Co, 12 S High 
Potts Joseph, laborer, 313 S Adams 
POTTS  WILLIAM M, vice-president Chester County Trust Co, h Wyebrooke, Pa 
Powell Knitting Co, Lacey c S Franklin 
Powell Louis F, receiving teller Chester County Trust Co, h 320 Dean 
Pratt Alice L, h 18 Price 
Pratt Charles, salesman, 341 W Miner 
Pratt Jane, h 203 S Walnut 
Pratt Mary E, h 18 Price 
Pratt Maurice B, bookkeeper The National Bank of Chester Co, 305 N High 





Pratt Thomas, supt, 142 Dean 
Preftakes George, clerk, 311 N Walnut 
Preftakes Theodore N, confectioner, 27 N High, h 311 N Walnut 
Presbyterian Church, W Miner c Darlington 
Pribula Joseph, shoes, 130 W Gay, h 514 S Matlack 
Price Benjamin J, veterinarian, h 31 W Gay 
Price Martha S, 216 W Miner 
Price Rebecca, 323 E Barnard 
Prickett Mary B, 215 W Miner 
Priest Wilfred G, carpenter, 301 N Darlington 
Priest William, 323 S Walnut 
Priest William E, clerk, 323 S Walnut 
Priest William H, harnessmaker, 101 N Darlington 
Prigg James, laborer, 317 S Adams 
Pritchard Florence, 233 W Gay 
Prizer Arthur G, machinist, 223 N Adams 
Pryer Vernon J, lineman, 140 W Union 
PUBLIC LIBRARY, N Church cor Fayette 
Puerta Margaretta M, 217 Walnut 
Purcell M A, milliner, 110 W Gay, h 108 do 
Purnell James, porter, 20 S Walnut 
Purnsley Percy, hostler, 18 S Matlack 
Purnsley Sarah (wid Jesse), 18 S Matlack 
Purtell Mary, secretary, 253 E Chestnut 
PUSEY ELBERT N, lawyer and trust officer Chester County Trust Co, and 
president Daily Local News, 13 N High, 
h 307 N Walnut 
Pusey Joseph H (Pusey & Young), 425 S Church 
Pusey-Young Storage Battery Station, 117 W Market 
Pusey Grace, clerk, 425 W Union 
Pusey Marshall Y, salesman, 425 W Union 
Pye Ardnelle, teacher, 212 N Penn 
Pye Ernest L, optician, 4 E Market, h 212 N Penn 
Pyle Arthur H, milk, 114 E Washington 
PYLE CHARLES W, agent Adams Express Co, Pennsylvania Railroad Station, h 426 
Dean 
Pyle E William, lawyer, 16 E Market, h Malvern 
Pyle George W, carpenter, 35 Price 
Pyle Horace A, bookkeeper, 432 S Walnut 
Pyle Howard N, spoke works, 419 N New 
Pyle James A, paymaster, 229 W Union 
Pyle James E, h 117 E Biddle 
Pyle John W, machinist, 135 Magnolia 
Pyle L Elma (wid J W), 13 S Church 
Pyle Lafayette, carpenter, 204 S Walnut 
Pyle Lillian, 444 N Walnut 




Pyle Lydia J (wid Dindley B), 603 S Walnut 
Pyle Maud (wid Sherman E), 133 Magnolia 
Pyle Ida, nurse, 311 N High 
Pyle Nellie, clerk, 426 Dean 
Pyle Nellie, teacher, 311 N High 
Pyle Norman G, laborer, 129 W Union 
Pyle Norman J, U S Army, 229 W Union 
Pyle Orpha C, 444 W Walnut 
Pyle Thomas S, laborer, h 216 W Biddle 




Quaintance Hanna, cook, 444 N Walnut 
Quigley William, clerk, 537 S Franklin 
Quill Timothy J, foreman, 119 Magnolia 
Quillen Louen W, machinist, 105 N Darlington 
Quillen William A, foreman, 400 N Penn 
Quinn Hannah, housekeeper, h 223 W Miner 




Radmond Mary A, clerk, 330 W Barnard 
Raggreio James, mason, 327 W Gay 
RAKESTBAW ROBERT M, president West Chester Overland Co, inc, h 23 E Marshall 
Ralston John, 335 W Miner 
Rambo Ann V, dressmaker, 328 N High 
Rambo Clarence B, foreman, 19 S Church 
Rambo Emma S, dressmaker, 328 N High 
Rambo Morris, lineman, 127 W Market 
Rambo Myrtle, 127 W Market 
Rambo Nathan R, surveyor, 328 N High 
Rambo Sarah W, dressmaker, 328 N High 
Ramsey Estellena M, 113 E Barnard 
RAMSEY J EVEBTON, president Chester County Trust Co, h Swarthmore, Pa 
Ramsey Samuel D, lawyer and secretary of Farmers and Mechanics' Trust Co, 123 
N High, h 605 S High 
Rankin Charles A jr, farmer, 419 Dean 
Ramstine Mary A (wid Levis), 16 Price 
Ramstine Pauline, teacher, 16 Price 
Rankin Charles C, physician, 419 Dean 
Rapp Thomas J, carpenter, 311 S Darlington 
Raub John H, clerk, h 218 W Biddle 
Rawlings Emory C, laborer, 521 S Matlack 
Rawlings R E Lee, fireman, 519 S Matlack 




Ray Henry, driver, 342 E Miner 
Ray Oscar W, grocer, 229 E Market 
Raymond Anna S, matron, State Normal School 
Raymond Walter, laborer, 316 S Matlack 
Reagan Lawrence R, machinist, 321 W Washington 
Reagan Roy M, engineer, 122 S Chestnut 
Reagan Walter, spokemaker, 532 S Darlington 
Reagin Edwin C, cigars, 33 W Market 
Reagin Irvin G, clerk, 130 Lacey 
Reamond James, road builder, 302 W Biddle 
Reburn Curtis A, clerk p o, 121 W Barnard 
RECORDER OF DEEDS, Court House 
Redman Guy C, gout work, 197 S Church 
Redmond Mary (wid James), 125 W Chestnut 
Redmond Thomas M jr, ink, 330 W Barnard 
Reece Elizabeth (wid Wilmer), 237 W Barnard 
Reed Alphonso, billiards, 1 S Franklin 
Reed Arthur B, machine hand, 133 E Gay 
Reed Charles M, foreman, 124 W Chestnut 
Reed Clarkson, carrier R D, 127 Dean 
Reed Eva M Mrs, 121 E Barnard 
Reed John A, upholsterer, 231 E Market 
Reed Oscar, nurseryman, 135 E Miner 
Reed Zane G, machinist, 121 E Barnard 
Reed Roy, laborer, 433 Nield 
Reeder George E, machinist, 710 S Matlack 
Reed Clarkson, carrier R D, 123 Dean 
Reagan Roy M, engineer, 122 S Chestnut 
Reeder James F, grocer, 301 Hannum av, h 234 W Gay 
Reeder Millard, grocer, Miner and New, h 710 S Matlack 
Reeder Millard B, clerk, 710 S Matlack 
Rees Anna, 444 N Walnut 
Reese William F M, watchman, 321 S Church 
Reeves Howard, clerk, 335 Sharpless 
Reformed Episcopal Church of the Sure Foundation, W Union nr S 
High 
Regester Clifford C, machinist, 21 Price 
Regester Courtland, 507 S Walnut 
Regester George E, salesman, 324 Dean 
Regester R Parke, constable, h 513 S Walnut 
Reichert Frederick C, barber, 133 Magnolia 
Reicherter Adele M, stenographer, 323 Dean 
Reid Albert D, dentist, 605 W Gay 





Reid Arthur P, lawyer, 7 S High, and pres Penn Mutual Fire Ins Co 
of Chester County, h 19 E Marshall 
Reid Emma B (wid Alfred P), 131 W Chestnut 
Reid James F, 338 W Miner 
Reid Marion H, asst trust office Farmers and Mechanics' Trust Co, 
h 605 W Gay 
Reihl Harry, machinist, 312 W Washington 
Reihl Henry, laborer, 312 W Washington 
Reilly James P (P J Reilly & Sons), 101 N New 
Reilly Joseph, U S Army, 101 N New 
Reilly Patrick J (P J Reilly & Sons), 101 N New 
Reilly P J & Sons, contractors, 314 E Gay 
Reilly William C, nurseryman, 402 N Darlington 
Rennard Jane, 115 E Market 
Rennard Walter D, fireman, 547 S Matlack 
Republican Headquarters, 10 N Church 
Rettew Granville L, lawyer and postmaster, 13 N High, h 524 S 
Walnut 
Reyburn Curtis, machinist, 225 W Chestnut 
Reynolds Isaac G, h S Church nr Normal av 
Reynolds Wilson, clerk, 251 E Chestnut 
Rhoades Joseph D jr, 24 S Church 
Rhoades Mary C (wid Joseph), 1 N Matlack 
Rhodeback George, munition works, 31 S Walnut 
Ricci Andrew, laborer, 243 N Gay 
Ricci Angelo, laborer, 243 N Gay 
Richards Adelaide W, 306 N Franklin 
Richards Eliza, 444 N Walnut 
Richardson Alice A, 444 N Walnut 
Ricei James, ice cream, 243 W Gay 
Richardson George W, laborer, 328 Hannum av 
Richardson Herbert W, plumber, 231 E Chestnut 
Richardson Howard E, driver, 207 W Fayette 
Richardson William, engineer, 326 Hannum av 
Richey Mollie J, milliner, 36 W Gay 
Richman Sarah (wid Harry H), 14 S Church 
Ricketts Bertha, 401 S Adams 
Ricketts George, laborer, 121 W Union 
Riddle John, watchman, 621 S Walnut 
Riddle William, machinist, 532 S Matlack 
Ridgway John W, blacksmith, 306 W Biddle 
Ridgway Roy, U S Army, 306 W Biddle 
Rigg Charles P, paperhanger, 17 S New 
Rigg Nora B, clerk, h 247 W Barnard 
Riley Agnus, 222 E Gay 
Riley Charles, assemblyman, 518 S Walnut 





Riley Mary, 222 E Gay 
Riley Mary (wid Edward), 222 E Gay 
Ring Misses, 117 W Miner 
Rissinger Adam, flagman, 506 S Franklin 
Rissinger George A, chauffeur, 134 E Miner 
Rissinger Sarah R, 134 E Miner 
Ritter Edward, helper, 118 W Union 
Ritter John H, 139 N Union 
Ritter John L, U S Army, 139 N Union 
Robb John, carpenter, 34 W Barnard 
Roberts Chene M, bokkeeper, 109 S Walnut 
Roberts E Lavinia, dressmaker, 253 E Market 
Roberts George S, secretary State Normal School, 109 S Walnut 
Roberts Horace, lineman, 16 W Miner 
Roberts Joseph, salesman, h 612 S High 
Roberts Joseph E, machinist, 202 E Gay 
ROBERTS MERCY A, h 217 E Washington 
Roberts Milton S, lineman, 135 N Union 
Robinson Catherine G, milliner, 36 W Gay 
Robinson Frank W, laborer, 507 S Matlack 
Robinson Henry W, wallpaper, 36 W Gay 
Robinson Isaac A, grocer, 301 S Matlaek, h 528 S Matlack 
Robinson Levis P, sawyer, 133 W Barnard 
Robinson Lewis, junk, Market c Wayne, h 311 W Union 
Robinson Martha B, 13 W Barnard 
Robinson Mary A, 135 S Barnard 
Robinson Norman R, blacksmith, 441 W Gay 
Robinson Roy H, 3 S High 
Robinson Walter, blacksmith, 441 W Gay 
Roche Hannah, 239 E Chestnut 
Roche Edward, clerk, 126 Magnolia 
Rodeback Wm J, woon finisher, h 237 W Washington 
Rodebaugh Alice E (wid Tyron G), h 315 W Union 
Rodenhaver David F, agent, 223 N Church 
Roecker Clifford H, carrier p o, 130 E Chestnut 
Rodgers William R, contractor, 35 W Gay 
Rogan Annie F, h 131 W Miner 
Rogan John, clerk, 125 W Chestnut 
Rogan Margaret C, h 131 W Miner 
Rogers Anna M, teacher, 255 Dean 
Rogers Ellen, h 34 S High 
ROGERS G WHITNEE, manager Philadelphia Suburban Gas and Electric 
Co, 311 S Walnut 
Rogers Georgia (wid James H), 318 N Matlack 
Rogers Susan M (wid William H), 255 Dean 
Rogers Margarethe (wid Walter C), 132 W Chestnut 





Rogers Whitmer, manager, 311 S Walnut 
Roller Herman E, manager, 428 Price 
Ronk H S, printer, 204 Rosedale av 
Ronk Martha L, boarding, 217 S Church 
Ronk Willar L, clerk, 204 Rosedale av 
Rose Nellie 0, bookkeeper, 217 S Church 
Ross William W, foreman, 128 Lacey 
Rothrock Elizabeth, 428 N Church 
Rothrock Harry A, physician, 24 S Church, h New c Ashbridge 
Rothrock Joseph T, 428 N Church 
Rowe Howard E, bookkeeper, 318 W Biddle 
Rox James F bottling, 132 E Gay 
Rox Mary, 314 N Darlington 
Rubenstein Isadore, bookbinder, 42 E Market, h do 
Rudolf Paul M, clerk, 102 W Gay 
Ruhlon Catharine (wid Edward), 212 Price 
Ruhlon William, U S Army, 212 Price 
Rung Elizabeth M, milliner, 5 W Gay, h 29 W Gay 
Rupert George H, lawyer, 25 N High, 346 E Biddle 
Rupert George M, lawyer, 25 N High, 127 E Washington 
Rupert John Leslie, clerk, 9 S Church 
Rupert Sarah (wid John A), 9 S Church 
Russel Curtis U S Army, 401 Dean 
Rusell Carl, munition works, 306 N Darlington 
Russell Edith H, stenographer and notarie public, 32 E Washington 
Russell Hannah M, clerk, 421 N New 
Russell Harvey C, plasterer, 421 N New 
Russell Mary, boarding, 10 S Church 
Russell Mary C, clerk, 421 N New 
Russell Slater B, 425 W Miner 
Rustin Jenifer A, steward, 113 N New 
Ruth Lydia G, 140 Magnolia 
Ryan Frances, munition works, 217 S Walnut 
Ryan Oscar J, blacksmith, Imperial Apts 
Ryan Catherine (wid John F), 21 S New 
Ryan Howard M, carpenter, 323 W Washington 
Ryan Walter D, carpenter, 206 W Fayette 




Sabastins Frank, mason, 311 Hannum av 
Sager Anna M, 210 W Gay 
Sahler Abraham D, h 319 N High 





Sahler Harriet D, h 339 W Miner 
Sailor Serena, 16 Price 
St Agnes' (R C) Church, W Gay nr New 
St Aloysius' College for Boys, E Marshall nr Franklin 
St James' Apartments, Church c Miner 
St Luke's Union A M E Church, S Franklin nr E Barnard 
St Paul's Baptist Church, E Miner bet Adams and Penn 
Salvation Army, 27 E Market 
Sample Hilbert M, helper, 505 N New 
Sanborn Morton, civil engineer, 339 W Union 
Saucerman John, engineer, 311 W Washington 
Saucerman William, stone cutter, 311 W Washington 
Saunders J E, 3 E Gay 
Savary Edward W, banker, 408 Dean 
Savery Rebecca L, teacher, 223 W Miner 
Scattergood Alice D, 115 S High 
Scattergood Emma B (wid William), 123 W Miner 
Scattergood Joseph, physician, 115 S High 
Scattergood Hannah (wid William), 427 N Walnut 
Schafer Charles, steamfitter, 121 E Gay 
Sehlegel Andrew E, gardener, 333 W Gay 
Schmidt Lent W, machinist, 235 N Darlington 
Schmucker Beal C, U S Army, 16 Rosedale av 
Schmucker Dorothy, teacher, 16 Rosedale av 
Schmucker Samuel C, professor, 16 Rosedale av 
Schneider J Lewis, real estate, 329 W Union 
Scholl Harry L, machinist, 218 N Penn 
Scholl John R, lawyer, 13 N High, h 346 W Union 
Schraff Gus, baker, 34 E Gay 
Schroth Lorenzo A, U S Army, 20 E Market 
Schroth Lorenzo D, art shop, 20 E Market 
Schucker Isaac, cabinet maker, 233 S Matlack 
Schulte Augustin J Rev, 233 W Gay 
Schultz Annie, mirse, 236 W Barnard 
Schultz Elmer J, clerk, 236 W Barnard 
Schultz Elmer J, clerk, 236 W Barnard 
Schulz Frederick, stereotyper, 518 S Matlack 
Schwende Mac, painter, 241 W Washington 
Seofield Anna, matron, 514 S Church 
Scott Albert H, clerk, 107 E Chestnut 
Scott George R, carpenter, 121 S Darlington 
Scott H Blair, manager, 133 W Union 
Scott J Gilbert, milk, h 329 W Miner 





Scott Robert M, dentist, 111 S Church, h 102 S High 
Scott Teresa (wid George B), 219 Patton Alley 
Scott Walter E, clerk, 14 S Church 
Scott Walter E, oiler, 105 S New 
Seal Jesse, carpenter, 148 E Gay 
Seal Sarah, h 231 S Walnut 
Seal Seibert, U S Army, Mansion House 
Seaman John, laborer, h 424 E Gay 
Second Presbyterian Church, S Walnut nr Miner 
Seeds Elizabeth W (wid George W), 236 W Barnard 
Seeley William J, helper, 22 S Walnut 
Segars Annie, 423 S Adams 
Selinger Gerald J, manager, h Mont Clare, Pa 
Sellers Elizabeth, teacher, 14 W Chestnut 
Sellers James C, lawyer (Phila), h 14 W Chestnut 
SELLERS MORRIS, proprietor Turk's Head Inn, h do 
Shafer Mary Evans, 442 N High 
Shafer Martha Louise Miss, 442 N High 
Shaner Jefferson, farmer, 316 W Fayette 
Shank John, spoke works, 132 E Barnard 
Sharp Jane B (wid Walter), 335 Dean 
Sharp Jessie W, teacher, 335 Dean 
Sharpe Harvey D, foreman, 217 S New 
Sharpe Margaret C (wid Howard), 305 W Biddle 
Sharples Alfred D, 22 Dean 
Sharples Ann P, matron Friends' Boarding Home, 444 N Walnut 
Sharples Athletic Association Field, E Gay corner N Penn 
Sharples David T, 120 Dean 
Sharples Elizabeth, 241 Dean 
Sharples Lawrence P, Grey Stone 
Sharples Philip M, president, Grey Stone 
Sharples Robert P, clerk, 33 E Washington 
Sharples Separator  Co,  cream  separators, Patton av corner E 
Biddle 
Sharpless Abbie T (wid Harry), 125 Lacey 
Sharpless Elizabeth (wid Abner G), h 223 S Walnut 
Sharpless Agnet, clerk, 115 N High 
Sharpless Anna, h 319 N Union 
Sharpless Aubrey T, clerk The First National Bank of West 
Chester, h 125 Laeey 
Sharpless A Mary, 406 W Union M 
Sharpless Edwin C, carpenter, 121 E Washington 
Sharpless Elizabeth (wid Willard), 329 S High 
Sharpless Elizabeth D (wid Nathan), 444 N Walnut 
Sharpless Emma A (wid William), 301 W Biddle 
Sharpless Jacob, h 319 S High 





Sharpless Linda, 20 W Gay 
Sharpless Margaretta T (wid Thos A), h 206 S Walnut 
Sharpless Martha, 33 N Washington 
Sharpless Sarah T, h 111 S Walnut 
Sharpless Susanna, h 102 S Church 
Sharpless WHoward, bricklayer, 14 S New 
SHARPLESS WILLIAM P, Trust Officer Chester Co Trust Co, h 224 E 
Biddle 
Sharpless William T, physician, 100 S Church 
Shaw Milton M, conductor, 232 E Gay 
Shaw Reba Milton, music teacher, 232 E Gay 
Shee Catherine, teacher, 124 E Miner 
Shelby Daniel, 214 S Darlington 
Shepherd Harry M, -foreman, 402 N Darlington 
Shepherd Monroe, lineman, 317 N New 
Sheppard Samuel M, 107 N Church 
Sherman Solomon, men's furnishings, 102 E Market, h 124 E Market 
Shields Edward, fireman, 221 Nields 
Shields Edward E, h 504 W Union 
Shields Edward M, U S Army, 504 W Union 
Shields Frances E, music teacher, 504 W Union 
ShIELDS L HERBERT, Secretary-Treasurer Daily Local News Co, 341 W 
Barnard 
Shields M Lawrence, U S Army, 504 W Union 
Shields Morris E, 225 Dean 
Shimer Edward J Mrs, 105 N Church 
Shingle Howard N, mechanic, 131 E Union 
Shivey Charles, machinist, 202 N Penn 
Shively J B, physician, 136 N Church 
Shoffner Isaac H, fish, 110 E Market, h 119 E Washington 
Short Isaac L, wodworker, 321 N High 
Short Royal J, U S Navy, 321 N High 
Shunk Earle L, baggagemaster, 224 Sharpless 
Shur Harry, shoemaker, 20 S Church, h 122 S Matlack 
Shur Joseph, shoemaker, 203 E Market, h 217 do 
Sicolli Dominick, munition works, 227 N Chestnut 
Sidener George W, 531 N High 
Sidener LeRoy, machinist, 531 N High 
Sidewell Elizabeth, 118 S New 
Siegel Harry, tailor, 12 S Church, h 121 E Market 
Simmler Andrew, printer, 221 E Market 
Simmler Prank, printer, 221 E Market 
Simmler John, 221 E Market 
Simon Edward (J Burton Simon & Bro), 108 W Market 
Simon J Burton & Bro, auto supplies, 39 E Gay 
Simon J Burton (J Burton Simon & Bro), 507 Price 
Simon John L, baker, 102 W Market, h do 





Simpson Arthur Rev, 514 S Walnut 
Simpson William A, U S Army, 403 N New 
Simpson Wililam H, machinist, 403 N New 
Sing Harry, laundry, 33 E Market 
Sing Joe, laundry, 10 1/2 S Gay 
Singer Abraham, fireman, 403 W Gay 
SINGER SEWING MACHINE CO, 136 W Market 
Skiles Mable, clerk, 207 S Walnut 
Slack Eva I, pianoforte, 141 E Marshall 
Slack Harlan, U S Army, 141 E Marshall 
Slack Norris B (Norris B Slack & Son), 141 E Marshall 
SLACK NORRIS B & SON, automobiles and supplies, 10, 12, 14, 16, 
18 and 20 N Walnut, D & A phone 257, United 
34, also West Grove and Coatesville 
Slack Thomas M (Norris B Slack & Son), h 310 Price 
Sladdin Elsie, 501 S Walnut 
Slafkin Abram, rabbi, 411 W Gay 
Slaughter George G, tinsmith, 225 N Biddle 
Slaughter Mary H, 202 W Market 
Slavitz Benjamin, junk, 229 S Matlack 
Slawter L Zenas, U S Army, 104 E Gay 
Smedley Anna B, principal, 401 S Church 
Smedley Anna P, nurse, 317 Dean 
Smedley Bertha M, 206 W Miner 
Smedley Deborah C (wid William), 118 W Miner 
Smedley Elizabeth M, deputy recorder of deeds Chester County, 401 
S Church 
Smedley Elizabeth N, teacher, 124 S Church 
Smerley Havard W (Smedley & Hoopes), 301 N Matlack 
Smedley Lucy I, teacher, 401 S Church 
Smedley Lydia, 444 N Walnut 
Smedley Nellie L, clerk, 124 S Church 
Smedley Stephen L, carpenter, 124 S Church 
Smedley Susan, teacher, 401 S Church 
Smedley & Hoopes (Havard W Smedley and E J Hoopes), builders, 223 
N Walnut 
Smeltzer John H, U S Army, 410 N Darlington 
Smeltzer Philip H, spokemaker, 410 N Darlington 
Smiley Filmore, machinist, 506 Nields 
Smiley Harry, laborer, 120 E Miner 
Smiley Isaac, driver, 224 N Franklin 
Smiley N John, driver, 137 E Union 
Smiley Park A, 137 E Union 
Smiley William B, asst supt, h Price and Brandywine 
Smiley William V, 220 S Walnut 
Smith Andrew T, 306 S Church 
Smith Annie L (wid William A), 106 E Washington 





Smith C Edwin, clerk, 130 E Chestnut 
Smith Catherine (wid Davis T), 221 Sharpless 
Smith Charles, laborer, 259 E Market 
Smith Charles E, laborer, 221 N New 
Smith Clarence, waiter, 259 E Market 
Smith Edward L, paperhanger, 113 N Darlington 
Smith Eliza A, Rosedale av nr Church 
Smith Frank G, drug clerk, 233 N Church 
Smith Frederick J, spokemaker, h 142 W Union 
Smith Frederick J, salesman, Maple av 
Smith George B (S T Smith & Son), 306 W Barnard 
Smith George T, salesman, 241 W Barnard 
Smith George W, U S Army, 220 N Penn 
Smith Gunkel W, trucker, h Goshen 
Smith Harriett (wid Abram), 225 E Market 
Smith Harry D, tailor, 22 N Walnut 
Smith Harry G, publisher The Record, 2 W Market, h 313 S High 
Smith Harry W (National Crayon Co), 304 E Washington 
Smith Herbert D (T E Smith & Son), 427 S Walnut 
Smith Herman J, designer, h 510 S Walnut 
Smith Horace E (Gunkel W Smith Sons), h Goshen 
Smith Isaac H, 501 N Walnut 
Smith Isabella M, 232 E Gay 
Smith J Burton, secretary, 26 W Miner 
SMITH JOSEPH B (Joseph B Smith & Son), h 119 E Gay 
SMITH JOSEPH B & SON (Joseph B and William B Smith), undertakers 
and embalmers, 115 and 117 1/2 E Gay, both 
telephones (See right top lines) 
Smith Josephine J, Mansion House 
Smith Levi, carpenter, 210 S Darlington 
Smith Mahlon E, machinist, h 220 N Penn 
Smith Martha (wid Columbus), 340 W Gay 
Smith Mary (wid William), domestic, 124 E Gay 
Smith Paul D, sales manager, 511 N Walnut 
Smith Ralph G (Gunkle W Smith Sons), 206 N Penn 
Smith Robert H, slater, 229 W Chestnut 
Smith Roland B, clerk, 117 S New 
Smith E T & Son (Stephen T and George B Smith) storage, 120 E 
Market 
Smith Stephen T (S T Smith & Son), 138 W Gay 
Smith T E & Son, express and storage, 114-116 and 207-209 E 





Smith T Evans (T E Smith & Son), 427 S'Walnut 
Smith Thomas, teacher, 306 S Church 
SMITH THOMAS M, manager Western Union Telegraph Co, h St James 
Apts 
Smith Thomas A^ U S Army, 220 N Penn 
Smith Walter E," helper, 329 S Adams 
SMITH WILLIAM B (Joseph B Smith & Son), h 119 E Gay 
Smith William E, conductor, 232 E Gay 
Smith William W, lineman, 118 E Biddle 
Smith Wilmer W, lineman, 447 N Walnut 
Smith Worthington, driver, 136 W Biddle 
Smith's Gunkle W Sons,  express and storage, 239 E Market 
Smothers Ella B, 300 E Miner 
SNELLENBURG N & CO, dry goods, Market, 11th to 12th, 
Philadelphia, Pa 
Snyder Daniel G, dentist, 31 S High 
Snyder Elizabeth (wid Wm), 19 S Walnut 
Snyder George, U S Army, 220 Lacey 
Snyder J Elwood, fancy groceries, meats, etc, S Matlack c Lacey, 
h 137 Lacey 
Snyder Howard, plumber, 204 N Adams 
Snydes William, drover, 220 Lacey 
Solar John (Solar & Brock), 343 W Gay 
Solar & Brock (John Solar and Gerard Brock), Vuleanizers, 125 W 
Market 
Sorber Joseph C, barber, Green Tree Inn, h 214 W Chestnut 
Sorber S Atmore, helper, 221 W Biddle 
Spahr Floyd W, draftsman, 237 Dean 
Spalding Samuel B Rev, 233 W Gay 
Spangler George H, engineer, 203 W Fayette 
Spayiani Nicholo, grocer, 307 Hannum av 
Speakman Abbie, 11 S Church 
Speakman Elvira Y, teacher, 121 E Union 
Speakman Emma B, 537 S Walnut 
Speakman Florence B, teacher, 537 S Walnut 
Speakman George T, lathehand, 41 W Gay 
Speakman Mary E, h 19 S Church [Handwritten: "Miss"] 
Speakman W C, 218 Price 
Speakman Warren, 220 Price 
Speakman Wilmot, carpenter, 230 S Walnut 
Speer John H, 308 Price 
Speer John H jr (John H Speer Sons), 308 Price 
SPEERS JOHN H SONS (John H jr and Paul E Speers), coal and wood, 
slate and slag roofing, 215 n Walnut 





Spence James, restaurant, 22 E Market, h 128 E Gay 
Spence James jr, munition works, 514 S Franklin 
Spickler Francis H, plumber, 127 E Chestnut 
Sprigg Harry, restaurant, 301 E Miner 
Springer Isaac L C, laborer, 213 W Fayette 
Springman August, tailor, 110 W Market 
Spriat Harris L, lawyer, 13 N High, h 605 S do 
Stackhouse Ella M, teacher, 305 W Union 
Stafford Frank, engineer, 206 N Adams 
Stanley C Taylor, laborer, 542 S Adams 
Stanley Taylor, laborer, 542 S Adams 
Stanley Wililam, waiter, 542 S Adams 
Stape George E, conductor, 122 Linden 
Star Social Club, 22 N Walnut 
Starr Benjamin D, inspector, 124 W Union 
Starkey Foster H, professor State Normal School 
STATE NORMAL SCHOOL, S High cor Normal av 
Stauffer Harry F, paperhanger, 20 N Darlington 
Stebbins J P, Mansion House 
Steel Albert, laborer, 142 Nields 
Steele Clara A, 38 E Market 
Steele George P, clerk, 22 S New 
Steele John W, clerk, 325 N Darlington 
Steele M Clara, dressmaker, 9 N Matlack 
Steele Viola, stenographer, 135 Magnolia 
Steele William C, cigar manufacturer, 38 E Market 
Steen Anna, matron, 406 E Gay 
Steen Harry E, driver, h 507 N New 
Steen Horace B, U S Army, 507 N New 
Steen Samuel, waiter, 211 W Fayette 
Steinmetz Arthur A, clerk First National Bank of West Chester, h 
Chatwood 
Steinmetz Virginia D (wid James), 304 W Miner 
Stern Benjamin, junk, 231 S Matlack 
Stern Robert M, government work, 107 S Church 
Stevens John M, 433 W Miner 
Stevens James J, florist, 317 W Market 
Stevens R Foster, teacher, 306 Dean 
Stevenson Mary E (wid William), 115 E Barnard 
Stevenson William E, carpenter, 28 E Washington 
Steward George, millhand, 134 E Barnard 
Stewart Lewis, 527 E Miner 
Stewart William E, painter, 26 W Union 
Stien Samuel, 211 W Fayette 
Still Hayes J, brakeman, 5 N Matlack 
Still Anna (wid Levi J), 5 N Matlack 
Stille Mary I, historian, 133 N High 





Stinson Sadie F, 21 E Miner 
Stirheim Thomas, clerk, Larchwood Apts 
STONE ANNIE Y, artist and art needle work, 103 E Market, h do 
Stone Howard M, 103 E Market 
Stoneback Charles E, clerk, 341 E Biddle 
Storm Annie, 132 W Chestnut 
Storr Lillian G, bookkeeper, 316 W Fayette 
STRAWBRIDGE & CLOTHIER, dry goods, Market and Eighth, 
Philadelphia, Pa 
Strickland Ella A, wid Frank, 127 E Chestnut 
Strode A Darlington, farmer, 337 W Union 
Strode Elizabeth G (wid Richard), 129 W Miner 
Strode E Palmer, farmer, 316 Dean 
Strode Frank D, butcher, h 423 W Union 
Strode George Dr, 314 S Walnut 
Strode Hannah M (wid R Harry), 314 S Walnut 
Strode Herbert, U S Army, 337 W Union 
Strode Hettie G, clerk, 129 W Miner 
Strode Joseph W, farmer, 312 Price 
Stroud Elizabeth S, h 9 N Church 
STROUD J GEARY, druggist, 9 N Church, h do 
Stroup Russell, assistant district manager Bell Telephone Co, 24 
W Miner 
STUBBS L K, vice-president and treasurer Chester County Trust Co, 
h 427 W Union 
Stubbs Mary A (wid Thomas), 427 W Union 
Sullivan Daniel H, nurseryman, 137 E Gay 
Sullivan Denis J, printer, 214 N Franklin 
Sullivan Ella M, h 137 E Gay 
Sullivan Frank J, bar clerk, 137 E Gay 
Sullivan John J, 137 E Gay 
Sullivan John J jr, 137 E Gay 
Sullivan Susan (wid Thomas), 218 S Walnut 
Sumerfield J Raymond, manager, 121 W Fayette 
Summeril Charles, 127 Magnolia 
Summeril Donald, brakeman, 148 E Gay 
Supo Tony, stone mason, 227 W Chestnut 
Sutton Charles, tinsmith, 133 E Gay 
Swayne Ella N, h 217 E Washington 
Swayne Enoch P, laborer, 303 Dean 
Swayne Frederick B, machinist, 316 W Fayette 
Sweeney Louisa (wid Wilmer), 113 E Barnard 
Sweeney Mary R (wid Patrick), 435 N New 
Sweeney William M, coachman, 304   WFayette 
Sylvester Frank G, jeweler, 6 n Church, h 20 W Market 
Sylvester Frank H, laborer, 134 W Biddle 







Talbot Anna J, 225 S Church 
TALBOT C WESLEY, lawyer, 16 E Market, h 225 S Church 
Talbot Walter S, lawyer, 2 W Market, h 505 N Walnut 
Talley Charles W, confectioner, Linden nr High 
Talley Edward C, driver, h 235 W Barnard 
Talley Marion G, clerk, 235 W Barnard 
Talley Ralph S, chauffeur, 235 W Barnard 
Talley Sallie P, 127 E Chestnut 
Tanguy Anna M (wid Charles H), 122 S New 
Tavani Luigi,tailor, 520 W Gay 
Taylor Alfred, woodworker, 220 W Barnard 
Taylor Alfred P, printer, 140 W Barnard 
Taylor Caleb M, h 413 N Walnut 
Taylor Edith H, restaurant, 16 E Gay 
Taylor Edith S, music teacher, 311 N High 
Taylor Elizabeth, 200 E Biddle 
Taylor Emily, 427 N WaLnut 
Taylor Emma H, 200 E Biddle 
Taylor Frank, U S Army, 122 E Miner 
Taylor George S, clerk, h 215 W Miner 
Taylor Hannah T (wid E 0), 401 Dean 
Taylor Harry P, real estate, 2 W Market, h Milltown 
Taylor Ida L, clerk, 29 W Gay 
Taylor James T, 137 W Market 
Taylor J Warren, machinist, 623 S Walnut 
Taylor John G, 35 N New 
Taylor Joseph B, clerk, 230 N Darlington 
Taylor Llewellyn, plumber, heating and tinsmith, 121 W Market 
Taylor M Pierce, helper, 139 Melds 
Taylor Nina M, nurse, 137 W Market 
Taylor Ruphart, munition works, 129 W Gay 
Taylor Samuel W, clerk, 321 W Biddle 
Taylor Stephen, carpenter, 17 S Church 
Taylor Thomas L, clerk, 17 S Church 
Taylor William I, carpenter, 205 S High 
Taylor William S, machinist, 200 N Penn 
Tempest Susan B (wid J A), 300 S Church 
Temple Alice A, clerk, 301 N Matlack 
Temple Frank W, manager real estate department Farmers and 
Mechanics' Trust Co, 114 Price 





Temple Eva, 127 Dean 
Temple Evangeline S, 127 Dean 
Temple P Everhard, U S Army, 301 N Matlack 
Temple George A, U S Army, 301 N Matlack 
TEMPLE HORACE F, printer, 24 E Market, h 301 N Matlack 
Temple Horace S, clerk, 24 E Market, Downigtown 
Temple Jane B, 421 N Walnut 
Temple Rupert, 121 W Chestnut 
Temple William C, machinist, 3 S High 
Templen J Harlan, iron dresser, 219 Sharpless 
Templin George, spoke works, 734 S Matlaek 
Templin Herbert B, tool dresser, 129 W Market 
Terrizzi Anthony, grocer, 347 W Chestnut 
Terrizzi Prank, grocer, 347 W Chestnut 
Terry Lorena, teacher, 13 W Barnard 
Thatcher Enos E, investment, 11 S High, h 117 E Fayette 
Thatcher Ester P (wid J P), 134 W Chestnut 
Thatcher Marion, secretary, 117 E Fayette 
Thomas Ada I, osteopath, 16 N High, h 322 W Miner 
Thomas Anita M, clerk, 332 W Miner 
Thomas Anna M (wid Isaac), 441 N Walnut 
Thomas Clara, clerk, h 332 W Miner 
Thomas Elizabeth L, 304 N High 
Thomas Frank P, printer, 110 W Union 
Thomas George B, vice-president Hoopes Bros & Thomas Co, h Maple 
av, W Goshen 
Thomas George H, machinist, h 35 S Darlington 
Thomas Harry E, driver, 230 W Washington 
Thomas Helen, clerk, 703 S Matlack 
Thomas J Harry, asst sec Farmers and Mechanics' Trust Co, h 
Frazer, Pa 
Thomas Joseph, h 116 S Matlack 
Thomas Robert E, barber, 28 E Market 





Tompkins William H, painter, 253 Dean 
Thompson Alton H, lineman, 127 Nields 
Thompson Agnes M, 313 S Darlington 
Thompson Alexander P, carrier p o, 225 W Union 
Thompson Augar, carpenter, 121 S Walnut 
Thompson Anna M, 124 B Chestnut 
Thompson Edward W jr, carpenter, 235 W Washington 
Thompson Eleanor P (wid Henry), 18 W Chestnut 
Thompson Elizabeth C (wid Wm), 28 E Washington 
Thompson Frank D, clerk, 123 W Gay 
Thompson George, 228 N Darlington 
Thompson George H, painter, 30 W Market, h 313 S Darlington 
Thompson George H, pressman, 113 Dean 
Thompson Harold J B, U S Army, 18 W Chestnut 
Thompson J Brinton, real estate, 113 N High, h 18 W Chestnut 
Thompson J Frank, munition works, 132 Magnolia 
Thompson Lewis, munition works, 612 S Matlack 
Thompson Margaret A, teacher, 313 S Darlington 
Thompson Mark D, insurance, 626 S Darlington 
Thompson W Everett, carpenter, 709 S Walnut 
Thompson William J, woodworker, 349 E Biddle 
Thompson Margaret (wid William G), 313 S Darlington 
Thomson Curtis, clerk, 435 S High 
Thomson Elizabeth W, clerk, 222 S Church 
Thomson Rae P, 222 S Church 
THOMSON WILLIAM H, advertising agent, h 403 Dean 
Thomson Wilmer W, editor Daily Local News, 12 S High, h 222 S 
Church 
Thorn Benjamin D, painter, 301 Dean 
Thornton Eli, laborer, 413 S Matlack 
THORP JOHN, undertaker and embalmer, 21 S High, both telephones, 
182 (See right side lines) 
Thorp William K, dentist, 101 S Church 
Tigue Michael J, insurance, 739 S Matlack 
Tigue William J, machinist, 200 S High, h Roselyn Farms 
Tomlinson Charles E, clerk, 243 W Barnard 
Tomlinson Harry E, driver, 304 W Biddle 
Tomlinson Irwin, salesman, 316 N New 
Townsend Ada J, notary, 16 E Market, h 302 Dean 
Townsend Charles M, plasterer, 311 W Biddle 
Townsend Adiline (wid Davis E), 121 Magnolia 
Townsend Cidney E, 323 Dean 
Townsend G Earle, carpenter, 317 W Washington 
Townsend George F, plasterer, 323 Dean 
Townsend Harriet E, 424 N Matlack 





Townsend John R, instructor, 33 S Darlington 
Townsend Margaret G, 424 N Matlack 
Townsend Thomas J, court officer, 302 Dean 
Travilla Florence, 308 W Miner [Handwritten: "miss"] 
Travilla Mary S, 102 W Gay 
Travilla Maurice R, dry goods, 100 W Gay, h 308 W Miner 
Travilla T Hastings, dentist, 121 1/2 N High, h 308 W Union 
Treston Rose (wid James), 318 W Washington 
Treston Thomas J, plumber, 318 W Washington 
Trimble Ethel, clerk, 104 E Washington 
Trimble Frank P Mrs, 104 E Washington 
Trimble Rachel G, dressmaker, 129 S Darlington 
Troutman Christian G, barber Turks' Head Inn, h 436 S Walnut 
Troutman Christian G jr, barber, 29 Dean 
Troutman Howard F, lawyer, 19 N High, h 436 S Walnut 
Troutman Maud B, 436 S Walnut 
Troutman Norman B, salesman, 436 S Walnut 
Troxell Frank S, manager Y M C A 
Truman Paul, machinist, 735 S Matlack 
Truman Thomas E, machinist, 735 S Matlack 
Tuberculosis Dispensary No 6, Commenwealth Pennsylvania 
Department of Health, 122 W Market 
Tucker Elizabeth, teacher, 110 S High 
Tuhey Philip J, brakeman, 128 E Market 
Turbit Harriette, teacher, 29 S High 
TURKS' HEAD INN, Morris Sellers proprietor, High cor Market 
Turks' Head Stables, E Market nr High 
Turner Edwin S, printer, 220 W Union 
Turner George S, real estate, 13 N High, h Chatwood 
Turner Maud, music teacher, 220 W Union 
Turner Sarah E, 220 W Union 
Tyndall Annie E, cook, 300 E Gay 




Uber William, driver, 210 S High 
Umplett Shelton R, helper, 117 W Union 
Underwood Harry P, helper, 503 S Church 
Underwood William L, plumber, 522 S Matlack 
UNDERWOOD WILLIAM S, tax collector and treasurer, h 306 N 
Franklin 
Union News Co, P R R Station 
Union Veteran Legion, Memorial Hall 





Urmey Henrietta (wid Daniel), 133 E Barnard 




Valentine Rebecca, domestic, 18 N New 
Vance Charles H, architect, 303 S New 
Vandever Annie E, 120 S Matlack 
Vandever Hannah (wid Curtis), 134 Nields 
Vandever Hoopes M, manager, 148 E Gay 
VANDEVEE MARY G, art needlework, ladies' and children's 
underwear, 16 W Gay, h 148 E Gay 
Van Osten Lewis E, gardiner, 216 E Gay 
Vanleer Jane, eating, 227 E Market 
VanTassal Albert, govt works, 614 S Churh 
Varchio James, laborer, 243 W Gay 
Vaughan Mary E, h 34 S High 
Veit Frederick,'hides, 400 W Biddle 
Veit George, butcher, 342 W Washington 
Veit John, farmer, h 321 W Biddle 
Veit Rosanna (wid George), 400 W Biddle 
Veorakas Bros (Pete and Mike), restaurant, 15 N Church 
Veorakas Elizabeth, clerk, 15 N Church 
Veorakas Mike (Veorakas Bros), 15 N Church 
Veorakas Pete (Veorakas Bros), 15 N Church 
Vernon Kittie E, stenographer, 603 S Matlack 
Vernon Joseph B, laborer, 603 S Matlack 
Vernon Norman, agent, 341 Dean 
Vernon William S, millhand, 212 W Union 
Village Record (The), 2 W Market, Plant Lacey C Franklin 
Villa Maria Convent, Maple av 
Vincent Joseph A, printer, 140 W Market 
Voltz Arthur, U S Army, 623 S New 
Voltz George, U S Army, 623 S New 
Voltz Jacob, gardner, 623 S New 




Waddell Robert S, lawyer, 411 N Walnut 
Wade Louise M (wid Edward C), 311 S Church 
Wade Truman D, lawyer and dist atty, 24 W Market 
WAHL FRED J, hats and Men's furnishings, Gay cor High 





Walker Charles A Rev, 314 W Union 
Walker Elizabeth (wid Plummer), 211 W Barnard 
Walker Sidney, mororman, 544 S Adams 
Walker William, conductor, 129 Magnolia 
Wall George, laborer, 355 E Biddle 
Wall Stephan, U S Army, 355 E Biddle 
Wallace Frank, laborer, 300 W Biddle [Handwritten: "Dean St."] 
Wallace Howard, spokemaker, 130 W Union 
Wallace James T, law librarian, Chester County, h 130 W Union 
Wallace Norman W, clerk, 218 N Darlington 
Wallace Wesley C, clerk, 218 N Darlington 
Walls Caufield, laborer, 13 Wayne 
Walls Elizabeth P, housekeeper, 315 W Union 
Walsh Sarah R, clerk, 313 N Darlington 
Walter Ann B, librarian, 320 N High 
Walter Harry S, plumber, 309 N Walnut 
Walter Samuel M, 320 N High 
Walter Sarah B, 320 N High 
Walter T Edgar, 322 N High 
Walter W Cresson, drover, 215 S Walnut 
Watlon Albert J, grocer, 213 S New, h 215 do 
Walton Anna (wid William S), 411 W Union 
Walton Earle, machinist, 204 W Barnard 
Walton Ella, clerk, 127 E Barnard 
Walton Ulysses, machinist, 435 W Gay 
Walton T Parker, painter, 236 W Gay 
Warfel Walter C, baggagemaster, 208 S Walnut 
Warner Janes S (wid Charles), 110 E Fayette 
Warnick James, clerk, 121 S Franklin 
Warren Benjamin H, physician, 220 W Market 
Warren John, hostler, 20 N New 
Warrington Anna L, dressmaker, 549 N Walnut 
Warrington Deborah P, probation officer, 549 N Walnut 
Warrington T Francis, painter, 549 N Walnut 
Washington Elwood, carpenter, 16 N New 
Washington George, laborer, 14 N New 
Washington Oliver, driver, 333 Hannum av 
Washington The, apartments, W Washington n Church 
Washington William, barber, 239 S Matlack 
Watson Arthur, fireman, 647 S Matlack 
Watson Mattie, 112 S Church 
Watson Milton A, cabinetmaker, 214 W Bernard 
Watson Paul G, 214 W Barnard 
Watson Sallie A (wid James J), 300 W Fayette 
Watt Sylvester, 408 N Church 
Way Channing (M S Way & Son), and notary, 28 W Market, h 104 S 
High 





Way Ewing, carpenter, 124 N Darlington 
Way George jr, painter, 134 W Barnard 
Way Louis H, tinsmith, 217 Nields 
WAY MARSHALL S (M S Way & Son), and president The First National 
Bank of West Chester, and president The 
Denney Tag Co, and president Mutual Fire Insurance Co of Chester 
County, h 116 W Miner 
Way M S & Son (Channing Way), real estate, 28 W Market 
Weaver Frank, plasterer, 127 W Market 
Weaver Jesse K, blacksmith, h 122 E Barnard 
Webb Alien T, blacksmith, 20 E Chestnut, h 360 E Biddlc 
Webb Ada P Mrs, 210 W Gay 
Webb Catherine E, 103 Dean 
Webb Cornelia A (wid Samuel P), 440 N High 
WEBB HORACE T, jeweler, 27 W Gay, h 604 S High 
Webb Ruth L, 202 Sharpless 
Webb William H, salesman, 29 Price 
Webster Mary C, 34 S High 
Weiler Rudolf B, purchasing agent, 340 N Penn 
WEINGARTNER CHARLES, proprietor Green Tree Inn, Gay cor High 
Weir Earle, machinist, h 423 S Church 
Weir Hannah (wid Caleb), 117 E Barnard 
Weiss Bros (Benjamin and Morris Weiss), shoes, 18 W Gay 
Weiss Benjamin (Weiss Bros), Coatesville 
Weiss Morris (Weiss Bros), 508 S Walnut 
Wells Amy, teacher, 315 N Matlack 
Wells Mary D (wid Herbert D), 43 W Barnard 
Wells William H Mrs, 315 N Matlack 
Welsh Alvint C (wid Lorenzo B), 443 S High 
Welsh John M, clerk, 128 Linden 
Welsh Joseph J, clerk, 313 N Darlington 
Welsh Mary A, clerk, 313 N Darlington 
Welsh Martin C, carpenter, 25 N Darlington 
Welsh Patrick J, foreman, 303 W Washington 
WELSH REES E, fancy groceries, 42 S High, h 443 S High 
Welsh Sara, clerk, 313 N Darlington 
Welsh William, laborer, 741 S Franklin 
Wentworth Home (The), 112 S Church 
Wertz Albert R, munition works, 221 N New 
Wertz Joseph W, plasterer, 127 E Market 
Wesley Charles Rev, 323 E Barnard 





West Chester Cold Storage and Ice Co, E Union c Franklin 
West Chester Band, 28 W Market 
West Chester Dairy, 110 W Washington 
West Chester Fire Co No 1, N Church nr Gay 
West Chester High School, N Church c N Washington 
West Chester Market, W Market bel Darlington 
West Chester Pioneers, 8 W Market 
WEST CHESTER OVERLAND CO (INC), 112 to 118 W Market 
WEST CHESTER PUBLIC LIBRARY, N Church and Fayette 
WEST CHESTER STATE NORMAL SCHOOL, S High cor Normal av, George 
Morris Philips principal 
West Chester Laundry, 20 S Church 
West Chester Street Railway Co, 14 to 18 S High 
West Chester Rifle Association, 20 N Walnut 
West J Park, lineman, 709 S Matlack 
WESTERN UNION TELEGRAPH  CO, 2 W Market, Thomas M Smith manager 
Westminster Presbyterian Church, S Church c Barnard 
Wetherill Edna E, nurse, 351 E Biddle 
Wetherill Mable J, clerk, 351 E Biddle 
Wetherill William J, carpenter, 303 W Union 
Whalan John, driver, 122 E Union 
Wheaton Harriet, teacher, 19 W Barnard 
Wheaton Horace J, carrier p o, 19 W Barnard 
Whedon Arthur D, professor, 525 S High 
Wheeler Elmina A (wid William H), 343 W Miner 
Whisler W Howard, clerk, 324 Dean 
Whitcraft Alger C (Whitcraft & Groff), h 226 Price 
Whitcraft James H, 409 S Church 
WHITCRAFT & GROFF (Alger C Whitcraft and John S Groff), clothing 
and men's furnishings, 28 W Gay 
White Arthur, driver, 405 W Gay 
White Emma, 444 N Walnut 
White Ernest, h 138 W Market 
White Louise K, 138 W Market 
White William A, barber, 103 S Walnut 
Whyte W Holingsworth, P R R, h 407 W Barnard 
Wickersham Leonard G, plumber, h 126 W Union 
Widdecombe Lydia A (wid B Frank), 243 Dean 
Wilds Laura M (wid James), 435 W Gay 
Wilkinson Charles H, packer, 210 W Barnard 
Wilkinson Mary, teacher, 210 W Barnard 
Wilkinson Ruth, nurse, 241 Dean 
Willauer Ive, h Virginia av and N High 





Williams Anna, clerk, h 36 E Miner 
Williams Charles H, machinist 453 W Gay 
Williams Charles 0, helper 237 W Gay 
Williams C S barber, 211 E Market, h do 
Williams Ette (wid Nathan), 126 W Chestnut 
Williams Emma, 444 Walnut 
Williams Joseph G, 408 Dean 
Williams Leroy D, laborer 202 W Fayette 
Williams Maurice  clerk, 453 W Gay 
Williams Richard L, clerk, 105 W Market 
Williams S Ellis, foreman 312 N Biddle 
Williams William, real estate 341 Dean 
Williams William C, furniture, carpets and undertaker, 128 W 
Market, h 130 do 
Williamson Adam B, 628 S High 
Williamson Charles E Rev, 414 S Walnut 
Williamson Herbert G., sign writer, 509 S Walnut 
Williamson Mary E (widow Adam), 628 S High 
Willis Charles T, 240 E Gay 
Willis Dora (widow Willis D), 118 E Union 
Willits Herbert, clerk, 132 E Washington 
Wills Ellen, 100 S High 
Wills Harry B, insurance agent, 12J E Gay 
Wilson Charles, assembler, 623 S Matlack 
Wilson Claude E, carpenter, 534 S Matlack 
Wilson David H, tailor, 135 E Market, h 411 N New 
Wilson Ernest, woodworker, Todedale av & Franklin 
Wilson George B, waiter, 327 N Darlington 
Wilson G Glancy, real etsate, 129 N High, h S High cor Rosedale 
av 
Wilson H Pesse, conductor, 202 S Walnut 
Wilson Harry J, capenter, 724 S Matlack 
Wilson Lottie M, 221 W Miner 
Wilson Samaria B (wad John H), lb race 
Wilson Tillie M, 221 W Miner 
Wilson William, ironworker, 229 b Darlington 
Wilson William Rev, 143 E Miner 
Winans W Wesley, munition factory,509 S Church 
Winder John J, machinist, 230 S Matlaek 
Winder John M, millworker, 228 S Matlack 
Windle Debbie J, 119 W Chestnut 
Windle Ernest G, auditor, 502 S Walnut 
Windle Francis, lawyer, 29 Dean 
Windle Letitia B, teacher, 20 E Washington 





Windle Mary B (wid William S), h 20 E Washington, 
Windle Mary E, 318 W Miner 
Windle Percy, 402 W Union 
Windle Sarah B (wid Louis), 429 S Church 
Windle S Way, 419 W Union 
Windle William B, lawyer, U S Army, 115 N High, h 20 E Washington 
Winsey Thomas M, engineer, 133 E Market 
Wise Benjamin 0, conductor, 125 E Barnard 
Wise Hannah (wid William), 125 E Barnard 
Wise John, garage, 123 E Market 
Wise Levi, plumber, 12 E Church 
Witherow Katharine K (wid Joseph), 122 Linden 
Witman Sara, clerk, 8 N Matlack 
Woertz Robinson E, manager, 218 W Union 
Wolf Mary E, boarding, 105 W Market 
Wolff Catherine, h 227 Sharpless 
Wolfengel Andrew, baker, 520 S Matlack 
Woman Suffrage Party, 13 N High 
Wood Edward E, general, 420 W Union 
Wood Martha J (wid Rev Robert C), 125 S Darlington 
Wood Mary, 115 E Market 
Wood William H, mechanic, 146 E Gay 
Woodburn Norman, laborer, 36 N New 
Woodhull Mary (wid Henry), 242 W Gay 
Woodmender Lewis, shoemaker, 206 S High, h 22 N Darlington 
Woodward Adelaide H, teacher, 31 Price 
Woodward Anna, 127 S Walnut 
Woodward Anna R, 120 W Union 
Woodward Annie E, 16 W Miner 
Woodward Benjamin, 127 S Walnut 
Woodward Caroline B (wid Samuel), 31 Price 
Woodward Charles E, physician, 26 S Church 
Woodward Grover, U S Army, 737 S Matlack 
Woodward Hannah B, 519 S High 
Woodward Howard; laborer, 116 E Miner 
Woodward James, lineman, 387 Nields 
Woodward John, machinist, 387 Nields 
Woodward Jennie S, milliner, 138 W Gay 
WOODWARD JOHN P, assistant postmaster, h 107 E Chestnut 
Woodward Joseph H, 106 E Biddle 
Woodward Lewis J, machinist, Lafayette Apts 
Woodward Louis N, clerk, 428 Dean 
Woodward Mary P, 225 W Miner 
Woodward Sallie P, 428 Dean 





Woodward Walter D, clerk, 421 S Church 
Woodward Wilbur S, tinner, h 210 Sharpless 
Woodward William W, physician, 26 S Church 
Woodward Wilmer, machinist, h 313 W Biddle 
Woolard Charles, machinist, h 131 W Biddle 
Wooley Laura, nurse, 428 Dean 
Woolworth F W Co, 5 and 10 cent store, 27 N Church 
WORRALL ENOCH MORRIS, 510 S Walnut 
WORRALL FRANK G, hardware, paints, oils and glass, 200 E Market, 
h 313 Dean 
Worrall William P, 237 N Darlington 
Worrell Jane (wid Edward), 206 Price 
Worst Jay R, ticket agent, 107 S Church 
WORTH HERBERT P, President and Trust Officer Farmers and 
Mechanics' Trust Company, h 310 N Matlack 
Worthington Caspar P, aifditor, 302 N Franklin 
Wright Anna E (wid Benjamin F), h 115 E Market 
Wright Ethel, asst sec State Normal School 
Wright Ferdinand R, lineman, 319 N New 
Wright James, clerk, 26 E Gay 
Wright Martin L, 438 Nields 
Wright Nifflin F, machinist, 23 E Gay 
Wright Realty Co (Silas Wright and George L Jones), real estate, 
24 W Market 
Wright Silas (Wright Realty Co), h 411 N Church 
Wright Townsend W, grocer, 127 W Gay, h 125 do 
Wright William, fireman, 26 N New 
WYERS HERMAN F, assistant cashier The National Bank of Chester 
County, h 345 W Miner 
Wynn F Brook, brakeman, 314 N New 
Wynn Ella E (wid I Newton), 105 S High 
Wynn I N Earl, lawyer, N High, h 129 W Miner 




Yarmall Hanna E, 113 Dean 
Yarnall Harry, helper, h 319 W Washington 
Yarnall John, 113 Dean 
Yarnall Lydia A (wid Mason W), 23 Price 
Yarnall Phebe A, 444 N Walnut 
Yarnall Preston, spokemaker, 333 N New 
Yarnall Sarah B, 23 Price 
Yeager John, salesman, 409 W Gay 
Yearsley, Irvin T, U S Army, 211 N Adams 
Yearsley Maurice S, carpenter, 211 N Adams 
Yearsley Maurice S jr, U S Army, 211 N Adams 





Yearsley Willias J, machinist, 318 N New 
Yerks Earl P, driver, 606 S Walnut 
Yerks Fannie E, teacher, 606 S Walnut 
Yerkes W Howard, engineer, 606 S Walnut 
Young Bulah R (wid T Charles), 338 W Union 
Young Charles Raymond, lawyer, 8 S High, h Turk's Head Inn 
Young Edward W, lawyer, 24 W Market, h Downingtown 
Young George, driver, 329 Fassnacht av 
Young Helen V, clerk, 601 S Walnut 
Young Jacob, fireman, 336 N Darlington 
Young Martha D, 338 W Union 
Young Nathan, laborer, 205 N New 
Young R C (Pusey & Young), 418 N Union 
Young Samuel, helper, 2 Virginia av 
YOUNG MEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION, N High cor Chestnut, Edward 
Brinton president, Arthur T Parke 
vice-president, George D Baldwin treasurer, C R J Hayes recording 
secretary, A J Himmelsbach general 




Zane Ella D (wid George S), 203 W Miner 
Zimmer Forrest E, clerk, 223 N Chestnut 




CLASSIFIED BUSINESS DIRECTORY OF WEST CHESTER, PA. 
 
ART NEEDLE WORK 
* Cheney Martha and Marion L, 130 W Gay 
* STONE ANNIE Y, 103 E Market 
 
AUCTIONEERS 
* McParland James E, 3 S High 
 
AUTO SUPPLIES 
* Brown's Auto Supply Co, 24 E Gay 
* GIBSON AUTO WORKS, 202 S High 
* Simon J Brinton & Bro, 49 E Gay 
* AUTOMOBILE REPAIRING MAYEB & EACHUS, 109 W Market 
 
AUTOMOBILES 
* Chester County Garage, 17 W Miner 
* Hughes Thomas, 110 Walnut 
* MANSION HOUSE GARAGE, 5 and 7 S Church 
* Moses George J, 122 N Walnut 
* Slack Norris B, 10 and 12 N Walnut 
* WEST CHESTER OVERLAND CO (INC), 112 to 118 W Market 
 
BAKERS 
* Beckendorf H, 121 W Gay 
* Huber Charles, 201 S Darlington 
* Huber Frank, 138 E Gay 
* Simon John L, 102 W Market 






* West Chester Cornet Band, 28 W Market 
 
BANKS 
* CHESTER COUNTY TRUST CO, West Chester, Pa, E Gay nr High 
* DIME SAVINGS BANK OF CHESTER CO (THE), 14 N High 
* Farmers and Mechanics' Trust Co, Market cor High 
* FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF WEST CHESTER (THE), West Chester, Pa 
* NATIONAL BANK OF CHESTER CO  (THE), West Chester, Pa 
 
BAR IRON AND STEEL 
* WORRALL FRANK C, 200 E Market 
 
BARBERS 
* Caccamo Luigi, 136 W Gay 
* Draper Richard F, 26 W Market 
* Gladman John G, 26 E Market 
* Hall Albert G, 8 N Church 
* Hobbs William P, Mansion House 
* Kilpatrick Frank J, Farmers and Mechanics' Bldg 
* Miller Edward A, 20 E Gay 
* Pierce Amos J, 19 N Walnut 
* Sorber Joseph C, Green Tree Inn 
* Troutman C G, Turk's Head Inn 
* Williams Cyrus, 211 E Market 
 
BILLIARD AND POOL ROOMS 
* Barry John F, 10 N Church 
* Guss Henry R, 12 E Gay 
* Karmerze Daniel J, 16 W Market 
 
BLACKSMITHS 
* Bullock John H, 319 W Gay 
* Goodwin Charles W, h 120 N Church 






* Cope Mary E, 29 W Gay 
* Friends' Boarding Home, 444 N Walnut 
* Kelso Sarah L, 113 W Market 
* Menkins Elizabeth D, 205 S High 
* Moore Elizabeth M, 133 E Gay 
* Russell Mary, 10 S Church 
* Wolf Mary, 105 E Gay 
 
BOOKBINDERS 
* Rubeistein Isadore, 42 E Market [Rubensetin] 
 
BOOT AND SHOE MAKERS AND DEALERS 
* BIEHN M A & SON, Gay cor Church 
* Cohen Morris, 107 W Market 
* D'Annunzio, 6 S Church 
* Grablowitz Max, 37 E Gay 
* HOFFMAN CHARLES 0, High cor Gay 
* Platt Louis, 137 E Market 
* Pribula Joseph, 130 W Gay 
* Shur Harry, 20 S Church 
* Shur Joseph, 203 E Market 
* Wiess Bros, 18 W Gay 
 
BOTTLERS 
* Rox James P, 132 E Gay 
 
BUILDERS 
* Baldwin Cloyd R, 344 W Union 
* Darlington Howard G, 28 N New 
* JONES WILLIAM H, 144 E Market 
* McPadden John W, 324 W Washington 
* Reilly P J & Sons, 110 N New 
* Smedley & Hoopes, 323 N Walnut 
 
CABINET MAKERS 
* SMITH JOSEPH B & SON, 115-117 1/2 E Gay 
* WILLIAMS WILLIAM C, 128 W Market 
 
CARPENTERS AND BUILDERS 
* Burns Joseph M, 508 S High 






* SMITH JOSEPH B & SON, 115-117 1/2 E Gay 
* Williams William C, 128 W Market 
 
CARRIAGES AND WAGONS 
* Brinton Edward & Sons, 226 N Church 
 
CHINA, GLASS AND EARTHENWARE 
* PALMER GEORGE J, 12 W Market 
 
CIGARS AND TOBACCO 
* Cobourn John, 21 E Market 
* Darlington Walter, 10 E Market 
* GUSS HENRY R, 12 E Gay 
* Hennessey John, 13 N Church 
* Karmerze Daniel J, 16 W Market 
* Keech J Morton, 156 W Gay 
* MeBride John F, 44 E Gay 
* Reagan Edwin C, 33 W Market 
* BTEELE WILLIAM C, 38 E Market 
 
CLOTHIERS 
* Grant Simon, 40 W Gay 
* BARENESS JOSEPH T, 24 W Gay 
* Margolies Jacob, Market cor Walnut 
* Poliner Philip, 35 E Market 
* WHITCRAFT & GROPP, 28 W Gay 
 
COAL AND WOOD 
* HIPPLE C C & SON, 215 E Barnard, and 209 S Walnut 
* LEWIS ROBERT B, 300 E Union 
* SPEERS JOHN H SONS, 215 N Walnut 
 
CONFECTIONERS 
* Benson Samuel A, 4 N Church 
* Bnglund August 0, 26 S High 
* Ganges George H, 32 E Market 
* MANOS JAMES K, Washington Candies always fresh, High cor Court (see 
advertisement) 
* MABAKOS THOMAS P, Church cor Market 
* Preftakes Theodore N, 27 N High 






* COBCOBAN CONSTRUCTION GO, Wayne cor E Market 
* Davis William P, 413 N Walnut 
* Farrel M & T E, 209 W Chestnut 
* Jones William H, 144 E Market 
 
CRAYONS 
* National Crayon Co, N Walnut cor Washington 
 
DAIRIES. 
* Eachus Edgar J, 302 S Darlington 
* Hickey James, 22 W Miner 
* Knox James, 104 E Market 
* Lynch John P, 123 Magnolia 
* West Chester Dairy, 110 W Washington 
 
DAIRY SUPPLIES. 
* APPLE PLUMBING AND HEATING CO INC, 114-116 
* EGay PALMER GEOBGE J, 12 W Market 
* DECORATORS VINCENT JOSEPH A, 140 W Market 
 
DENTISTS 
* Coborun Prank P, 112 S High 
* Crisman M B, 2 W Market 
* Brubb Herbert, 117 W Miner 
* Lamborn W P, 500 S High 
* McCowan Charles H, 122 S High 
* Sahler David Z, 16 S Church 
* Scott Robert M, 111 S Church 
* Snyder Daniel G, 31 S High 
* Thorp William K, 101 S Church 
 
DEPARTMENT STORES 
* GIMBLE BBOTHEBS, Market, Chestnut, 8th and 9th, Philadelphia, Pa 





* SNELLENBUBG N & CO, Market, llth to 12th, Philadelphia, Pa 
* STEAWBBIDGE & CLOTHIEB, Market and 8th, Philadelphia, Pa 
 
DRESSMAKERS 
* Davis Emily M, 132 W Market 
* Higgins E, 14 W Gay 
* Netherie Sarah B, 30 E Miner 
 
DRUGGISTS 
* BETTS S EVEBETTS, 23 N Church 
* Brown Hampton H, 31 E Gay 
* DeHAVEN HENBY V, 106 W Gay 
* HAMMOND H NELSON, 6 W Market 
* JONES H A, 32 W Gay 
* PIEBCE WILLIAM A, 23 N High 
* STBOUD J GEABY, 9 N Church 
 
DRY GOODS 
* GIMBLE BBOTHEBS, Market, Chestnut, 8th and 9th, Philadelphia, Pa 
* Holding M P, 22 N Church 
* Hutchinson Anna E, 29 N Church 
* Jones & Tanguy, 25 W Gay 
* LIT BBOTHEBS, Market, Filbert, 7th and 8th, Philadelphia, Pa 
* Moses & Lumis, 19 N Church 
* Nevyas Abraham, 29 E Gay 
* SNELLENBUBG N & CO, Market, llth to 12th, Philadelphia, Pa 
* STBAWBBIDGE & CLOTHIEB, Market and 8th, Philadelphia, Pa 
* Travilla M R, Church cor Gay 
 
ELECTRIC COMPANY 
* PHILADELPHIA SUBURBAN GAS AND ELECTRIC CO, Walnut cor Chestnut 
 
ELECTRICIANS 
* BALDWIN WABBEN C, 36 E Market 
* Mathiot K D & Co, 124 W Market 
* MAYEB & EACHUS, 106 Market 






* EMITH JOSEPH B & SON, 117 1/2 E Gay THORP JOHN, 21 S High 
 
EXPRESS 
* ADAMS EXPRESS CO, Penna R R Station, E Market 
* Frame Thomas B, 400 W Gay 
* SMITH GUNKLE W SONS, 239 E Market 
* SMITH T E & SON, 114 and 209 E Market and 427 8 Walnut 
 
FEED 
* Golder Theo S, 103 W Market 
 
FISH MARKETS 
* Ahren John, 148 W Gay 
* Shoffner Isaac H, 110 E Market 
 
FLORIST 
* KIPT JOSEPH S, High bet Union and Dean 
* LORGUS COMPANY THE (ING), 20 N High 
 
FLOUR, FEED AND GRAIN 
* Hemphill E Dallett, 311 E Gay 
* FRUIT DEALERS Musante Bros, 2 E Market and 8 S High 
 
FURNITURE DEALERS 
* Closson Frank S, 22 E Chestnut 
* KAUFMAN WILLIAM J, 153 W Gay 
* Williams William C, 128 W Market 
 
GARAGES 
* MANSION HOUSE GARAGE, 5 and 7 S Church 
 
GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY 
* CHESTER COUNTY GAS CO, 33 W Gay 






* Acme Tea Co, 34 W Gay and 124 E Market 
* American Stores Co, 117 W Market and 39 W Gay 
* Anderson Mary E, Maple av, W Goshen 
* Barry Edward, 314 S Matlack 
* Bartholomew William jr, 101 S Walnut 
* Cosgrove Eugene, 147 W Gay 
* Curry William C, 42 E Gay 
* Darlington S B & Co, 37 W Market 
* Durnell Arthur J, 526 E Miner 
* Fitzpatrick James B, 259 E Chestnut 
* FRAME J WARREN, 118 E Gay 
* Haines Harry, 100 W Market 
* Haley William J, 6 E Gay 
* Hartzell Howard J, 205 E Market 
* HUBBS HARRY D, 143 E Market and 153 W Gay 
* McGowisk John F, 302 N Darlington 
* Mowen James, 131 W Gay 
* Ray Oscar W, 227 E Market 
* Reeder James F, 300 Hannum av 
* Snyder J Elwood, S Matlack cor Laeey 
* Spayiani Nichola, 307 Hannum av 
* Welsh Rees E, 42 S High 
 
GUN AND LOCKSMITHS 
* MAYER & EACHUS, 109 W Market 
 
HAIR DRESSERS 
* Kitts Dora Miss, Farmers and Mechanics' Bldg 
 
HARDWARE 
* APPLE PLUMBING AND HEATING CO INC, 114 and 116 E Gay 
* Brinton Edward & Sons, 226 N Church 
* MAYER & EACHUS, 109 W Market 
* Meredith J Llewellyn jr, 19 W Gay 
* Metz Hanna B, 137 N High 
* PALMER GEORGE J, 12 W Market 
* WORRALL FRANK C, 200 E Market 
 
HARNESS MAKERS 






* Wahe Fred J, Gay cor High 
 
HOTELS 
* GREEN TREE INN, cor Gay and High 
* MANSION HOUSE, W Market cor Church 
* TURK'S HEAD INN, High cor Market 
 
HOUSE FURNISHINGS 
* APPLE PLUMBING AND HEATING CO INC, 114 and 116 E Gay 
* James Bros, 20 N Church 
* PALMER GEORGE J, 12 W Market 
 
ICE CREAM 
* ENGLAND AUGUST 0, 26.S High 
* MANOS JAMES K, High cor Court 
* MARAKOS THOMAS P, Market cor Church 
* Preflakes Theodore N, 27 N High 
 
ICE DEALERS 
* PEOPLE'S ICE AND STORAGE CO, 10 E Chestnut 
* West Chester Cold Storage and Ice Co (The), E Union cor Franklin 
 
INSTALLMENT HOUSES 
* KAUPFMAN WILLIAM J, 151 W Gay 
 
INSURANCE AGENTS 
* PORREST ROBERT H, 2 W Market 
* Halteman A L, 500 Farmers and Mechanics' Bldg 
* HEALD ALFRED D & SON, 16 E Market 
* Hibbered Walter R, 123 N High 
* Loomis Harvard S, 123 N High 
* Martindale S L & Son, 19 S High 





INSURANCE  COMPANIES -- FIRE 
* North Liberty Fire Insurance Co of New York, 16 E Market 
* Humboldt Insurance Co of Pittsburgh Pa, 16 E Market 
* Michigan Commercial of Lansing, Mich, 16 E Market 
* PENN MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY OF CHESTER COUNTY, N High nr Market 
* Springfield Fire, 28 W Market 
* Yorkshire Fire Ins Co, 500 Farmers and Mechanics' Bldg 
 
INSURANCE COMPANIES -- LIFE 
* Metropolitan Life Insurance Co of N Y, Robert H Forrest superintendent, 2 W 
Market 
* Prudential Insurance Company of America, 2 W Market 
 
INVESTMENTS 
* Marshall T W & Co, 13 N High 
* Thatcher Enos E, 11 S High 
 
JEWELERS 
* Fitzsimmons Howard, 11 N Church 
* Freeman H Frank, Gay c Church 
* Karmatz Nathan, 139 E Market 
* Sylvester Frank G, 6 N Church 
* WEBB HORACE T, 27 W Gay 
 
JUNK DEALERS 
* CLOMPUS I M & CO, Market cor Wayne 
* Robinson Lewis, 425 W Market 
 
JUSTICES OF THE PEACE 
* Patrick R Jones, 3 S High 
* PAXON SHARPLESS M, 9 N High 
 
KNIT GOODS 
* Barber Charles H, 114 W Gay 
* Powell Knitting Co, Lacey cor N Franklin 





* Charles Sing, 10 1/2 S Church 
* Sing Harry, 33 E Market 
* Tom Lee, 126 W Gay 
* West Chester Steam Laundry, 20 S Church 
* Wing Kee, 132 N Church 
 
LAWYERS 
* BALDWIN JOHN S, 24 W Market 
* BALDWIN THOMAS W, 24 W Market 
* Butler Thomas S, 2 W Market 
* Campbell Chester C, 111 N High 
* Cornwall Robert T, 8 S High 
* Darlington Isabel, 2 W Market 
* Dewees George S, 16 E Market 
* Gawthrop Robert S, 119 N High 
* Gheen John J, 19 N High 
* Groff John C, 123 N High 
* GUSS JOHN N, Fanners and Mechanics' Bldg. 
* Harris W S, 13 N High 
* Haviland Thomas R, 121 1/2 N High 
* Hayes J Carroll, 121 N High 
* Hemphill John M, 115 N High 
* Holding Archibald M, 125 N High 
* Hoskins Thomas L, 119 N High 
* JOHNSTON GEORGE B, 22 E Market 
* Knauer Guy W, 119 N High 
* LACK THOMAS, 2 W Market 
* MacElree J Paul, 2 W Market 
* MacElree Wilmer W, 24 W Market 
* Mitchell & McCowen, 127 N High 
* PARKE ARTHUR T, 19 N High 
* Pierce Thomas W, 111 N High 
* Pusey Elbert N, 13 N High 
* Ramsey Samuel D, 123 N High 
* Reid Arthur P, 7 S High 
* Rettew Granville L, 13 N High 
* Rupert George H, 123 N High 
* Sproat Harris L, 13 N High 
* TALBOT C WESLEY, 16 E Market 
* Talbot Walter S, 2 W Market 
* Troutman Howard P, 19 N High 
* Wade Truman D, 13 N High 
* Windle Francis, 29 Dean 
* WINDLE WILLIAM BUTLER, 115 N High. 
* Wynn I N Earle, N High 






* Friends, N Church bet Chestnut 
* West Chester Library Association, Church and Fayette 
 
LIVERY, BOARDING AND SALES STABLES 
* LEEDOM EDWIN, 120 N Church 
* McLAUGHLIN THOMAS F, 127 and 129 E Miner 
 
LUMBER DEALERS 
* Davis Moulton H, 110 E Chestnut 
* HOFFMAN & BALDWIN, Franklin cor Union 
 
MACHINISTS 
* Hoopes Frank W, 145 W Gay 
* MAYER & EACHUS, 109 W Market 
* Tigue William J, High cor Barnard 
 
MEATS AND PROVISIONS 
* CROSLEY GEORGE H, 142 W Gay and 32 E Market 
* CURRY WILFRED C, 33 N Walnut 
* HUBBS HARRY D, 143 E Market and 153 W Gay 
 
MEN'S FURNISHINGS 
* Evans Robert C, 22 W Market 
* HARKNESS JOSEPH T, 24 W Gay 
* Mitchell W F, 20 W Gay 
* WAHL FRED J, Gay cor High 
* Whitcraft & Groff, 28 W Gay 
* MERCANTILE AGENCIES DUN R G & CO, 13th floor Lincoln Bldg, Philadelphia, Pa 
 
MILLINERY 
* Coborne, 36 S High 
* Pittinger Ethel, 107 W Gay 
* Purcell Martha A, 110 W Gay 
* Richey Mollie J, 36 W Gay 
* Robinson Catherine G, 36 W Gay 
* Swayne Fannie S, 134 W Gay 
 
MONUMENTS 






* Hipple Mortar Co, 205 S Matlack 
 
MUSIC TEACHERS 
* Brooke F Ellis, 201 W Miner 
* Cummings 0 J, 119 E Market 
* Farrell Mary V, 211 W Chestnut 
* Green William H, 109 W Gay 
* Shaw Reba M, 232 E Gay 
 
NEWSPAPERS 
* DAILY LOCAL NEWS, 12 S High 
* Village Record (The), Farmers and Mechanics' Bldg 
 
NOTARIES PUBLIC 
* Parker Lydia R, 22 E Market 
* Russell Edith H, 32 E Washington 
* Townsend Ada J, 16 E Market 
 
NOTIONS 
* Glick Samuel, 136 E Gay 
* Vanderver Mary G, 16 W Gay 
 
NOVELTIES 
* Henry A, 18 N Church Oat George R, 116 W Gay 
 
NURSERIES 
* Hoopes Bros & Thomas Co, Maple av, W Goshen 
* KIFT'S GREENHOUSES, S High bet Union and Dean 
* LORGUS CO, 20 N High 
* Morris Nursery Co (The), Patton av nr Maple av 
 
NURSES 
* Bailey Mary E, 136 E Barnard 





* Cadwallader Janet, 444 N Walnut 
* Carey Florence E, 500 Nields 
* Cary May, 215 S Walnut 
* Chandler Pearl E, 117 E Chestnut 
* Darr Naryle, 117 E Chestnut 
* Ellis Florence M, C C Hospital 
* Harrar I Margaret, 327 S High 
* Hirth Lilly, 21 W Gay 
* Hoopes Phoebe E, 323 W Barnard 
* Love Alice, 327 S High 
* McGrogan Caroline, 502 S Franklin 
* McGrogan Jane S, 212 E Gay 
* Marshall Ruth, 201 S High 
* O'Connor Mary H, 133 E Miner 
* O'Donnell Julia, 308 N Darlington 
* Pierce Martha B, 34 E Miner 
 
OPTICIANS 
* Pye Ernest L, 4 E Market 
 
OSTEOPATHS 
* Cramer Oliver H, 37 S High 
* Thomas Ada I, 16 N High 
 
PAINTERS -- OUSE AND SIGN 
* Hersley John M, signs, 28 E Miner 
* HETHERINGTON JOHN J, 113 E Barnard 
* Thompson Samuel J, 128 E Market 
* Thorn Benjamin D, 301 Dean 
* VINCENT JOSEPH A, 140 W Market 
 
PAINTS 
* APPLE PLUMBING AND HEATING CO INC, 114 and 116 E Gay 
* PALMER GEORGE J, 12 W Market 
* WORRALL FRANK C, oils and glass, 200 E Market 
 
PAPERHANGERS 
* Broomall Jason D, 34 E Market 
* Hayes Charles R J, 16 N Church 
* Hayes T Parke, 108 W Market 






* Belt Joseph W, 18 W High 
* Biles Alfred, 9 N Walnut 
* Freeman Millard D, 42 W Gay 
 
PHYSICIANS 
* Barber S LeRoy, 35 S High 
* Bullock Charles C, 336 W Union 
* Catanach Notman, 209 W Gay 
* Corbin G, 141 E Miner 
* Dicks J Oscar, 28 S High 
* Farrell John A, 209 W Chestnut 
* Hempsill Joseph jr, 205 W Gay 
* Hoskins Percy C, 120 W Miner 
* Mullin S A, 29 S High 
* Patrick Ellwood, 212 W Gay 
* Patrick vJesse K, 407 S High 
* Pleasants Henry jr, 212 W Miner 
* Scattergood Joseph, 113 S High 
* Sharpless William T, 100 S Church 
* Shivley J B, 131 N Church 
* Woodward Charles E, 26 S Church 
 
PLANING MILLS 
* GRIFFITH E B & M H, Alley bet Matlack and Walnut and Barnard and Union 
 
PLUMBERS 
* APPLE PLUMBING AND HEATING CO, INC, 114 and 116 E Gay 
* Davis Louis N, 38 E Gay 
* PALMER GEORGE J, 12 W Market 
* TAYLOR LLEWELLYN, 121 W Market 
 
PRINTERS 
* Barrett William, 10 N Church 
* Dale George, 9 N High 
* Gilbert Frank R, 20 S Church 
* Temple Horace F, 24 E Market 
 
PUBLISHERS 
* Daily Local News, 12 S High 






* West Chester Railway Co, 8 S High 
 
REAL ESTATE 
* Cann William, 20 W Market 
* HEALD ALFRED D & SON, 16 E Market 
* Hogue Thomas C, 135 N High 
* Howell Samuel E, 22 E Market 
* Miller E Watkins, 13 N High 
* Taylor Harry F, 2 W Market 
* Thompson Joseph Brinton, 111 N High 
* Turner George S, 13 N High 
* Way M S & Son, 28 W Market 
 
RESTAURANTS 
* Colonial, 35 W Market 
* Spence James, 22 E Market 
* Sprigg Harry, 301 E Miner 
* Taylor Edith H, 16 E Gay 
 
ROOFERS' SLATE AND SLAG 
* SPEER'S JOHN H SONS, 215 N Walnut 
 
SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES 
* Academy of the Immaculate Heart, Patton av nr Maple 
* Station Friends' School, N High nr Marssal and N Church bet Chestnut 
* Martin Jennie B, 21 S Church 
* St Aloysius College for Boys, E Marshall 
* WEST CHESTER STATE NORMAL SCHOOL, S High cor Normal av 
 
SEWING MACHINES 
* Singer Sewing Machine Co, 136 W Market 
 
SPORTING GOODS 
* Henry A, 18 N Church 






* SMITH GUNKLE W SONS, 239 £ Market 
* SMITH T E & SON, 114, 116 and 209 E Market 
 
STOVES 
* KAUFFMAN WILLIAM J, 153 W Gay 
 
STOVES AND RANGES 
* APPLE PLUMBING AND HEATING CO INC, 114 and 116 E Gay 
* PALMER GEORGE J, 12 W Market 
 
TAGS 
* Denney Tag Co, 30 W Barnard 
* Keystone Tag Co, r Nields bet Walnut and Matlack 
 
TAILORS 
* Grauten Peter J, 18 W Market 
* Kamenetz Harry W, 12 N Church 
* King L B, 18 E Gay 
* Nergarian David, 6 E Market 
* Perlman Jacob' 5 S High 
* Siegel Harry, 12 S Church and 121 E Market 
* Springman August, 110 W Market 
 
TEAS AND COFFEES 
* Atlantic and Pacific Tea Co, 7 N Church 
* HUBB8 HARRY D, 143 E Market and 153 W Gay 
 
TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE COMPANIES 
* Bell Telephone Company of Pa, Walnut c Market 
* Postal Telegraph and Cable Co, 12 S High 
* United Telephone and Telegraph Co, 2 W Market 
* Western Union Tel Co, Farmers and Mechanics' Bldg 
 
THEATRES 
* Grand Opera House, 16 N High 






* CHESTER COUNTY TRUST CO, West Chester, Pa, E Gay nr High 
* FARMERS AND MECHANICS' TRUST CO, Market cor High 
 
UNDERTAKERS 
* Batipps Thomas F, 231 E Market 
* SMITH JOSEPH B & SON, 117 1/2 E Gay 
* THORP JOHN, 21 S High 
* WILLIAMS WILLIAM C, 128 W Market 
 
UPHOLSTERERS 
* SMITH JOSEPH B & SON, 117 1/2 E Gay 
* WILLIAMS WILLIAM C, 128 W Market 
 
VETERINARY SURGEONS 
* Hickman David E, 333 W Union 
* Oat Charles F, 304 Price 
* Price Benjamin J, Turks' Head Inn, 31 W Gay 
 
VULCANIZING 
* Solar & Broek, 12 E Market 
 
WAGON MAKERS 
* Marshall William S, 12 W Barnard 
 
WHEEL MANUFACTURERS 
* HOOPES BRO & DARLINGTON INC, 250 E Market 
 
WOMEN'S WEAR 
* BENSON'S QUALITY SHOP, 23 E Gay 
 
YEAST 






                     GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES. 
 
President -- Woodrow Wilson, New Jersey 
Vice-President -- Thomas R Marshall, Indiana 
Secretary of State -- Robert Lansing 
Secretary of the Treasury -- Wm Gibbs McAdoo, New York 
Secretary of War -- Newton D Baker, Ohio 
Secretary of the Navy -- Josephus Daniels, North Carolina 
Secretary of the Interior -- Franklin Knight Lane, California 
Postmaster General -- Albert Sidney Burleson, Texas 
Attorney General -- Thomas Watt Gregory 
Secretary of Agriculture -- David Franklin Houston, Missouri 
Secretary of Labor -- Wm Bauchop Wilson, Pennsylvania 
Secretary of Commerce -- Wm Cox Redfield, New York 
Supreme Court -- 
     Chief Justice -- Edward D White, Louisiana 
Associate Justices -- 
     Oliver Wendell Holmes, Massachusetts 
     Joseph McKenna, California 
     William R Day, Ohio 
     Pitney Mahlon 
     Charles E Hughes, New York 
     Willis Van Devanter, Indiana 
     James C Reynolds 
 
                      PENNSYLVANIA STATE  GOVERNMENT. 
 
Governor -- Martin G Brumbaugh 
Lieutenant-Governor -- Frank B McClain 
Secretary of the Comonweamlth -- Cyrus E Woods 
Attorney-General -- A W Powell 
State Treasurer -- Robert Kennedy Young 
Secretary of Internal Affairs -- enry Houck 
Superintendent of Public Instruction -- Nathan C Shaeffer 
Adputant-General -- Thomas J Stewart 
Insurance Commissioner -- Charles Johnson 
State Fire Marshal -- oJseph H Baldwin 
Commissiner of Banking -- William H Smith 
Secretary of Agriculture -- Charles E Patton 
Commissioner of Forestry -- Robert S Conklin 





Workmen's Compensation Bureau -- Harry A Mackey, Chairman; James 
W Leech, John A Scott 
Chief of the Department of Mines -- James E Roderick 
Commissioner of Health  -- Samuel G Dixon, M. D. 
State Highway Commissoner -- Robert J Cunningham 
Superintendent of Pablic Grounds and Buildings -- Samuel B Rambo 
Superintendent of Public Printing and Binding -- A Nevin Pomeroy 
State Librarian -- Thomas Lynch Montgomery 
Superintendent of State Police -- John C Groome 
Commissioner of Fisheries -- Nathan R Buller 
The Public Service Commission -- William D B Ainey, Chairman; 
Samuel W Pennypaeker, John S Rilling, William A Magee, Milton J 
Brecht, John Monaghan 
Water Supply Commission -- Thomas J Lynch, Chairman; Robert A 
Zentmyer 
Pennsylvania State Board of Censors of Motion Pictures -- Louis 
Breitinger, Chairman; Mrs E C Niver, vice-chairman; Ellis P 
Oberholtzer, secretary 
 
                         OFFICIAL COUNTY DIRECTORY 
                   County Court House, High cor Market. 
 
Presiding Judge -- William Butler, Jr 
Additional Law Judge -- J Frank E Hause 
Court Stenographer -- Walter H Lewis 
District Attorney -- Truman D Wade 
Assistant District Attorney -- Harris L Sproat 
Prothonotary -- oward S Conner 
Deputy Prothonotary -- Carl Deihm 
Clerk of the Courts -- Benjamin L Few 
Deputy Clerk of the Courts -- Abner W Few 
Register of Wills -- Lewis H Miller 
Deputy Register of Wills -- Alban P Ingram 
County Treasurer -- George E Wilson 
Deputy Treasurer -- John Byerly 
Sheriff -- Clarence M Ortlip 
Deputy Sheriff -- Emmor E Criswell 
Recorder of Deeds -- Jesse H Kirk 
Deputy Recorder -- Warren G Carson 
Coroner -- John S Garrett 
County Commissioners -- David M Golder, John E Baldwin, 
J Frank Elston.  Clerk, John Parker 
Directors of the Poor -- Levi S Thomas, Charles L Huston, Swithin 
Shortlidge 





County Surveyor -- N R Rambo 
Jury Commisisoners -- George S Deweer, Michael Gleason 
Controller -- Isaac Y Ash 
Deputy Controller -- E Vinton Philips 
Warden of Chester County Prison -- John L Glower 
Matron of Juvenile Home -- Ella M Manley 
Stewart of Chester County Home -- Thomas S Garrett 
Physician of Chester County Home -- F H Hollister 
County Solicitor -- Thomas Lack 
 
                            BOROUGH GOVERNMENT. 
 
Chief Burgess -- J Paul MacElree 
Borough Solicitor -- George S. Dewees 
Finance Committee -- The entire Council 
 
                                 COUNCIL. 
 
Fred Heed, president; Joseph H Oak, J L Meredith, John Thorpe, 
Edmund H Brown, Edward S Darlington, Henry R Guss, S B Darlington 
Streets -- Henry R Guss, Edmund H Brown, John Thorpe 
Fire -- S B Darlington, Henry R Guss, Edward S Darlington 
Water -- J Comly Hall, Edmund H Brown, John Thorp 
Park -- John Thorp, J Comly Hall, S B Darlington 
Library -- J Comly Hall, S B Darlington, Edward S Darlington 
Light -- S B Darlington, Henry R Guss, John Thorp 
Sewer -- Edward S Darlington, Edmund H Brown, Henry R Guss 
Tree Commission -- Herbert F Worth, Joseph Kift, Warren Mftchell 
Borough Treasurer -- Wm S Underwood 
Clerk -- M Minerva Davis 
Borough Engineer -- Nathan R Rambo 
Water Commissioner -- Evan A Mercer 
Highway Commissioner -- Edwin C Reagan 
Chief of Police -- John E Entriken 
 
                             BOARD OF HEALTH. 
 
Dr Jos Scattergood, President; Dr C E Woodward, Secretary; 





                              PUBLIC SCHOOLS. 
 
Superintendent -- Addison L Jones, office in High School 
Building; secretary to superintendent, Sara C Evans 
 
                             FIRE DEPARTMENT. 
 
Chief -- R A Woodward 
Assistant Chiefs -- Harry J Griffith, Hillary Fox 
West Chester Fire Co No 1 -- Located on N Church bet Gay and 
Market, consisting of one hook and ladder, automobile pump and 
hose wagon and one automobile chemical engine. Roland Smedley, 
pres; Henry A Guss, v-pres; Herman J Smith, sec 'y; C P Keech, 
financial sec'y; Dr Jesse C Breen, treas; John A Joyce, chief 
engineer 
Good Will Fire Co No 2 -- Located on E Gay bet Walnut and High; 
consisting of one steamer, one hose carriage and one chemical 
engine. Harry Wills, pres; Kimble Kugler, treas; Howard Heston, 
sec'y; Herbert Herbert Andress, financial sec'y; Francis J Myer, 
Wm Underwood, Frank Fannigan, Henry Pyle and George Townsend, 
trustees; Wm Huber, chief engineer 
Fame Fire Co No 3 -- Located on E Market above Walnut; consists 
of one steamer, one hose carriage, one combination chemical 
engine. Fred Heed, pres; Jefferson Shanner v-pres; C 0 White, 
sec'y; J Comly Hall, treas; William J Hopewell, Clinton Mosteller 
and William Buxton, trustees 
 
                            FIRE ALARM SYSTEM. 
Box  North Ward 
1-1 -- Chester County Hospital 
1-2 -- Biddle and High 
1-3 --Biddle and Franklin 
l-4 -- Chestnut and Matlack 
1-5 -- Market St P R R Station 
1-6 -- Walnut and Chestnut 
1-7 -- Sharpless Separator Works 
1-8 -- Gay and Adams 
1-9 -- omeopathic Hospital 
 
Box  South Ward 
2-1 -- Church and Barnard 





2-3 -- Union and Wayne 
2-4 -- Miner and New 
2-5 -- Normal School 
2-6 -- Union and Darlington 
 
East Ward 
3-1 -- Miner and Matlack 
3-2 -- Franklin and Miner 
3-3 -- Matlack and Lacey 
3-4 -- Union and Walnut 
3-5 -- High and Nields 
3-6 -- Franklin and Union 
 
West Ward 
4-1 -- Market and Darlington 
4-2 -- New and Gay 
4-3 -- Washington and Darlington 
4-4 -- New and Fayette 
4-5 -- Virginia av and Church 
4-6 -- Front of Assembly Building 
4-7 -- Leedom 's Livery Stable 
 
                            POLICE DEPARTMENT. 
 
Headquarters -- Municipal Building 
Chief of Police -- John E Entricken 
Home Sergeant -- Edgar T Jackson 
 
SCHOOLS AND ACADEMIES. 
St Agnes' Parochial School, 221 W Gay 
West Chester State Normal School, First District, High cor Normal 
Av; Robert T Cornwell, pres; Samuel Marshall, sec'y; George Heed, 
treas; John R Hollinger,. steward; Mrs Anna S Raymond, matron 
     The Faculty -- George Morris Philips, A. M., Ph. D., prin 
 
                           HOMES AND HOSPITALS. 
 
Barclay Home for the Aged, 11 W Chestnut 
Chester County Hospital, E Marshall 
Friends' Boarding Home, 444 N Walnut 
Homeopathic Hospital of Chester County, 326 N Walnut 
Tuberculosis Dispensary, Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, Department 
of Health, 12 W Market; open Wednesdays and Fridays, 2 to 4 p m 





                                  BANKS. 
 
Dime Savings Bank of Chester County, 14 N High. Geo M Philips, 
pres; Samuel Marshall, sec and treas 
First National Bank of West Chester (The), High nr Market; 
organized 1863. Marshall S Way, pres; Septimus E Nivin, 
vice-pres; Samuel P Cloud, cashier; George Newlin Jr asst cashier 
National Bank of Chester County (The), High bet Market and Gay; 
organized 1814. Thomas W Marshall, pres; Thomas Hoopes, 
vice-pres; George Heed, cashr; Joseph F Hill and Herman F Wyers, 
asst cashiers 
 
                             TRUST COMPANIES. 
 
Chester County Trust Company, E Gay nr High; organized 1900. J 
Everton Ramsey, pres; William M Potts, vice-pres; L K Stubbs, 
vice-pres and treas; William P Sharpless, trust officer; Elbert N 
Pusey, asst trust officer; Alfred P Reid, solicitor 
Farmers and Mechanics' Trust Co, High cor Market; Herbert P 
Worth, pres and trust officer; J Comly Hall, vice-pres and treas; 
S D Ramsey, sec'y; N S Ingram, asst treas; J Harry Thomas, asst 
sec'y; Marion H Reid, asst trust officer 
 
                                 CHURCHES. 
 
                                  Baptist 
 
First Baptist Church, S High nr Union; Rev Edward C Kunkle, 
pastor; Sunday services, 10:30 am and 7:30 pm 
Olivet Baptist Church, S New c W Union; Rev Charles A Walker, 
pastor; Sunday services, 10:30 am and 7:30 pm 
St Paul's Baptist Church (colored), E Miner bet Adams and Penn; 
Sunday services, 10:30 am and 7:30 pm 
 
                                 Catholic 
 
St Agnes' Catholic Church, W Gay nr New; Rev Samuel B Spalding, 
pastor; residence, 233 W Gay 
 
                             Christian Science 
 
First Church of Christ Scientist, N High nr Washington; Sunday 
Services, 10:30 a m; Wednesday, 8pm; reading rooms open Tuesdays, 






                                  Friends 
 
Friends' Meeting House (Orthodox), N Church c Chestnut Hicksite 
(Friends), High cor Fayette 
 
                            Methodist Episcopal 
 
Bethel A M E Church (colored), E Miner nr S Adams; Sunday 
service, 10:30 a m and 7:30 pm 
Methodist Episcopal Church, W Market cor Darlington; Rev Jay 
Dickerson, pastor; Sunday services, 10:30 am and 7:30 p m 
St Luke Union A M E Church (colored), S Franklin nr E Barnard; 
Sunday services, 10:30 am and 7:30 pm 
 
                               Presbyterian 
 
First Presbyterian Church, W Miner c Darlington; Rev Washington R 
Laird, pastor; Sunday services, 10:30 am and 7:30 pm 
Second Presbyterian Church, S Walnut bet Miner and Barnard; 
Sunday services, 10:30 a m and 7:30 pm 
Westminster Presbyterian Church, S Church cor Barnard; Rev C R 
Wililamson, pastor; Sunday services, 10:30 a m and 7:30 p m 
 
                           Protestant Episcopal 
 
Church of the Holy Trinity, S High cor Union; Rev John M Gilbert; 
Sunday services, 8 and 10:30 a m and 7:30 pm 
 
                                 Reformed 
 
Reformed Episcopal Church of the Sure Foundation, W Union nr 
High; Sunday services, 10:30 a m and 7:30 p m 
 
                           CLUBS AND SOCIETIES. 
 
Ancient Order of Hibernians, Division No 4, meets 1st Tuesday and 
3d Sunday, at A 0 H Hall, 44 W Gay; James Rox, pres; Fred D 
Martin, sec 
Bachelor Club, 10 N Church 
Benevolent and Protective Order of Elks, West Chester Lodge No 





Brandywine Council No 758, I 0 I A, 14 E Gay 
Business Men's Association, Harkness Hall, meets 3d Monday of 
each month 
Chester County Republican Club, Harkness Hall 
I C U B Society, 44 W Gay, meets 2d Sundays; P J Murphy, pres; 
Thomas J Treston, sec 
Eden Commandery No 321, Knights of Malta, 44 W Gay, meets 
Thursdays 
General Henry R Guss Post No 1, Civil War Veterans, meets 
Saturdays at 20 S Church 
Kenhawa Council No 248, Jr 0 U A M, 44 W Gay, meets Monday 
evening 
Knights of the Maccabees, West Chester Tent No 457, meets Monday 
evenings, 16 N High 
McCall George A Post No 31, GAR, Memorial Hall, meets very 
Saturday at 3 p m 
People's Republican Party of Chester County, Church c Market 
Pharos Temple No 3, B O of Egyptians, W Gay, meets Tuesdays 
Pocahontas Lodge No 316, I 0 0 F, 14 E Gay, meets Thursday 
evenings 
Robert Chas W Col Commandery M B No 4, K G E, meets first 
Fridays, 16 N High 
Star Social Club, 22 N Walnut 
St Agnes TAB Society, St Agnes' Hall, meets 1st Sunday of each 
month; William Barrett, pres; William A Brown, sec'y 
St Agnes' Cadets, St Agnes' School Hall, meets 1st Sunday of each 
month; M J Murphy, pres; John Pierce, sec'y 
St Agnes' Ladies' Temperance Society, St Agnes' School Hall; 
meets 1st Sunday of each month; D S Sullivan, pres; Annie Rogan, 
sec'y 
St Agnes' Mutual Benefit Assocition, St Agnes' Hall; meets 4th 
Sunday of each month; John V. Morgan, I pres; Elizabeth Donovan, 
secy 
St Agnes' Savings Fund, Gay cor Church, meets every Monday 
evening; J W McCormick, pres; Frank Riley, sec'y 
Union Veteran Legion No 25, Memorial Hall, meets 2d Tuesday each 
month 
United Order of True Reformers, 322 E Miner 
Uppowoc Tribe No 47, I 0 R M, meets Friday evenings at 14 E Gay 






West Chester Aerie No 1720, FOE, meets 1st and 2d Thursdays at 
Eeagles Home, 14 W Market, James P Rox, pres; Daniel E Harman, 
sec 
West Shester Castle No 226 Golden Eagles, meets Tuesday evenings, 
16 N High 
West Chester Club, Assembly Building 
West Chester Council Knights of Columbus, meets 1st and 3d 
Wednesdays, 110 W Market, P P McGraw, grand knight; William J 
Corcoran, rec sec'y 
West Chester Council No 45, Daughters of Liberty, 44 W Gay, meets 
Tuesdays evenings 
West Chester Council No 633, Order of Ind Americans, 4 W Gay, 
meets Friday evenings 
West Chester Heptasophs I 0 H No 61, 16 N High, meets 1st and 3d 
Mondays 
West Chester Lodge No 908, Loyal Order of Moose, Organized 
October 24, 1915. J Howard Darlington, Dictator; James 0 'Connor, 
Vice-Dictator; J J Nilan, Past Dictator; Wm Quigley, Prelate; Wm 
A Cashman, Secretary; D J Karmentze, Treasurer; Abram Singer, 
Inside Guard; W Everhart, Outside Guard; Trustee, J P Barry, W H 
Priest, C H Sheller, Jr. Meets Monday evenings, at Gay and Walnut 
Streets, at 8 o 'clock 
West Chester Lodge No 322 F and A M, 10 N Church; meets 1st 
Monday 
West Chester Lodge No 42, I 0 0 P, meets Tuesday evenings, 24 W 
Gay 
West Chester Pioneers, 8 W Market 
Young Men's Christian Association, High c Chestnut; Edward 
Brinton, pres; Arthur T Parke, vice-pres; John L Clayton, treas; 
C R J Hays, rec sec'y; A J Himmelsbach, genl sec'y; George M 
Kirk, asst sec'y 
 
                               CORPORATIONS. 
 
Corcoran Construction Company, Wayne c Market. Patrick H 
Corcoran, pres; William J Corcoran, Jr., sec'y and treas 
 
Denney Tag Co, 30 W Barnard. Marshall S Ways, pres; Maurice R 
Travilla, vice-pres; Alfred D Sharpless, sec'y; Mark H 
Darlington, treas; George M Huey, genl mngr 
 
Hoopes Bros & Darlington Inc, 239 E Market. Thomas Hoppes, pres; 
Russell Hoopes, vice-pres and supt; Charles R Hoopes, sec'y; 
Edward S Darlington, treas 
 
Hoopes Bros & Thomas Co, Maple av, W Goshen. Abner Hoopes, pres; 






Keystone  Tag Co, r Nields bet Walnut and Matlack. Samuel O 
Barber, pres; George K McParland, sec'y and treas 
 
National Crayon Co, Walnut c E Washington. Stephen 
T Smith, pres; M A Green, sec'y; Harry W Smith, treas 
 
Penn Mutual Fire Insurance Company of Chester Co, 16 N High. 
Arthur P Reid, pres; Paul W Pearson, sec 'y; P E Jeffries, treas 
 
People's Ice and Storage Co, 10-16 E Chestnut. J P Harkness, 
pres; J L Meredith, vice-pres; Jos H Oat, sec'y and mngr 
 
Sharples  Separator  Company,  Patton av  c  E  Biddle. Philip M 
Sharples, pres; David T Sharples, vice-pres; I Roberts Comforts, 
treas 
 
West Chester Cold Storage and Ice Co Ltd (The), E Union 
•BJ c Franklin; Jesse Shallcross, chairman; Fred Heed, ^H sec; J 
Edson Shallcross, treas 
 
                                LIBRARIES. 
 
Friends' Library, N Church bet Chestnut and Washington 
Public Library, N Church cor Payette; open from 8:30 am to 9:30 
pm 
West Chester Public Library Association, N Church cor Fayette 
 
                                 MARKETS. 
 
West Chester Market, W Market bet Darlington and New; market 
days, Wednesdays and Saturdays 
 
                                NEWSPAPERS. 
 
Daily Local News, Daily Local News Co Publishers, Elbert N Pusey, 
pres, 12 S High; subscription rates, $3.00 per year; 25c per 
month 
 
Village Record (The), (weekly), H G Smith, pub, 2 W Market; 
subscription rates, $1.00 per year 
 
                                  PARKS. 
Chester County Pair Grounds, West Chester pike 
Everhart Grove, Miner c Brandywine 
Marshall Square, N Matlack c E Biddle 





                               POST OFFICE. 
 
Office, E Gay cor Walnut, Granville L Rettew, postmaster; John P 
Woodward asst postmaster; delivery of mails from 7:50 a m to 4:30 
p m; collection from 6 a m to 7:30 p m; last mail closes at 8. H 
Roecker, Harry C Kugle, Alexander P Thompson, Horace J Wheaton, G 
A Conner, E Paul Darlington, H T Lear, W Francis Barry, carriers 
 
RAILROAD DEPOTS. 
Pennsylvania R R Depot, E Market bel Matlack West Chester 










First National Bank of West Chester advertisement (see 
frontispiece 1] 
 
[inside back cover] 
 
advertisement for Balitmore City Printing and Binding Co., 353- 
363 Equitable Building, "Noting too large -- nothing too small" 
 
